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Abstract

Market-oriented programming is a new approach to design and implementation of re-

source allocation mechanisms in computer systems. It has its roots in different disci-

plines, such as economics and computer science (in particular the area of multi-agent

systems). This thesis is divided into two different parts, focusing on: 1) central foun-

dations and mechanisms of market-oriented programming, and 2) the use of market-

oriented programming in practical applications.

Market-oriented programming is seen as a programming paradigm based on ab-

stractions such as prices and demands. Concepts, terminology and theory from micro-

economics form the foundations of the paradigm. Central aspects of these foundations

are investigated and some new insights are presented. Furthermore, some relations

between standard optimization/resource allocation approaches and markets are de-

scribed, and novel theorems are introduced. A plethora of algorithms (some stemming

from mathematical optimization and numerical analysis, and some new) for the main

computational problem of market-oriented programming � the computation of general

equilibrium � are described, analyzed and compared. Some issues of self-interested

agents in market-oriented programming are also investigated.

A published, and generally recognized, market-oriented approach to the applica-

tion building climate control is analyzed in some detail. A new approach to this ap-

plication, based on market-oriented programming, is introduced and shown to be su-

perior to the analyzed approach in many ways. The case study pinpoints a number of

potential pitfalls as well as advantages of market-oriented approaches to this and other

applications.

A second investigated application is power load management, i.e. the management

of loads at the customers' side for obtaining more ef�cient energy systems manage-

ment. The basis of the application is described and a new market-oriented approach

is introduced and analyzed. The approach is shown to have a number of advantages

compared to existing approaches to this problem.

The main conclusion of the thesis is that there are some potential pitfalls of market-

oriented programming, but when used with care it provides a highly natural and ef�-

cient means for resource allocation in computer systems.
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Preface

The �rst time I heard about resource allocation methods for computer systems based

on economic abstractions was at the Modelling Autonomous Agents in a Multi-Agent

World (MAAMAW) workshop in Odense, Denmark, 1994. I had some discussions

with researchers in the �eld and read several fascinating and inspiring papers. Some-

what later I decided that I would like to work on this topic for a Ph.D. thesis. At that

point in time my expectations on markets were extremely high and I strongly believed

in computational advantages of market approaches when compared to other optimiza-

tion methods. After some time, however, I realized that things were not really that

simple and that some papers in the area were scattered with exaggerated claims and

that competing approaches were poorly investigated. This resulted in a sever backlash

and I then lost all faith in market approaches to resource allocation problems in com-

puter systems. After some further time I started to �nd other colors than black and

white. My hope is that I, with this thesis, can give a balanced view by carefully de-

scribing opportunities and dif�culties of computational markets in different contexts.

Often during the work with this thesis I have asked myself the question �If I could

have received this thesis back in 1994, what would have been the most important things

for me to know?� Thus, the aim of the thesis is not only to present new results for ex-

perts in the �led, but also to provide an extensive survey for newcomers to the area.

Though it, as a researcher, often is easier to take pride from very complicated math-

ematics then for basic clari�cations, I would actually not be surprised if the survey

chapter and the glossary will play a more important role in the computer science soci-

ety than, e.g., the details of the resource-oriented multi-commodity Newton-Raphson

algorithm.

As I intend to continue with research in this area, and there are some plans on

rewriting the thesis as a book, I am very interested in feedback in all forms. Informa-

tion on how to �nd me via the Internet was given earlier in the thesis.

The interdisciplinary nature of this work has led to a large number of contacts with

people from many different areas. This has been very stimulating as well as educating.

A number of persons and companies have contributed signi�cantly to the creation of

this thesis in many different ways, from �nancial support to discussions and advice. In

particular I like to thank:

� The sponsors of EnerSearch AB, i.e. ABB Network Partner, Electricité de

France, IBM Utility & Energy Services, IT Blekinge, PreussenElektra AG, and

Sydkraft AB, for the �nancial support.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Context and Main Research Issues

The research presented in this thesis has been performed in the research group Soci-

eties of Computation (SoC) at the University of Karlskrona/Ronneby, Sweden and I

have been registered as a graduate student at Lund Institute of Technology and Lund

University, Sweden. The work has been managed as a sub-project (sub-project 8) of

the Information/Society/Energy/System project � the ISES project � of EnerSearch

AB. The ISES project is a multi-disciplinary project with Ph.D. students and profes-

sors from, e.g., computer science, business administration and electrical engineering.

EnerSearch AB is a research company owned by IBM Utility & Energy Services and

Sydkraft AB. Sponsors of EnerSearch AB include ABB Network Partner, Electricité

de France, IBM Utility & Energy Services, IT Blekinge, PreussenElektra AG, and

Sydkraft AB.1

Today's energy utilities are facing major changes. Many countries are deregulating

the electricity market (and other energy markets) and at the same time the possibilities

to communicate with customers increase. Major enablers are concepts for global data

networks (such as the Internet) and new communication technologies (such as power-

line communication), see further Chapter 9. With this as a background the main ques-

tion, put to the ISES project as a whole, is: �How can these new technologies increase

the competitiveness of an energy utility?�

Of course, there are many aspects of a question of the above type, and nine differ-

ent sub-projects deal with different issues. For example, one fundamental issue is if

the customers are interested in interacting with the utility at all, and, if so, how. The

main research issue of one ISES sub-project (sub-project 1) is to try to �nd ef�cient

communication means by providing the customer with the right amount and form of in-

1For more information refer to the web-site: http://www.enersearch.se.

1
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formation based on categorization of different customers' information acquisition and

processing characteristics. Another sub-project (sub-project 5) deals with estimation

of the potential gain of automating certain parts of the energy system.

The task that was assigned to sub-project 8 (which I have been working in) was

to investigate distributed load management. As both computation and communication

power is getting cheaper, the number of micro-processors residing close to the cus-

tomer increases. Domestic appliances are evolving into �smart equipment� capable of

doing quite advanced computation and communicating with the outside world. The

research issue of the distributed load management project has been to investigate how

all this �smart equipment� should be utilized and coordinated for ef�cient use of the

energy system, i.e. to perform distributed load management.

The approach taken is to investigate the applicability of multi-agent systems, and

market-oriented programming in particular, to load management. The main questions

considered have been:

� What are the basic principles and properties of market-oriented programming?

� What is the relation between market-oriented programming and other (tra-

ditional) approaches, such as mathematical optimization and traditional ap-

proaches to resource allocation? Most importantly, what are the properties of

the market outcome?

� Can market-oriented programming be ef�ciently implemented? In particular,

can it be ef�ciently implemented in a distributed environment?

� Are there any existing market-oriented programming approaches to closely re-

lated applications?

� What would a market-oriented programming approach to load management look

like and what would the properties of such an approach be?

1.2 Main Contributions

This thesis contributes to results on general aspects of market-oriented programming

as well as its use in particular applications.

The area of market-oriented programming is rather new and stems from many dif-

ferent disciplines. Many of the contributions are integration and comparisons of results

from different disciplines, such as economics, computer science (and in particular the

area of multi-agent systems), mathematical optimization, numerical analysis, and con-

trol theory, whereas other contributions are new.
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In more detail, the main contributions are:

� A survey of market-oriented programming and clari�cation of basic concepts,

such as relations between different t�atonnement processes and price-oriented

and resource-oriented market algorithms, and issues related to production in

market-oriented programming. (Chapter 2.)

� Novel theorems for how a general class of resource allocation problems can be

decomposed into markets, both with perfect information and under uncertainty.

(Chapter 3.)

� A detailed study of algorithms for market-oriented programming. The study

includes the introduction of new algorithms for market-oriented programming

based on different standard algorithms from numerical analysis and mathemat-

ical optimization, the introduction of a new algorithm COTREE, particularly

well suited for implementation in distributed environments, and some compar-

isons between existing market algorithms and the ones introduced in the thesis.

(Chapter 4.)

� The introduction of a novel algorithm for obtaining feasible solutions from in-

termediate results of a price-oriented algorithm. This is particularly useful when

using market-oriented programming in time critical environments. (Chapter 5.)

� Investigation of the potential gains and losses of speculation in market-oriented

programming, both with perfect information and in the case where the agents

hold biased information. (Chapter 6.)

� Detailed studies of a published, and generally recognized, approach to market-

oriented building climate control. The study includes analysis of critical factors

for the success and pinpointing of drawbacks of the approach. Furthermore, a

novel approach to the same problem is introduced which, in several respects, is

superior to the original one. There is also some general conclusions regarding

the applicability of competing multi-agent approaches to this problem. (Chap-

ter 8.)

� Introduction and evaluation of a novel approach to direct load management. The

novel approach has a number of advantages compared to existing approaches,

and the major concepts also seem highly applicable to indirect load manage-

ment. (Chapter 9 � Chapter 15.)
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1.3 Main Conclusions

The very general conclusion of the thesis is that market-oriented programming is a very

useful approach for resource allocation in distributed systems in that it often can be

ef�ciently implemented and that it often provides a straightforward way to decompose

large problems, and that it relies on very natural abstractions, such as prices, supply

and demand. In some more detail, the main conclusions are:

� Market-oriented programming strongly rely on micro-economic theory and

hereby it can take advantage of a signi�cant amount of available terminology,

theory and tools. Production in market-oriented programming introduces some

issues (such as the risk of deadlock) which are not considered in standard eco-

nomics, and which require special care. (Chapter 2)

� Many general resource allocation/optimization problems can be decomposed

into markets. (Chapter 3.)

� Market-oriented programming can be ef�ciently implemented in many settings.

However, we believe that algorithms for multi-commodity markets in distributed

environments still can be signi�cantly improved. (Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.)

� The gains of speculation in one-shot markets where the utility functions are

submitted at once are small already with a moderate number of agents. It is clear

that for the application of load management when negotiating for an upcoming

hour and when entire utility functions are submitted, it is suf�cient to impose

local optimization rather than competitive behavior. However, speculation when

markets are iterated over time or when iterated algorithms are used for single

shot markets (which typically are required on multi-commodity markets) is a

complex issue, and the dif�culties should not be underestimated. (Chapter 6.)

� Even though market-oriented programming is appealing from many perspec-

tives, comparisons with existing alternatives are important. Exaggerated claims

about the bene�ts of market-oriented approaches will inevitably lead to back-

lashes. (Chapter 8.)

� Market-oriented programming provides a very natural way to manage many

large distributed resource allocation problems, and when properly used it leads

to high quality outcomes. In particular, we have demonstrated that both the ap-

plication of climate control and load management can be successfully managed

with this approach. (Chapter 8 � Chapter 15.)
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1.4 Publications/Contributors

Most of the material in this thesis has been presented at different conferences, work-

shops, and seminars, and published in different books, proceedings or technical re-

ports. Here is a complete list of the publications that contain some material published

in the thesis, and some comment on the respective paper's connection to the thesis.

The list is given in chronological order.

(i) Staffan Hägg, Fredrik Ygge, Rune Gustavsson and Hans Ottosson, DA-SoC:

A Testbed for Modelling Distribution Automation Applications Using Agent-

Oriented Programming, Proceedings of Modelling Autonomous Agents in a

Multi-Agent World (MAAMAW '94), Odense, Denmark, 1994.

In this paper an early version of the basic architecture used in Chapter 10 was

presented, though the work was at a very early stage.

(ii) Staffan Hägg and Fredrik Ygge, Agent-Oriented Programming in Power Distri-

bution Automation - An Architecture, a Language, and their Applicability, Joint

licantiate thesis, Department of Computer Science, Lund University, CODEN:

LUTEDX/(TECS-3056)/1-183/(1995), 1995.

The thesis discuss the use of market-based approach to load management in

quite general terms.

(iii) Fredrik Ygge and Eric Astor, Interacting Intelligent Software Agents in De-

mand Management, Proceeding of Distribution Automation/Demand Side Man-

agement (DA/DSM) '95, PennWell Conferences and Exhibitions, 1995.

Some important dif�culties and opportunities related to market-oriented ap-

proaches for load management were discussed in this paper. It is one step in the

direction towards the current market-oriented approach to load management.

(iv) Fredrik Ygge, Rune Gustavsson, and Hans Akkermans, HOMEBOTS: Intelligent

Agents for Decentralized Load Management, Proceeding of Distribution Au-

tomation/Demand Side Management (DA/DSM) '96, pp. 597 � 610, PennWell

Conferences and Exhibitions, 1996.

The paper presents a two-commodity approach (with only one explicit commod-

ity) to load management. Even though without technical detail, different load

management scenarios are demonstrated.

(v) Elmar van Dijk, Rolf Raven, and Fredrik Ygge, SmartHome User Interface:

Controlling Your Home Through the Internet, Proceeding of Distribution Au-

tomation/Demand Side Management (DA/DSM) '96, pp. 675 � 686, PennWell

Conferences and Exhibitions, 1996.
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The paper describes the integration of domestic appliances and the Internet, and

is relevant for Chapter 9.

(vi) Hans Akkermans, Fredrik Ygge, and Rune Gustavsson, HOMEBOTS: Intelli-

gent Decentralized Services for Energy Management, In J. F. Schreinemakers

(Ed.), Knowledge Management: Organization, Competence and Methodology,

Ergon Verlag, Wuerzburg, D, 1996.

This paper has many similarities with (iv) above, but is written more for an

audience with a knowledge management background.

(vii) Fredrik Ygge and Hans Akkermans, Power Load Management as a Compu-

tational Market, Proceeding of the Second International Conference on Multi-

Agent Systems (ICMAS) '96, pp 393 - 400. AAAI Press, 1996.

A two-commodity (with only one explicit commodity) approach to load man-

agement was presented in some detail. The paper is an important base for both

Chapter 4 and Chapter 10 � Chapter 15.

(viii) Fredrik Ygge, A Framework for Computational Markets, Term paper

for the course: Graduate Course on Patterns and Frameworks, Jan-

uary 1997, available from http://www.dna.lth.se/Education/Courses/

96.Dokt.Patterns/Reports/.

This paper describes howOOP concepts, such as design patterns and framework,

can be utilized for the implementation of computational markets. The paper is

relevant for some discussion in Chapter 2.

(ix) Fredrik Ygge and Hans Akkermans, Making a Case for Multi-Agent Systems,

Proceedings of the Eighth Modelling Autonomous Agents in a Multi-Agent

World (MAAMAW '97), pp. 156-176. Springer Verlag, 1997.

Chapter 8 is based on this paper.

(x) Tuomas Sandholm and Fredrik Ygge, On the Gains and Losses of Speculation

in Equilibrium Markets, Proceedings of the Fifteenth International Conference

on Arti�cial Intelligence (IJCAI '97), Morgan Kaufmann, 1997.

This paper essentially constitutes Chapter 6.

(xi) Hans Akkermans and Fredrik Ygge, Smart Software as Customer Assistant in

Large-Scale Distributed LoadManagement, Proceeding of Distribution Automa-

tion/Demand Side Management Europe (DA/DSM) '97, PennWell Conferences

and Exhibitions, 1997.
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The scheduling problem is introduced together with other important considera-

tions, such as the transformation between customer preferences and utility func-

tions in a form useful on computational markets. It also describes achieved

results in a rather non-technical way. The paper serves as background for Chap-

ter 9 � Chapter 15.

(xii) Fredrik Ygge, Power Load Management as a Multi-Commodity Market, Univer-

sity of Karlskrona/Ronneby Research Report 1997:15, ISSN: 1103-1581. Date:

18 November 1997.

This report is a �rst draft of Chapter 9 � Chapter 15.

(xiii) Fredrik Ygge and Hans Akkermans, Duality in Multi-Commodity Market Com-

putations, C. Zhang and D. Lukose, editors, Proceeding of the Third Australian

Workshop on Distributed Arti�cial Intelligence, pages 65 - 78, Perth, Australia,

1 December 1997.

Introduction of the multi-commodity resource oriented algorithm (Chapter 4)

and the PROPORTION algorithm (Chapter 5).

(xiv) Arne Andersson and Fredrik Ygge, Managing Large Scale Computational Mar-

kets, Proceedings of the 31st Hawaiian International Conference on System Sci-

ences, VOL VII - Software Technology Track, pages 4 - 13, Big Island Hawaii,

6-9 January, IEEE Computer Society, 1998.

Introduction of the COTREE algorithm (Chapter 4).

(xv) Hans Akkermans, Rune Gustavsson and Fredrik Ygge, Pragmatics of Agent

Communication, Proceedings of KAW'98, Banff, Canada, 18 - 23 April, 1998.

(In press.)

This paper focuses on agent communication and the market-oriented load man-

agement approach in this thesis is used as an example. The communication

diagram style has (with some modi�cations) been used in Chapter 10.

(xvi) Fredrik Ygge and Hans Akkermans, On Resource-Oriented Market Computa-

tions, Proceedings of the Third International Conference on Multi-Agent Sys-

tems, (ICMAS 98), Paris, France, August, 1998. (In press.)

A revised presentation of the resource-oriented multi-commodity algorithm in-

troduced (xiii) above.

(xvii) Fredrik Ygge and Hans Akkermans, Market Computations in Time-Critical En-

vironments, Submitted.

A revised presentation of the PROPORTION algorithm introduced in (xiii) above.
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(xviii) Fredrik Ygge, Hans Akkermans and Arne Andersson, A Multi-Commodity

Market Approach to Power Load Management, Submitted.

A revised and compressed version of the report (xii). Furthermore, it introduces

the theorems presented in Chapter 3.

All co-authors to the above papers are of course important contributors to this

thesis. In addition, a note should be added on the LOADSCHED algorithm. This algo-

rithm has been developed by Arne Andersson and Eric Schenk in cooperation with the

author.

The use of the term �we� in the thesis refers to me and the co-authors of the dif-

ferent parts. It should be kept in mind, though, that all co-authors have not been able

to proof read all material and there is no claim that all of them agree to everything in

the thesis.

1.5 Outline of the Thesis

The thesis is divided into two parts. Part 1 deals with general issues related to market-

oriented programming and Part 2 describes the application of market-oriented pro-

gramming to two important applications.

Chapter 2 aims at clarifying the foundations of market-oriented programming and

to serve as an introduction to the other chapters in Part 1. Basic terminology and

concepts from economics are presented and some differences between economics and

market-oriented programming are described. The chapter also gives an introduction

to how general equilibrium theory can be applied to actual resource allocation. The

next chapter, Chapter 3, formally describes how general resource allocation problems

can be modeled as markets. Thus, this chapter shows some fundamental relations be-

tween economics and mathematical optimization/numerical analysis. The problem of

actually computing a market outcome is treated in Chapter 4. Here a large number of

algorithms with different properties are described and compared. One of the conclu-

sions of Chapter 4 is that a wide class of algorithms (price-oriented algorithms) have a

property which makes them useless as any-time algorithms. In Chapter 5 we introduce

a novel approach to overcome this problem. Chapter 6, deals with the issue of spec-

ulation in equilibrium markets. That is, can agents gain (or lose) by revealing false

preferences? The �nal chapter of Part 1, Chapter 7, gives a general summary of Part 1.

The �rst chapter in Part 2, Chapter 8, studies an existing market-oriented approach

to building climate control in some detail. The remaining chapters of Part 2, Chapter 9

through Chapter 15, are dedicated to power load management. Chapter 9 gives a short

introduction to load management and describes different issues important for future
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energy utilities. In Chapter 10 a multi-agent architecture for load management is in-

troduced. The architecture is then demonstrated on a speci�c load management exam-

ple in Chapter 11. The issue of scheduling loads is discussed in Chapter 12. Another

example is then given in Chapter 13. Different general issues of simpli�cations and

generalizations, for, e.g., the incorporation of more complex load models, are treated

in Chapter 14. The �nal chapter of Part 2, Chapter 15, contains a summary discussion

and conclusions regarding the market-oriented approach to load management.

Finally Chapter 16 presents the conclusions of the thesis.

A word (or words) marked >like this appears in the glossary on page 191. Terms

appearing in the glossary are not marked this way every time they occur, but rather

when it is assumed to help the reader.
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Part 1: Market-Oriented Programming





Chapter 2

On the Foundations of

Market-Oriented Programming

This chapter aims at giving an extensive overview of market-oriented programming

with relevant pointers and at serving as an introduction to Part 1 of the thesis. Efforts

have been made to minimize the formalism of Section 2.1 through 2.8 in favor of

readability. A presentation of some micro-economic terminology, required for the

reading of other chapters of the thesis is given in Section 2.9

2.1 Introduction

As computers are becoming more interconnected through local and global networks,

the interest in resource sharing among those computers is intensi�ed. The idea of

letting computer software exchange resources in market-like ways, has been sug-

gested for a number of applications, e.g. [Kurose and Simha, 1989, Wellman, 1993,

Lenting and Braspenning, 1994, Wellman, 1994, White, 1994, Gagliano et al., 1995,

Huberman and Clearwater, 1995, Fischer et al., 1995, Yamaki et al., 1996,

Ygge and Akkermans, 1996, Ygge and Akkermans, 1997b, Walsh et al., 1998].

The term computational market is normally used to denote a market on which com-

puter programs, normally called (computational) agents when used in this context,

trade commodities with each other.

One can classify the work in the computational markets area in two main groups,

work on simulation of markets and work on resource allocation implementations. In

the �rst group we �nd, e.g., work by Steiglitz et al. The aim of this line of re-

search is to program agents that show behavior that is believed to be found among

humans, and, from this, run simulations with agent societies in order to generate,

e.g., price movements which are hard to explain using classical economic theory

13
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[Steiglitz et al., 1996]. Thus, the aim is to provide new insights to economic the-

ory. The other line of work, which this thesis focuses on, aims at �nding new ways

to design and implement resource allocation mechanisms in distributed systems. In

this second group we identify two main categories: 1) implementation of real markets

where the computational agents represent people or companies, and 2) resource alloca-

tion/optimization problems where the market is used for maximizing (or minimizing)

some global measure.

A computer system in which computational agents, directly representing humans,

buy �ight tickets is a typical example of the �rst category (cf. [White, 1994]).

In the second category we �nd examples where the market approach is used to

structure the design and implementation of resource allocation/optimization problems,

for which there are global measures. Using the market approach, the prices of the

resources form the interfaces to them. Examples here are the building environment

control by Huberman et al. [Huberman and Clearwater, 1995] and our application to

power load management [Ygge and Akkermans, 1996]. Here the agents are not totally

self-interested. For example, agents might be programmed to neglect the effect on

prices of its own action, while at the same time trying to optimize their use of a resource

without concern for any other agent's utility. Thus, in this category there is a mix of

sel�sh behavior and acting according to some norms. The thesis investigates both the

case when agents are programmed to act >competitively as well as the case when they

are >self-interested.

2.2 Applying General Equilibrium Theory to Resource Al-

location

>General equilibrium theory has been developed in the �eld of economics. Economics

in general aims at building models of humans and their interactions, and from these

models derive theory for, e.g., price adjustment in response to certain events. This

theory is then used by governments, industries etc. in order to understand and explain

certain phenomena or to serve as a support tool for prediction of the consequences of

different actions.

Wellman [Wellman, 1998] refers to the design and implementation of distributed

resource allocation problems based on some pricing system as market-oriented pro-

gramming. Market-oriented programming can be seen as layering constraints on top

of object-oriented programming [Wellman, 1993, Wellman, 1996]. This reminds of

Shoham's de�nition of agent-oriented programming [Shoham, 1993], where the enti-

ties are constrained to communicate through offers, requests etc.

The aim of market-oriented programming in computer science is fundamentally

different from the aim of economic theory. In market-oriented programming, micro-
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economic theory is taken as given and serves as the theory for implementation of

computational agents. Whether or not the micro-economic theory actually re�ects

human behavior is not the critical issue. The important question is instead how micro-

economic theory can be utilized for the implementation of resource allocation mecha-

nisms in computer systems. To give some concrete examples:

� Even though no (or at least very few) people believe that humans use explicit

>utility functions (further described below) when making their decisions, such

functions seem very useful for compact description of human preferences for

representation in computational agents.

� People are not always rational, but to program a computational agent, having

a certain utility function, such that it tries to maximize its utility (or rather the

utility of the person or company it represents) seems like the most reasonable

thing to do.

� In micro-economic theory, markets are commonly assumed to behave as if the

trade was actually performed as a t�atonnement process (further described later

on) even if this is actually not the case. In market-oriented programming the

interesting question is if this idealized market model can be ef�ciently imple-

mented in a computer system.

This is visualized in Figure 2.1.

Kurose and Simha [Kurose and Simha, 1989], andWellman et al. [Wellman, 1993,

Wellman, 1994, Wellman, 1996, Cheng and Wellman, 1998, Yamaki et al., 1996]

have taken the most important steps in the application of general equilib-

rium theory to resource allocation in computer systems. The WALRAS sys-

tem [Cheng and Wellman, 1998] is indeed an implementation of general equilibrium

theory for resource allocation. In WALRAS agents create bids from their demand func-

tions and desirable outcomes are shown to be obtained. When the equilibrium has been

computed from the bids of the agents, the commodities are (re)allocated in accordance

with the bids and the equilibrium prices.

The word >agent is used in this thesis as commonly done in economics, i.e. some-

one (or here rather something) that acts on a market. In a sense this is unfortunate.

The term agent is now so widely used in computer science, that the use of it often

leads to confusion. Agents are often associated with properties such as mobility and

mental terms which often are unrelated to the properties of an agent as described

above. The term agent here is, e.g., not less related to an object in object-oriented

programming (cf. [Ygge, 1997a]) than with an agent implemented in mental terms,

(cf. [Shoham, 1993]). The term >multi-agent system in this work refers to a collection

of interacting agents.
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Real World

Micro-economic theory

Economist
Computer 
scientist

Human agents on 
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Figure 2.1: A simpli�ed view on the relation between economists and computer scientists

with respect to micro-economic theory. Economists study humans and generate theory that is

used for, e.g., explanation of different phenomena. Computer scientists, doing market-oriented

programming, use this theory as an important basis for building computational markets.

2.3 General Equilibrium Theory and Exchange Markets

2.3.1 Consumers and Preferences

In micro-economic theory, a >utility function is normally used to denote the prefer-

ences of a consumer. The utility function is basically a preference ordering and a

high value of the utility function for some >consumption bundle means that the bun-

dle is preferred over a bundle with a lower value. Apart from the utility function, an

>endowment (initial allocation) is also associated with each consumer. A consumer

can only trade certain commodities for certain others on a market, and is not able to

produce anything. For further reading see e.g. [Varian, 1996, Nicholson, 1995]. The

visualization of a typical utility function is shown in Figure 2.2.

2.3.2 Trades

If a number of agents can exchange commodities with each other in a way such that

all agents will have higher utility after the trade, the agents are motivated to trade

commodities with each other. If the trade is performed on a price-based market, i.e.

each commodity is evaluated in terms of another commodity or some monetary unit,

every agent participating in a trade faces the optimization problem of maximizing its

utility (or more precisely the value of its utility function) given the market prices, its
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Figure 2.2: An example of a utility function. To the left the value of the utility function is

plotted as a function of the allocation of commodity 1 and 2. To the right some indifference

curves are shown together with the budget set. The budget set is all combinations of the two

commodities that the agent can afford at some given prices. An indifference curve is constituted

of all consumption bundles resulting in equal utility.

endowment and its utility function, through selling and buying commodities in such a

way that its budget is not violated, i.e. the market value of the endowment must be at

least as high as the market value of the �nal allocation.

If all >indifference curves are >convex, as the ones shown in Figure 2.2, the con-

sumer is said to have >convex preferences (corresponding to a >quasi-concave utility

function [Takayama, 1985, pp. 181�182]). In the case of a quasi-concave utility func-

tion, the point where an indifference curve is parallel to the border of the budget set is

the optimal choice. (This is visualized in Figure 2.2.)

Note that if the market is small then the agent's own action will effect the

market price1, and thus the market prices are actually functions of the agents' ac-

tion. Therefore the above view of the agents' optimization problem is a somewhat

simpli�ed one. For now, let us just assume that market is so large that the mar-

ket prices can be treated as exogenous by each agent. Treating the market price

1For example, if you purchase a very large amount of one commodity the market price for that com-

modity is likely to rise. (To some this is very confusing. They would instead expect that if you buy 10 kg

of coffee you would pay a lower price than if you buy 1 kg. Even though also these kind of phenomena

may be modeled using the market models described here, the price-adjustment mechanisms of, e.g., the

electricity markets in the Nordic countries are more easily understood - by use of the coffee example -

if you consider what would happen to the coffee market price if you bought, e.g., 50% of what is being

produced.)
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as a function of the agent's own action is further discussed in Section 2.6 and in

more detail in Chapter 6. An agent that treats prices as exogenous is said to act

>competitively [Varian, 1996, Nicholson, 1995].

Trades between agents can be performed in a variety of ways. Much research

in the area of multi-agent systems has focused on how to set up protocols through

which agents perform their trade, see e.g. [Rosenschein and Zlotkin, 1994]. A com-

mon goal of most of these protocols is to force the individual agents to act in a way such

that an acceptable social outcome is obtained. Protocols such as the Vickrey auction

[Vickrey, 1961] have been shown to, under some special conditions, force agents to

reveal their true preferences in single shot auctions. However, in practice the Vickrey

auction has not been broadly used, neither in human markets nor in multi-agent sys-

tems. (For an overview of drawbacks of Vickrey's algorithm, and some explanations

for the rare use of it, see [Sandholm, 1996].)

But even if the Vickrey auction would have been a perfect protocol for a single shot

auction, there is another important issue regarding the Vickrey auction, and other com-

mon protocols such as the English, �rst-price sealed-bid, and Dutch auctions. Com-

mon for these auctions is that, in their original forms, the commodities are traded item

by item, and that the commodities are reallocated after each completed auction. This is

referred to as a non-t�atonnement process e.g. [Takayama, 1985, pp. 341�345]. Assume

that a group of consumers trade commodities on a market and that their preferences

do not change during this trade. If they do so through a non-t�atonnement process, then

when trading for a certain item, the agents do not know what the price of the other

items, traded further on, will be. This means that they can not know the current value

of a commodity because it generally depends on the value of other commodities, but

have to make some bids based on expectation. Hence, even if the dominant strategy

for all agents is to reveal their true preferences, the agents can only reveal their true

expected preferences. Thus, there is a potential gain of performing the trade of all

commodities simultaneously so that this kind of speculation can be avoided.

2.3.3 General Equilibrium Theory

The general equilibrium theory of economics is very extensive, and in this thesis we

do not do much more than scratch the surface.

General equilibrium is obtained when a set of prices (one for each commodity)

is found such that supply meets demand for each commodity and where the agents

optimize their use of the resource at the current price levels [Mas-Colell et al., 1995,

Varian, 1996, Nicholson, 1995, Varian, 1992]. That is, general equilibrium is found

when a set of prices (one for each commodity) has been found such that the amounts

that all agents want to buy and sell (given their utility functions and endowments)

sums to zero for each commodity. The change in allocation that an agent desires
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Figure 2.3: A partial equilibrium.

of a particular commodity at certain price levels, certain endowments, and a certain

utility function is referred to as the >net demand for that commodity. The general

equilibrium can then be expressed as that the sum of all net demands, the >aggregate

excess demand, for each commodity, should be equal to zero. The equilibrium for one

commodity (partial equilibrium) is visualized in Figure 2.3.

Two important, and often discussed, issues in general equilibrium theory is the

existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium. In the case of only two commodities, to

guarantee existence of a unique equilibrium, it suf�ces that, for each agent, the demand

function is continuous and non-increasing and that the desired change in allocation for

commodity one is larger than zero as the price for that commodity approaches zero and

smaller than zero as the price approaches in�nity. In the general case the issue is more

delicate and we refer to, e.g., [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, Shoven and Whalley, 1992,

Takayama, 1985, Varian, 1992].

2.3.4 The T�atonnement Process and Actual Exchange Markets

There is a number of ways to �nd the equilibrium, and an introductory overview will

be given in Section 2.5. The search for equilibrium is commonly implemented so that

agents submit bids to an auctioneer during the search. From these bids the auctioneer

updates its information and requests new bids in an iterative fashion. Once the equi-

librium has been found the (re)allocation is performed in accordance with the bids and

the market prices. We refer to this type of market as an >equilibrium market.

We can think of this process as if there is an auctioneer screaming prices, and a
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number of agents replying how much they want to buy or sell at these prices. The

auctioneer then adjust the prices. This process continues until the replies given by the

participating agents sums to zero. The trade will then take place at the just established

market prices. Someone who announced that he would buy three units of something

at the equilibrium price is of course committed to do so. Computing the equilibrium

prices and doing reallocation only when the equilibrium has been found is referred to

as a t�atonnement process, e.g. [Takayama, 1985, p. 340].

It does seem quite natural to implement markets containing only consumers (nor-

mally referred to as exchange markets or barter markets) as equilibrium markets using

a t�atonnement process. Implementation considerations for such a market are described

further on in the thesis.

2.4 Production in Equilibrium Markets

In the previous section we saw that the implementation of an actual market from the

t�atonnement process seems straightforward in exchange markets. However, incorpo-

rating production is more delicate.

In micro-economic theory, a producer is described by its technology. The tech-

nology describes how the producer can transform one commodity into another. The

technology of a producer is normally described by a production possibilities set. The

production possibilities set is the set of all production vectors that are feasible for a

producer. An element in the production vector having a positive value means that an

output is produced during a time period and a negative number means that an input is

consumed, e.g. [1;�2; 0; 3;�1] means that 1 and 3 units are produced of commodity 1

and 4 respectively, that 2 and 1 units are consumed of commodity 2 and 5 respectively,

and that commodity 3 is neither produced nor consumed.

A producer acting on a market is facing the pro�t maximization problem of select-

ing the production vector in its production set that gives the highest pro�t at the given

price levels. Thus, we can determine the producers' net demand similarly to how it

was done for consumers. (Again the prices actually are functions of an agent's action,

but let us for now assume this effect to be negligible.)

Thus, we might like to extend the use of t�atonnement for managing production as

well. Assume that we have one consumer and one producer, and that the outcome is

that consumer 1 buys 2 units of commodity 1 and sells 1 unit of commodity 2, and that

the producer selects the production vector [2;�1]. Then everything is in equilibrium

and it appears to be �ne. This is unfortunately not necessarily the case. Looking back

at the de�nitions of the technology we �nd that the production vectors were de�ned

as the amount of a commodity used or produced over one period of time. This means

that it will last one period of time before the 2 units of commodity 1 can be delivered
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to the consumer. Hence, the consumer lost 1 unit of commodity 2 and will not get paid

until after one period of time. This was probably not what it expected. We can not just

compute equilibrium without taking into account that conversion by technology takes

time.

Thus, there are more issues of time and production that we need to understand

before we can apply t�atonnement to markets including both consumers and producers.

In the next paragraph these issues will be investigated in some detail.

2.4.1 Production and Time

In micro-economic theory one distinguishes between different time frames when

treating production in general equilibrium. These are normally denoted, e.g.

[Nicholson, 1995, p. 445],

� very short run, where there is no supply response,

� short run, where existing �rms may change their supply, and

� long run where new �rms may enter the industry and existing might leave.

We start with an example of the very short run perspective. In Gothenburg, Swe-

den, like in many other cities at the sea, there is a daily �sh auction. Imagine that

we are assigned the task of implementing a t�atonnement process to allocate the �shes

between the producers, the �shermen2, and the consumers. Then the characteristics of

supply and demand for a certain �sh, e.g. cod, are described by Figure 2.4.

We see that in the �sh auction the supply of cod can not change during the auction.

Everything that has been produced must be sold, and no matter how high the price

of cod (within a reasonably wide range), more cod will not be supplied during the

auction.

In the short run each �sherman tries to maximize its pro�t from expectations of

future prices based on previous observations. For example, if a �sherman observes that

the price of mackerel is extremely high, he might consider spending more time �shing

mackerel rather than cod the following day. In the short run perspective, all inputs are

not necessarily adjustable. In this example the input of labor is probably less adjustable

than the input fuel. The knowledge about the �shermen's pro�t maximization can be

used for a micro-economic analysis of the general equilibrium in the short run, but the

short term pro�t maximization of the producer is totally irrelevant for implementing

the t�atonnement process for the �sh market. Hence, here the market is a pure exchange

market, even though producers actually are involved. From the auction perspective

2That the �shermen actually produce the �sh might sound absurd, but from an economical perspective

we here regard �shing boats, a sea full of �sh etc. as inputs to the production and �sh as the output.
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Figure 2.4: Supply and demand for cod in a �sh auction. During the auction the supply is

�xed.

the �shermen can simply be viewed as consumers entering the �sh auction with an

endowment of �sh and their demand function describes how willing they are to keep

�sh for themselves after the auction, as food or to sell elsewhere.

In the long run new �shermen and boats may enter the industry and existing might

leave. Apparently this perspective is even more irrelevant for each auction than the

short run. Still, it might be worthwhile to do some observations. As �rms might enter

and leave the industry, new �rms will enter until the pro�t of each �rm is zero, under

the assumption that they all performs equally good. This does not mean that, e.g., the

owners of these companies does not make money. They can get a competitive pay-off

for their investments in the same way as the workers gets competitive salaries.

In the above example, only the very short run perspective was relevant and the

only interesting market was a pure exchange market. Then when is it relevant to use

the short run perspective in the market as done in e.g. [Yamaki et al., 1996]? The

answer is that for the short run perspective to be useful, changes of production plans

must be evaluated during the search for equilibrium, and it must be possible to consider

production as instantaneous. In [Yamaki et al., 1996] multi-media Quality of Service

is be immediately produced from bandwidth. The same holds for, e.g., many electricity

devices. Electricity can be instantly converted to, e.g., water heating power, lighting

etc. These two examples are, furthermore, examples of when the commodities are

�ows, and in general, production theory is more closely related to �ows than units.
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Figure 2.5: A deadlock situation. Producer 1 can not produce before producer 2 has produced

and vice versa.

2.4.2 Production Deadlock

We saw that for the short run perspective to be relevant, changes of production plans

must be performed during the search for equilibrium, and it must be possible to con-

sider production as instant. But this is not suf�cient.

Assume that in a market there is one consumer and two producers, with instant

production, and three commodities. Say that the consumer chooses to sell 2 units of

commodity 1 and to buy 1 unit of commodity 2. Further, assume that the producers

chooses the production vectors [�1; 2;�1] and [�1;�1; 1] respectively. This is visu-
alized in Figure 2.5. We see that supply is equal to demand for each commodity, and

at a �rst glance it does look good. However, a closer look shows that this is a deadlock

situation. Producer one can not produce before producer two has produced and vice

versa. This issue is not considered in standard micro-economic theory.

Design-Time Analysis

Depending on the available amount of knowledge regarding consumers and produc-

ers, different deadlock avoidance strategies can be utilized. It seems as if standard

deadlock detection and avoidance methods from the real-time systems literature, e.g.

[Burns and Wellings, 1990], are directly applicable.

One such method that seems to be very useful is a method corresponding to the

linear ordering for detection of circular wait of resources [Burns and Wellings, 1990,

p. 311]. If there exists an ordering of the commodities such that for every production
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vector of every producer, its inputs precedes its outputs in the ordering, the system is

guaranteed to be free from deadlock situations.

This is a suf�cient, but not a necessary condition. There might be markets which

do not ful�ll these criteria but where the critical resource is sold in such an amount by

consumers that a deadlock never occurs. It can also be the case that it can be detected,

e.g. from the weak axiom of pro�t maximization (WAPM), that certain production

vectors will not occur simultaneously.

Run-Time Management

If design time analysis can not be performed or if it poses too high restrictions on the

allowed combinations of producers, run-time management of dead-lock is required.

In the general case, run-time deadlock detection is an NP-hard problem, in terms

of the numbers of producers, and there is no known way to verify that a deadlock has

occurred which is signi�cantly better than trying every possible way to order produc-

tion. Managing deadlock avoidance while searching for equilibrium seems like a very

complex task, and we believe that run-time detection of deadlock should be avoided as

far as possible.

2.4.3 Discussion

The implementation of >t�atonnement processes (further described below) for actual

markets when production is included is a delicate task. Whereas the general equi-

librium theory of exchange markets is more or less directly applicable to resource

allocation in computer systems, the theory of production is not as easily utilized. We

have seen that the major concerns are time frame and production dependencies.

The most important observations of this section are:

� When investigating situations where the production is treated from the very short

run perspective, the market problem is reduced to an exchange market.

� Under some assumptions (described above), the theory of short run production

can be applicable. However, dependencies between producers must be care-

fully investigated to avoid deadlock situations. When treating production from

the short run perspective one must either be able to prove at design time that

deadlock can never occur, or implement mechanisms to manage deadlock at

run-time.

� There are not yet any published market schemes where the theory of long run

production is incorporated. It is hard to come up with any example were such

an approach could be useful. In such an example the assumptions about the
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producers must also include that �rms are be capable of entering and leaving the

industry during the search for equilibrium. If one aims at implementing a market

where the long run perspective is used, one must be aware of all the dif�culties

related to the short run production which also seem relevant for the long run

production.

As seen from the above, the connection between general equilibrium theory for ex-

change markets and actual trades seems much more direct than the connection between

general equilibrium theory including production and actual trades. Still if proper care

is taken it is certainly possible to construct equilibrium markets also with production.

2.5 Finding the Equilibrium

In the previous section we just assumed that there was some way to �nd the general

equilibrium, and here we will take a closer look at how this computation can actually

be performed. First, two important variants of the >t�atonnement process from micro-

economic theory are described. Then we describe how these concepts have inspired

actual search for equilibrium.

2.5.1 Price T�atonnement

The basic assumption of >price t�atonnement, or Walrasian price adjustment, is that

the price will rise if the aggregate excess demand is larger than zero for a certain

commodity and fall if it is smaller than zero. More speci�cally, the �rst order derivative

of the price of a commodity with respect to time is taken as being proportional to the

aggregate excess demand of that same commodity.

According to Mas-Colell et al., this is best thought of �not as modelling the actual

evolution of a demand-and-supply driven economy . . . � but rather �the hope is that,

despite of its idealized nature, the analysis of [price t�atonnement] will provide further

insights into the properties of equilibria� [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, p. 621]. Thus, the

aim of t�atonnement was, originally, to explain how prices would adjust to equilibrium.

Walras [Walras, 1954] described how prices could be adjusted in market by market

and how this process under some conditions leads to general equilibrium. (See also

[Cheng and Wellman, 1998].) An alternative is to update the prices in parallel. These

two approaches are referred to as successive and simultaneous t�atonnement processes

respectively [Takayama, 1985, p. 341].
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Figure 2.6: Visualization of the price and resource t�atonnement processes. At quantity q1, the
price at the supply side exceeds the price at the demand side and thus quantity t�atonnement

says that the quantity traded will decrease (�lled arrow). At price p1, the quantity demanded
exceeds the quantity supplied and thus price t�atonnement says that the market price will rise

(non-�lled arrow). Thus, both processes explain why this market strives towards equilibrium.

2.5.2 Quantity T�atonnement

In the >quantity t�atonnement, or Marshallian quantity adjustment, the basic assump-

tion is that the quantity traded of a speci�c commodity increases if the price per unit

that the demanders of the commodity are willing to pay for a small amount is higher

than the price per unit the supply side requires in order to sell a small amount � the

�rst order derivative of the traded quantity of a commodity with respect to time is pro-

portional to the difference between the price at the demand side and the price at the

supply side.

The two t�atonnement processes are illustrated in Figure 2.6.

Both the price t�atonnement and quantity t�atonnement seem like reasonable expla-

nations for why prices reach an equilibrium. At the same time they are incompatible.

For example, consider the supply and demand curves in Figure 2.7.

We see that there exist equilibria that are Walras stable, but Marshall unstable and

vice versa. When should one use what method for analyzing an equilibrium? Nichol-

son [Nicholson, 1995, p. 589], argues that if prices can be easily adjusted and informa-

tion about the adjustment is readily disseminated among buyers and sellers, Walrasian

price adjustment may predominate. On the other hand, if prices are dif�cult to alter,

and if the quantity traded can be changed by little cost, the information necessary to

reach an equilibrium will come mainly from quantity �ow. As an example Nicholson
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Figure 2.7: Two concepts of stability. The left �gure is Walrasian stable, but Marshallian

unstable and the right �gure is the other way around.

mentions that employment, rather than wage rate, tend to adjust to cyclical �uctuations

in demand. This is because wages, the prices of labor, are rather hard to alter.

Takayama argues that [Takayama, 1985, p. 299] �The Marshallian stability condi-

tions are explicitly designed for the theory of production, whereas the Walrasian price

adjustment is more suited for the theory of exchange�. He also argues that exchange is

the �temporary� problem (cf. the very short run [Nicholson, 1995]) and that produc-

tion is the short-run problem, and thus that the two t�atonnement processes are designed

for different time frames.

2.5.3 T�atonnement-like Search for Equilibrium

As stated above the t�atonnement processes are originally arguments for why, and in

what way, markets strive towards equilibrium. In this section we will describe how the

t�atonnement processes have inspired the implementation of the search for equilibrium.

Price-Oriented Algorithms

The WALRAS system [Cheng and Wellman, 1998] has been implemented for

price t�atonnement-based resource allocation in computational multi-agent sys-

tems [Wellman, 1993, Wellman, 1994, Yamaki et al., 1996]. WALRAS is very much

inspired by Walras' formulation of the t�atonnement process. In WALRAS the markets

are cleared one by one until a general equilibrium is reached.
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Algorithms which, like WALRAS, searches for a set of prices such that supply

meets demand using the price as the free search parameter are referred to as price-

oriented algorithms.

Walras' original idea about clearing the price for one commodity at the time was

developed with human agents in mind. With computerized search for equilibrium more

sophisticated approaches can be utilized, e.g. (partial) derivatives (or some approxi-

mation of them) of the demands can be utilized and the search for the equilibrium

prices can be done in parallel. Such approaches are being used in equilibrium compu-

tations in economics [Shoven and Whalley, 1992] as well as in >equilibrium markets,

see further Chapter 4.

Interestingly, it is not necessary to perform the search until (a very close approx-

imation of) the equilibrium has been found. For certain con�gurations it is possible

to obtain high quality outcomes only by performing a few iterations and then use an

algorithm like PROPORTION to allocate the resource [Ygge and Akkermans, 1997a,

Ygge and Akkermans, 1998a]. Such an approach also enables us to search for a cer-

tain amount of time and then stop and obtain a useful result. For a detailed discussion,

we refer to Chapter 5.

Resource-Oriented Algorithms

In addition to the price-oriented schemes, resource-oriented schemes exist for reach-

ing the general equilibrium. When such an approach is used, the auctioneer sets the

allocation of commodities to agents at each iteration, and agents report how much they

are willing to pay for an additional small amount of each commodity. The auctioneer

then takes these declarations into account when changing the allocation in the next

iteration: agents with high willingness to pay get more, and others get less than in the

previous iteration. The algorithm terminates when, for all respective commodities, all

agents are willing to pay the same price for a small amount of the commodity. For

a detailed analysis of the duality between price- and resource-oriented approaches,

see [Ygge and Akkermans, 1997a] and Chapter 4.

At each iteration the resource is reallocated in such a way that the allocation is

always feasible, i.e. the sum of the reallocations for each commodity is always zero.

In the standard case the computed allocations for each iteration are kept internally by

the auctioneer until the equilibrium is found, and then the resources are allocated to

the agents. Even though it is possible to send the allocations to each agent, after each

iteration or every few iterations, (and under some conditions show that each step leads

to an overall higher utility [Kurose and Simha, 1989]), the relation between the com-

putation and communication times is normally such that this is not worth the efforts.

However, this feature enables us to terminate the search at any iteration if required

for performance reasons. That is, with a resource-oriented approach we can always
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search for the equilibrium for some speci�c period of time and then terminate and

have a useful allocation.

While the price-oriented approaches followed the price t�atonnement directly, the

relation between resource-oriented approaches and quantity t�atonnement is not as

strong.

If we consider only a two agent market and if, given their utilities and endowments,

one of them is motivated to sell and the other to buy a certain commodity, the quan-

tity t�atonnement will give an answer to how much will be sold from one to the other.

The selling agent will represent the supply and the buying the demand. In this case a

resource-oriented approach and quantity t�atonnement are equivalent, and indeed it is

possible to construct an entire market where the agents trade through pair-wise interac-

tion (cf. [Kurose and Simha, 1989]), even though this is very inef�cient in the general

case.

On the other hand, if there are many agents that trade resource simultaneously,

the relation to quantity t�atonnement is not as obvious. While, with price-oriented

approaches, the net demands could simply be summed and the price t�atonnement could

then be applied to the aggregate excess demand, an equally simple way of aggregating

to the price at the demand side and the price at the supply side does not exist. For

knowing, e.g., the price at the demand side, one must be able to tell how the resource

is divided among all buyers so that the price that an agent is willing to pay for a small

amount of the commodity is equal for every agent. When using resource-oriented

approaches in equilibrium markets the interesting question is not how much will be

sold in total from supply to demand, but how resource should be allocated to each

agent. Thus, even though there are similarities between quantity t�atonnement and

resource-oriented approaches, it is not as directly applicable as price t�atonnement is to

price-oriented approaches.

2.5.4 Discussion

Above we described the main principles of price- and resource-oriented schemes

and how they relate to micro-economic theory. It should be emphasized that the

above price- and resource-oriented schemes are designed for actual resource alloca-

tion in contrast to the originally descriptive nature of the micro-economic t�atonnement

schemes. We argue that the question of whether or not to use a price-oriented or

resource-oriented approach for a speci�c resource allocation problem is unrelated to

the question if a certain equilibrium analysis should be performed using a Walrasian

on Marshallian method. In the former case the choice should depend on the available

information from each agent and algorithmic issues (cf. Chapter 4), and in the latter

the choice should be based on considerations such as the ones described at the end of

Section 2.5.2.
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2.6 Self-Interested Agents in Equilibrium Markets

Many markets include >self-interested agents, i.e. agents trying to maximize their

utility in all possible ways, given the current interaction protocols. Designing mar-

kets including self-interested agents is considerably harder than designing markets in

which, e.g., the agents are programmed to act competitively (i.e. take the prices as

givens) as was done in [Ygge and Akkermans, 1997b].

Knowing that the prices are actually functions of an agents action, there is

a potential gain for an agent in taking this fact into account. Therefore we

can expect self-interested agents to try and take advantage of this. The dif�-

culties with self-interested agents in equilibrium markets should not be underesti-

mated [Sandholm and Ygge, 1997]. Standard micro-economic theory is based on

competitive behavior and relations between, e.g., properties of the true utility func-

tions and existence or uniqueness of equilibrium, simply do not hold.

From our experiences so far (e.g. the results described in Chapter 6) it seems

that with large markets and big uncertainty, taking ones effect on prices into account

does not pay off. This is of course a positive indication, since it implies that agents

in large markets are not encouraged to speculate about their effect on prices. At the

same time, if agents can change their utility/demand functions during the search for

equilibrium, i.e. the agents do not submit their entire demand/utility at once but iter-

atively give samples, we can expect complex interactions with consequences that are

hard to predict. For example agents might give false bids in order to generate more

iterations and learn more about the other agents preferences. This is a quite serious

problem, since it means that even very few speculating agents can prevent the entire

system from reaching the equilibrium. To our best knowledge there is no good so-

lution to this problem. It does suggest that, if possible, the agents should be forced

to submit their entire demand/utility function at once. Since the utility function nor-

mally is the primary property, it is likely that it in most cases is easier to obtain an

analytic expression for the utility function than for the demand function. (Note that

the possibilities to speculate are not limited because utility functions are used rather

than demand functions [Hurwicz, 1986].)

If it is not possible to submit the entire demand/utility function at once, some

other method for preventing some agents from speculating, by �probing� the market

through giving false bids for too long a time, is desired. We believe that there is at

least one candidate for such a method, and that is to use an any-time market algo-

rithm [Ygge and Akkermans, 1997a, Ygge and Akkermans, 1998a]. By terminating

the search after some random number of iterations, agents that give false bids take

serious risks.

The issue of self-interested agents in equilibrium markets will be further discussed

in Chapter 6.
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2.7 Equilibrium Markets and Optimization

The use of market terms in the design and implementation of computer systems leads

us to draw parallels to markets in human societies. Since we experience that mar-

ket economics in human societies often lead to well working resource allocations,

even when the number of agents is very large and information is uncertain, we might

be led to believe that the use of computational markets would enable us to address

problems too hard to address with traditional methods. Huberman and Clearwater

[Huberman and Clearwater, 1995] regard the coordinated solution to their allocation

problem as obtained by Adam Smith's �invisible hand�. (For further reading on the

�invisible hand� refer to [Smith, 1976].) Indeed this sounds fascinating and deserves

a closer look. In this section we will investigate the use of equilibrium markets for

optimization problems.

2.7.1 Transformation of Optimization Problems into Market Problems

First we will investigate >separable, >concave maximization problems. Such a prob-

lem is probably most easily described using a formal de�nition. We start by analyzing

the problem

maxxij
P

i fi(xi1; xi2; : : : ; xik)

s:t:
P

i xij = Xj; 1 � j � k;
(2.1)

with @2fi=@x
2
ij � 0 (concavity). k is the number of commodities.

Such a problem can be transformed into an equivalent market problem. An

unbounded commodity with slope 1 is added to each objective function, fi, and

then each of the new functions is used as a utility function for an agent, i.e.

ui(xi1; xi2; : : : ; xik;mi) = fi(xi1; xi2; : : : ; xik)+mi. (This is referred to as a >quasi-

linear utility function). Now an agent will gain in utility from buying resource form at

any price below its marginal utility and gain by selling at any price above its marginal

utility for all commodities xi1 through xik. Then any >Pareto optimal solution is the

solution to Eq. (2.1) [Ygge et al., 1998] (see also Chapter 3). This is visualized in

Figure 2.8.

The above is of course a very positive result from the equilibrium market point

of view, as it means that no other method can do better, market-like or not. At the

same time if the optimization problem is non-separable the above method is generally

not guaranteed to generate an optimal solution. Furthermore, if the problem is non-

concave �nding a Pareto optimal solution is generally a hard problem. For those who

had higher hopes for Adam Smith's �invisible hand� when applied to optimization

than that it would only be applicable to problems covered in the introductory chap-

ters of standard resource allocation text books (e.g. [Ibaraki and Katoh, 1988]), this
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Figure 2.8: Finding the optimal allocation for a concave problem. If agent one and agent

two have the respective initial allocations x0
1
and x0

2
, then the agents will trade until their

marginal utilities are equal and agent one has bought�x to agent two and the agents hold the

allocations xe
1
and xe

2
respectively. We see that there is now no way to reallocate resource so

that the sum of the objective functions, f1 + f2, increases. (Because of the concavity we see

that if the derivatives are equal, the value of what is added to one of the agents must be smaller

or equal to the value of what is deleted from the other. Formally, the >Kuhn-Tucker conditions

are now ful�lled.)

might be a big disappointment. Indeed it is appropriate to ask what the bene�t of

converting optimization problems into market problems is after all. Whereas markets

including self-interested agents sharing resource have inherent market properties, the

use of markets in situations that lends themselves to alternative approaches certainly

needs justi�cation.

In our view there are two valid arguments for using markets for concave separable

optimization problems, and these are:

� conceptual advantages, and

� the enabling of evaluation of local performance.

We believe that the market abstractions give a very intuitive high-level view on

(distributed) resource allocation problems. For example, concepts such as price and

equilibrium are familiar to most people whereas Kuhn-Tucker theory is not. From

our experience we have noted that viewing power load management as a computa-

tional market in which agents, representing customers and their loads, negotiate over

resource while taking parameters such as energy prices into account, is very useful for

explanation and knowledge transfer, in particular to people with non-technical back-

grounds. In this application it is very natural to use prices as the interface to resources

and model the customers using micro-economic concepts, such as utility functions.
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Hereby, the view of the system as a market comes natural. We argue that the intuitive

high level view is of major importance. When implementing a service like power load

management in an energy utility, the obstacles are certainly not purely technical, and

the question of whether or not the service will be successful is highly dependent on

how easily it is incorporated in the core business, here energy trade. By implementing

the load management system as a computational market, the utility can buy and sell

energy to this system to make more money, just as it buys and sells energy to other

utilities and customers.

Prices provide an ef�cient way to allocate resources in the sense that few informa-

tion dimensions are required [Jordan, 1982]. We believe this feature to be useful as it

allows us to describe and model the system using few abstractions. By using the de-

mand or utility function (depending on whether a price- or resource-oriented approach

is used) a uniform interface to all agents is obtained, independently of how and for

what purpose the agent uses different resources. Even though this is not the only con-

ceivable way to obtain encapsulation in resource allocation problems, we believe it to

be the most natural one.

One important note here is that the claim that the ef�ciency in terms of few needed

information dimensions is not an argument for that markets are more information ef�-

cient than competing alternatives in terms of, e.g., the number of bytes sent on a net-

work. Likewise we do not suggest that the conceptual advantages offers ways around

traditional, well established theory, such as mathematical optimization, even though it

might actually lead to new insights.

The second argument we want to use for applying markets to optimization prob-

lems is the one of evaluation of local performance. If the resource is traded for some

monetary unit, it is possible to compare the performance of agents through analyz-

ing the amount of money spent. Agents doing similar tasks should spend comparable

amounts of money. If not, there are good reasons to analyze the resource management

and market behavior of these agents, in search for design or programming errors. The

market mechanism can also help in doing cost/bene�t analysis of different services

in large systems. As an example, implementing direct power load management as a

market enables us to do cost/bene�t analysis of >customer load contracts. This feature

is not inherent in traditional optimization.

One should, however, be very careful with the evaluation of local performance.

If one group of agents is doing considerably better than another group, it is a non-

trivial problem (especially in large and complex systems) to determine whether they

are doing so because they are superior in how they use the resource or if they have,

e.g., formed a cartel on the market and hereby making other agents considerably worse

off and thus decrease the total utility of the system signi�cantly. Therefore, it is not

straight-forward to experiment with evolutionary market approaches to optimization.
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Figure 2.9: An example of a non-quasi concave utility function. Such step-wise increase in

utility functions can be caused by that services are added one by one. For example, at a certain

level of resource it is possible to take a shower and at another level it is possible to run the

dishwasher. With this kind of function the demand function is not continuous.

It is not as simple as to let the agents that makes most money stay in and delete others.

That would result in a system with relative promotion of agents rather than promoting

agents that contribute to globally desired outcomes (as normally done when deciding

what sets to keep with genetic algorithms). It is well known that relative promotion

can lead to disastrous global outcomes (cf. the example in [Dawkins, 1989, pp. 183�

185]).

2.7.2 Non-Quasi Concave Utility Functions

In our application area of load management, the demand for >quasi-concave utility

functions introduces problems. Even though many services, such as the heating of a

household result in quasi-concave utility functions, others do not. If we take a some-

what simpli�ed view on the utility function for a water heater over a certain period of

time, we can assume that �rst there is a high increase in utility for a small amount of

resource as this would enable you to do basic important things, like wash your hands.

Then the utility levels out until a new service, e.g. the ability to take a shower, is made

available. There might be a number of such services that would result in steps in the

utility. This would, qualitatively, result in a utility function as the one shown to the left

in Figure 2.9. (For all utility functions in this section we only talk about the utility in

terms of one commodity, the resource, and the other, money, is implicit. We assume

that the money is added as a linear term with slope 1.)
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Figure 2.10: An example of the aggregation of many utility functions. The left �gure shows

the aggregate utility for the total resource from 0 to 1021. The right �gure shows the utility

for a particular segment 510 � 540. Even though the function in large can be accurately

approximated with the >convex hull (see the left �gure), the number of points in the convex

hull is remarkably small (see the right �gure).

Unfortunately, a non-quasi concave utility function complicates things signi�-

cantly. As seen from Figure 2.9, as soon as the market price for the resource is going

below the marginal utility at allocation xa1, the agent will want to consume xb1. Hence,

this results in a discontinuous demand function as visualized to the right in Figure 2.9.

With discontinuous demand functions, an equilibrium need not exist.

An interesting topic is large markets and non-quasi concave utility functions. It

can be shown that as the market grows, there will be an allocation and a price vector

that constitutes a �near� equilibrium [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, pp. 627 � 629]. That

is, if the market is very large, economic theory for quasi-concave utility functions

can be utilized with high accuracy. However, some special care has to be taken in

the case of non-quasi concave utility functions in market-oriented programming. The

above can not be taken as an argument for that if the market is suf�ciently large,

there will exist a competitive equilibrium. An example will clarify. In Figure 2.10

the aggregated utility of some hundred nodes when the resource has been optimally

allocated among them.3 It is relatively easy to see (e.g. with help of from Figure 2.9

and Theorem 3.2) that an equilibrium solution must be in the >convex hull of the

aggregate function. As seen from Figure 2.10, even though the aggregate function can

be closely approximated with a concave function, the amounts of total resource for

which a competitive equilibrium exists is remarkably small.

3That is, the sum of the fi for different amounts of total resource, X , when the values of the fi are

obtained from Eq. (2.1. The fi have been generated as random values [0; 1] for each integer allocation

and as linear sections between those allocations.
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Despite the dif�culties related to non-quasi concave utility functions, we note that

if the competitive equilibrium does exist, it is also the optimal allocation for this ex-

ample (see Theorem 3.2 on page 45).

The fact that an equilibrium does not exist, need not be that big a problem in prac-

tice. We conjecture that for many applications, searching for the equilibrium using an

any-time algorithm (see further Chapter 5) until the decrease in the absolute value of

the aggregate excess demand for each iteration is below some value, and then distribute

the resource, will produce high quality outcomes. Especially when the non-quasi util-

ity functions are non-decreasing (as the one in Figure 2.9). Another approach for this

example is to �rst do the relatively inexpensive search for equilibrium. If it is found

we have found the optimal solution, if not we can do a more extensive search for the

best Pareto optimal solution. For a more formal discussion see [Ygge et al., 1998] and

Chapter 3.

2.7.3 Discussion

In this section the applicability of equilibrium markets to (distributed) optimization

problems was discussed. In our view, implementing optimization problems as markets

has two major advantages: 1) conceptual advantages and 2) the enabling of evaluation

of local performance. Even though we believe these advantages to be important, we

argue that one should be very careful when marketing markets. For example, in our

view, no solid computational arguments for markets do exist. Arguments for decen-

tralization of optimization problems can not be used as arguments for applying equi-

librium markets to such problems. Similarly, arguments for approximating algorithms

must not be confused with arguments for markets. (For a representative example of

this, see, e.g., [Huberman and Clearwater, 1995].) Overselling markets as a solution

to hard optimization problems, by use of metaphors such as the �invisible hand�, leads

to wrong expectations and, inevitably, backlashes. See also Chapter 8.

2.8 Markets and Decentralization

Market-based systems are often thought of as being decentralized. This view probably

stems from how markets work in our human society. In computer science, however,

the concept of agent is (normally) orthogonal to the concept of host (computer).

For example, TeleScript [White, 1994] enables agents to be designed and imple-

mented by different companies. TeleScript agents can migrate and �meet� at �places�,

where the trade takes place. The actual allocation computation is being done in a cen-

tralized way. Another example is given in [Huberman and Clearwater, 1995], where

all agents statically reside on the same host. For both examples, we could also con-
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sider distributed computation in which the agents communicate with each other while

residing on different hosts. Thus, there is a clear distinction between decentralization

of design and implementation and decentralization of the computation of the market

outcome.

For some applications the involved agents represent different companies and will

inherently be designed and implemented in a decentralized fashion. But what about

the decentralization of computation in equilibrium markets? We take a look at four

arguments from [Kurose and Simha, 1989] which are quite representative for the area.

(i) An inherent drawback in any non-distributed scheme is the one of reliability,

since a single agent represents a critical point-of-failure in the system.

First, the distribution of the computation of an equilibrium market is a non-trivial

task. Cheng and Wellman [Cheng and Wellman, 1998] show that the computa-

tion of equilibrium can be divided into separate search for each commodity. The

probability for success is then
Qk

h=1(1�ph), where ph is the probability of fail-

ure for host h, and k is the number of commodities (assuming that the failure

of one host is independent of the failure of another). This is considerably worse

than 1�ph, which is the probability for success in a purely centralized approach

(assuming that the probability of failure does not increase with increased load).

Kurose and Simha [Kurose and Simha, 1989] propose that each agent can broad-

cast its marginal utility (and optionally derivatives of it) to all other agents and

then do updates according to the described algorithms. As this scheme depends

on that every agent correctly updates its resource, the probability for success

is then merely
Qn

h=1(1 � ph), where n is the number of agents and ph is the

probability for erroneous computations of one host (if they are considered to be

independent). Furthermore, the management of boundaries in such a distributed

setting is a delicate issue, not properly addressed in [Kurose and Simha, 1989].4

The pair-wise interaction, also proposed in [Kurose and Simha, 1989], seem

to have attractive fault tolerance properties. At the same time, this is a non-

t�atonnement process (which is actually suf�cient for this application as seen

from Section 2.7.1� any Pareto optimal allocation is the optimal solution) and a

very inef�cient way to obtain a Pareto optimal solution.

There is also a big danger of comparing one centralized computer to say one

hundred distributed ones. If we are planning a market design for a building

4The algorithm proposed for management of boundaries in [Kurose and Simha, 1989] relies on, e.g.,

sorting of the marginal utilities of the involved agents, and group formation. This requires far more

communication than what is indicated in the paper. Furthermore, this algorithm is quite rudimentary

compared to the alternatives (the BREALX2 algorithm [Ibaraki and Katoh, 1988] or the algorithm showed

in Section 4.4.3).
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climate control application with one hundred of�ces, we should not compare

putting one micro-computer in each of�ce with installing one centralized com-

puter and just simple sensors and actuators in each of�ce. In this case, a more

adequate comparison is to compare one centralized computer with 99 backup

computers with one hundred distributed ones.

(ii) The optimization problem itself might be an extremely complex task. A central-

ized approach towards optimization ignores the computational power inherent

in the network itself and instead utilizes only the computing power of a single

central agent.

Are the typical optimization problems managed by market systems �ex-

tremely complex tasks�? I think not. For applications of the kind described

in [Kurose and Simha, 1989], the typical computation time on an ordinary

PC with 1997's standard5 is a few hundred milliseconds for one thousand

agents with a resource-oriented approach, including the computations of the

marginal utilities from the utility functions and the management of bound-

aries [Andersson and Ygge, 1998]. This can be speeded up signi�cantly if a

price-oriented approach is utilized. Compared to the time required to send all

messages required for e.g. managing the boundaries in a distributed setting, we

can be convinced that the computation time is totally negligible.

(iii) A decentralized approach is more appropriate in a network in homogenous pro-

cessors, each processor interacts with others as peers and the communication

burden of resource allocation is equitably distributed among the processors.

The computational burden need not be distributed in each reallocation for the

system to be fair. We could imagine that the role of being the central agent is

managed by one of the hosts at the time. Instead of participating in a rather

complex distributed problem solving each round, an agent in a one thousand

agent system could be utilized for a computation a a few hundred milliseconds

every one thousand rounds.

(iv) The information required at each step in the optimization process may itself be

distributed throughout the system.

We believe that one should be very careful when giving those kinds of ar-

guments for distribution of computation. For the �le allocation applica-

tion [Kurose and Simha, 1989], the most ef�cient implementation seems to be

to send the relevant parameters (e.g. � and �) to a central point and the just com-

pute the optimal allocation. Then no iterations are required, and the argument

5An IBM PC compatible with Pentium Pro 200MHz processor and 64MB RAM.
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that the information required for each step of the optimization process might be

distributed falls �at.

To make things completely clear: The above solution could be implemented so

that a mobile agent is created by each host and sent to a central place. Then each

agent could communicate with its host and obtain relevant parameters. Thus,

this is in no way arguing against market concepts or decentralized design when

arguing for centralized computation and non-market communication between

different hosts. So, there are good reasons to be very careful when arguing for

decentralization of computation for communication reasons.

To summarize the above: Distributed computation is a delicate task and arguments

that at a �rst glance seem reasonable often turn out to be poorly justi�ed. One should

not confuse the actual computation issues with the design issues, neither should the

market communication between agents be confused with actual communication be-

tween hosts. That is, the fact that the involved agents might have been implemented

and instantiated by different companies at different places does not imply that they

must remain at their hosts and that computation must be performed in a decentralized

way (cf. TELESCRIPT [White, 1994]). Similarly, the fact that market abstractions are

used on design and implementation level does not mean that the actual communication

between hosts is based on corresponding message types.

The above indeed gave a negative view of decentralized market computations. Are

there then any good arguments for decentralization? We believe so. If the system

grows extremely large, including many thousands, or even million agents, and there

is plenty of computation capacity inherent in the system, it can pay off to distribute

the computation. Furthermore, if global communication is expensive, but if there are

local networks in which the communication is cheaper, it makes a lot of sense to try

to aggregate the preferences of the agents of the different groups (i.e. belonging to the

different local networks). This is further discussed in Chapter 4.

At the same time, one should carefully keep in mind that advantages of decentral-

ized computing should not be credited to market approaches. For example, decentral-

ized computing with Lagrangian multipliers rather than prices (or marginal utilities)

as the main abstractions is certainly conceivable [Ho et al., 1980].

2.9 Basic Micro-Economic Terminology

In this section some basic micro-economic notation and concepts, required for

reading the following chapters of the thesis, are given. The notation here is

from standard micro-economic literature, such as [Varian, 1996, Nicholson, 1995,

Mas-Colell et al., 1995]
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2.9.1 The Notation of a Consumer

Let there be k commodities. The allocation of a consumer, i, is denoted by xi =

[xi1; xi2; : : : ; xik]
T , where xij is consumer i's allocation of commodity j. For a con-

sumer it always holds that xij � 0. xij can, e.g., be a positive real number (if com-

modity j is, e.g., water) or a positive integer (if commodity j is, e.g., the number of

person in consumer i's team). When discussing allocations in the context of trades one

normally denote the allocation after the trade by xi and the allocation before the trade

(commonly referred to as initial allocation or endowment) by ei. The >utility function

of a consumer is a real valued function mapping the allocation vector into a real num-

ber, and it is denoted u(xi). u(xi) > u(x�i ) means that the allocation xi is preferred

over the allocation x�i , u(xi) = u(x�i ) means that the consumer is indifferent between

the allocation xi and the allocation x�i , and u(xi) � u(x�i ) means that the allocation

xi is at least as preferred as the allocation x�i .

If a consumer can trade certain commodities for certain other commodities at price

p = [p1; p2; : : : ; pn], where pi is the price for commodity i, the consumer faces the

optimization problem

maxxi u(xi)

s:t: p � xi = p � ei:
(2.2)

The last equality assumes that either the consumer's utility does not decrease as the

amount of any good is increased in the consumer's consumption bundle, or the con-

sumer can freely dispose of any good. Otherwise, �=� should be changed to���. As
described above, for a consumer xij � 0. This constraint is seldom explicit in the

de�nition of the optimization problem, even though it, strictly speaking, should be.

A consumer's optimal choice (allocation) at a speci�c price, p, is referred to as the

customer's gross demand and is denoted xi(p). The change in allocation (xi(p)� ei)
is referred to as the net demand and is denoted zi(p).

2.9.2 The Notation of a Producer

A >production vector of a producer, i, is denoted yi = [yi1; yi2; : : : ; yin]
T , where yij

represents the amount produced, and a negative number means that the commodity

is an input. For example, [1;�2; 0] means that one unit of commodity one is pro-

duced, two units of commodity two are consumed, and that commodity three is neither

produced nor consumed. Yi is the production possibilities set of producer i, i.e. all

production vectors possible for producer i.

If a producer can trade certain commodities for certain other commodities at price
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p, the producer faces the optimization problem6

maxyi p � yi
s:t: yi 2 Yi:

(2.3)

Similar to the case of a consumer, we can refer to a producer's optimal choice at a

speci�c price, p, as the net demand denoted yi(p) (or zi(p)), where yij(p) is yij of the

chosen production vector, yi. The notation of a cost function instead of a production

set is also very common. Then the pro�t maximization problem of a producer is

max
yi

p � yi � cost(yi): (2.4)

In the case where there is a cost associated with changing from the current plan to a

new, this cost can be included in the cost function.

If consumers have shares in production units then line two of Eq. (2.2) becomes

p � xi = p � ei +
Pn

j=1 �ijp � y(p), where n is the number of producers and �ij is

consumer i's share of producer j.

2.9.3 Equilibrium

A >partial equilibrium for a commodity j is a price such that supply meets demand for

that commodity, i.e. that the >aggregate excess demand equals zero. More formally

nX
i=1

zij(pj) = 0; (2.5)

where n is the total number of agents (consumers and producers).

A >general equilibrium is a price vector p such that

nX
i=1

zi(p) = 0: (2.6)

Other names for the general equilibrium are market equilibrium, competitive equi-

librium and Walrasian equilibrium.

6This assumes that production plans can be changed instantly and that this change is without cost. If

a change is not without cost, the �rst line of Eq. (2.3) should readmaxp �yi� c(yi), where c(yi) is the

cost of changing from the current production plan to yi.
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2.9.4 Competitive Behavior

In the above de�nitions, as in standard micro-economics, the prices were described as

being exogenous. An agent considering prices as exogenous is said to act competitive.

(This is a somewhat misleading term as it is not equivalent to >self-interested, see

further Chapter 6.)

The major part of this thesis deals with competitive agents. Chapter 6 explicitly

does not, whereas Chapter 3 through Chapter 5 were written with competitive agents

in mind, but are potentially highly relevant also for markets with self-interested agents.

In conclusion, throughout the thesis, except for Chapter 6, x(p), y(p), and z(p)

should be interpreted in the standard micro-economic sense, i.e. as a result of compet-

itive behavior.



Chapter 3

Optimization and Markets

Numerical analysis and mathematical optimization are well established scienti�c

�elds. Market-oriented programming is a new approach to resource allocation in dis-

tributed computer systems. At the same time, the use of market like mechanisms has

been advocated for different optimization problems. Then an important question is

what the relation is between classical optimization approaches and the new market

approaches. We do not aim at answering this question in general, but introduce some

novel theorems for how very general optimization/resource allocation problems can be

converted into markets consisting of consumers and producers, and what the properties

of different outcomes are.

3.1 Theory

In this section we give some formal relations between a class of optimization/resource-

allocation problems and markets. For the reader not interested in the formal details,

we �rst give a conceptual overview. De�nition 3.1 describes the general resource al-

location problem examined in this chapter. De�nition 3.2 describes how this general

resource allocation problem can be decomposed into a speci�c market con�guration.

Theorem 3.1 states that any >Pareto optimal allocation in this type of market is an op-

timal solution to the general resource allocation problem. Theorem 3.2 states that also

the >competitive equilibrium is an optimal solution. Theorem 3.3 describes the rela-

tion between prices and partial derivatives on the investigated type of market. Finally,

De�nition 3.3, De�nition 3.4, Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.5 state that the correspond-

ing procedure can be performed also when there is uncertainty about the utility of

allocating different amounts of resource to different nodes.

43
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De�nition 3.1 The maximization problemMP is given by

maxr
Pn

i=1 fi(ri)

s:t:
Pn

i=1 ri = R; 8r;
(3.1)

ri = [ri1; ri2; : : : ; rik], rij 2 Sij , Si = [Si1; Si2; : : : ; Sik], r = [r1; r2; : : : ; rn],

fi : Si 7! <, and Sik is any set of reals (e.g., all reals, all positive integers or

f1:25; 2:77; 41
3
g). The problem is interpreted as a resource allocation problem and

fi(r) is interpreted as the value of allocating r to node di. (A problem of this type is

referred to as >separable.)

De�nition 3.2 With the notation from MP , the market M is a market of n agents, in

which all nodes, di, for which the corresponding set, Si, contains a negative number,

are modeled as >pro�t maximizing producers solving the problem

max
r�

p � r� + f�i (r
�); (3.2)

where p = [p1; p2; : : : ; pk] 2 <k denote the respective market price for the k com-

modities, r�. r� is a delivered amount of resource whereas r is de�ned as an allocated

amount, i.e. r� = �r. f�i (r) is de�ned by f�i (r
�) � fi(r).

Furthermore, all nodes, di, for which the corresponding set, Si, does not contain

a negative number, are modeled as >utility maximizing consumers holding a >utility

function de�ned by

ui(ri;mi) = fi(ri) +mi; (3.3)

mi 2 <, i.e. ui(ri;mi) is >quasi-linear with respect tomi.

Furthermore, in M , R is distributed as endowment among the consumers1 . Let

the market price ofm be 1.

Theorem 3.1 Any >Pareto-optimal allocation inM is a solution toMP .

Proof. See Appendix C.1.

An important remark here is that even though we have found that a Pareto optimal

allocation in M is a solution to MP , this gives no guidance for how to compute this

allocation.

1If there are no consumers, we can introduce a place-holding consumer with endowment R and

fi(ri) =

(
�1; ri 6= 0

0; ri = 0
, i.e. the >net demand of this consumer is z(p) = �R, 8p.
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Theorem 3.2 If there exists a competitive equilibrium [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, De�-

nition 10.B.3, p. 314] inM then this is a solution toMP .

Proof. See Appendix C.1.

Bikhchandani and Mamer [Bikhchandani and Mamer, 1997] have shown that a Pareto

optimal outcome maximizes the sum of the utilities in a exchange market with agents

holding quasi-linear utility functions. Furthermore, Walsh et al. [Walsh et al., 1998]

also show the relation between a Pareto-optimal outcome and the global optimum in a

particular market setting based on the results of Bikhchandani and Mamer. Thus, even

though not as explicit and general as Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, strongly related

theory exists for the special case of exchange markets.

Theorem 3.3 Let ri = [ri1; ri2; : : : ; rik] be a Pareto-optimal allocation in M . Then

for every f�(r�) for which
@f�(r�)

@ri
exists and is continuous in a surrounding of allo-

cation, r�, it holds that

@f�(r)

@ri

8>>>><
>>>>:

� �i; ri = rli

= �i; rli < ri < rui

� �i; ri = rui

: (3.4)

Proof. See Appendix C.1.

Corollary 3.3.1 Let ri = [ri1; ri2; : : : ; rik] be a competitive equilibrium allocation in

M . Then for every f�(r�) for which
@f�(r�)
@ri

exists and is continuous in a surrounding

of allocation, r�, it holds that

@f�(r)

@ri

8>>>><
>>>>:

� pi; ri = rli

= pi; rli < ri < rui

� pi; ri = rui

; (3.5)

where pi is the competitive equilibrium price for commodity i.

De�nition 3.3 The maximization problem MP 0 is equivalent to MP with the excep-

tion that there is an uncertainty related to the value of fi(ri). Hence, the optimization

problem to be solved is

max
r

E

"
nX
i=1

fi(ri)

#
; (3.6)

where E[x] is the expected value of x.
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De�nition 3.4 Market M 0 is equivalent to M with the exception that the producers

maximize their expected pro�t, i.e., solves the maximization problem

max
r�

p � r� +E [f�i (r
�)] ; (3.7)

and the consumer maximize their expected utility, i.e.

ui(ri;mi) = E [fi(ri)] +mi: (3.8)

Theorem 3.4 Any Pareto-optimal allocation inM 0 is a solution toMP 0.

Proof. See Appendix C.1.

Theorem 3.5 If there exists a competitive equilibrium in M 0 then this is a solution to

MP 0.

Proof. See Appendix C.1.

3.2 Discussion

The above theorems constitute a general foundation for the relation between a wide

class of optimization/resource allocation problems and markets. One up-shot of this

is that many resource allocation problems can be approached by market-oriented pro-

gramming, and that the extensive literature of general equilibrium theory can be uti-

lized to analyze interesting properties of the resource allocation problem. The main

up-shot of Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.5 is that they can provide a highly ef�cient

way to compute the optimal solution. The hatch being of course that the equilibrium

need not exist, and, thus, this is not a general approach to all problems of typeMP .

Even though we have not been able to �nd a proper reference, it seems to be gen-

erally known within the mathematical optimization community that one can perform a

concavization of the objective functions, solve the Lagrangian and if, for the solution

found, the value of the concave functions is equal to the value of the original func-

tions, this is an optimal allocation. It is not too hard to see, especially for k = 1,

that this approach is a direct non-market interpretation of Theorem 3.2. Thus, this

way of decomposing optimization problems into markets generates no new theory for

traditional mathematical optimization and numerical analysis. Hence, arguments other

than computational arguments are required for the justi�cation of treating optimization

problems as markets.
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The above theorems here form an important base for the reasoning in Chapter 8 and

Chapter 9 � Chapter 15. In those chapters we will show that are different reasons for

treating certain applications in market terms, and the theorems of this chapter supports

the argument that no other method can do better for these problems.
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Chapter 4

Market Algorithms

The current chapter deals with the actual computation of market equilibrium. We

demonstrate how knowledge from numerical analysis and mathematical optimization

can be utilized to enable highly ef�cient computation of the equilibrium. We also

discuss how these algorithms can be decomposed in a multi-agent setting, i.e. what

the information sent to and from different agents are.

A novel algorithm, COTREE, is introduced and analyzed in some detail regarding

its computational and communication properties.

The chapter is concluded with a discussion and general comparison between the

different algorithms. An aim is to give some basic guide lines regarding what algo-

rithms to choose for different settings.

4.1 The Computational Problem

The computational problem investigated in this chapter is the computation of a

>general equilibrium in a setting where the preferences of the participants on the mar-

ket are encapsulated by >computational agents, possibly distributed on different hosts.

That is, the aim is to compute a set of prices such that supply meets demand for each

commodity, cf. Section 2.9.3. More formally, the problem is to compute a price vector,

p, such that
nX

�=1

z�(p) = 0; (4.1)

where z�(p) = [z�1(p); z�2(p); : : : ; z�k(p)], z�i(p) is agent �'s >net demand for

commodity i at price p, p = [p1; p2; : : : ; pk], pi is the price for commodity i, and n is

the number of agents.

Since prices are only relative, we set pk = 1, and need only to search over k �
1 elements in the price vector. That is, in, e.g., a two-commodity market we need

49
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only to search for one price. The allocation of the kth commodity for each agent is

obtained from the amounts traded of the different commodities and the prices for those

commodities, i.e. z�k = �Pk�1
j=1 pjz�j .

Instead of asking an agent how much it is willing to buy or sell at a speci�c price,

one might ask it how much it is willing to pay for an in�nitesimal amount of each

commodity (a set of prices) at the current allocation. That is, each agent, �, can be

viewed as holding a price function p�(z�), rather than a demand function z�(p). If

there is a bijective mapping between p�(z�) and z�(p) (i.e. p
1
� 6= p2� , z1� 6= z2�),

then Eq. (4.1) corresponds to

8>>>><
>>>>:

p�j(z�) � pj; z�j = zl�j

p�j(z�) = pj; zl�j < z�j < zu�j

p�j(z�) � pj; z�j = zu�j

; (4.2)

where zl� and zu� are agent �'s lower and upper limit of the net demand. 1

As in the above case we only need to search over k � 1 commodities, pk = 1, and

z�k = �Pk�1
j=1 pjz�j .

The input to the computation is the preferences of the participating agents. They

can be given in different forms, such as utility functions, demand functions or price

functions. The relations between those different functions are given in Section 4.2

below.

In a market, the trade can be seen as two distinct steps: 1) the computation of a

general equilibrium, and 2) the reallocation of resource in correspondence with the

different bids and prices. In this section we deal solely with step one as step two is too

application dependent to be discussed in general terms.

4.2 Two General Approaches for Finding the Equilibrium

4.2.1 General Principles

When implementing a market mechanism for achieving general equilibrium there are

basically two known alternatives: either the price vector is used as the free parameter,

and p is updated until Eq. (4.1) holds, or the resource is used as the free parameter and

different transfers of resource from one agent to another are evaluated until Eq. (4.2)

holds.

1We note that if
@z�i(p)

@pj
exists for all, 1 � i � k and 1 � j � k, and

@z�i(p)

@pi
< 0,

@z�i(p)

@pj
� 0,

i 6= j, then p1� 6= p2�, z1� 6= z2�, where z(p) is the >competitive demand. (See proof in Appendix C.2.)

Thus, this is a suf�cient condition for that Eq. (4.1) corresponds to Eq. (4.2).
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This classi�cation leads to the notion of price- vs. resource-oriented approaches.

The conditions in Eq. (4.1) and Eq. (4.2), together with the corresponding market

mechanism, are different ways of saying the same thing. In the �rst case, the method

itself guarantees that the price of each commodity is equal for every agent, and in

the second case, the allocation is typically always feasible, since standard algorithms

are designed so that resource is only transferred between agents. As discussed be-

fore, Section 2.5.3, the resource-oriented schemes are somewhat related to quantity

t�atonnement, whereas price-oriented schemes are closely related to price t�atonnement.

We just argued that the equilibrium conditions for the price-oriented approach and

the resource-oriented approach, Eq. (4.1) and Eq. (4.2), are equivalent if there is a

bijective mapping between demand and price. This is true if the conditions are ex-

actly ful�lled. However, in practice, for the algorithms to converge in reasonable

time (if at all), termination conditions for the algorithms will be jzj(p)j � � and

jp�j(z�)� pnj(zn)j � � respectively, where � is a small positive constant. In the

resource-oriented case, this means that the allocation is not perfectly fair, i.e. some

agents will pay slightly less than they would have done on a perfect market, while oth-

ers will pay slightly more. In the price-oriented case, on the other hand, the allocation

is neither perfectly feasible nor perfectly fair. (If one at all can discuss the fairness

of a non-feasible allocation.) This is an important difference; in the latter case it can

be impossible to allocate the computed amount to the involved agents, due to physical

constraints. In practice this need not be a problem, but if � is chosen to be relatively

large, e.g. for performance reasons, and if many consecutive trades are performed, this

should be considered. It should however be noted that we have introduced approxima-

tion methods for obtaining feasible allocations with price-oriented approaches as well.

This is further described in Chapter 5.

4.2.2 Inputs

Another important difference between price- and resource-oriented algorithms is the

inputs to them. In principle, in the price-oriented case, the input is the demand function

and in the resource-oriented case, the input is the price function. The price function is

more closely related to the utility function (it is merely the quote between two partial

derivatives of the utility function) which is the primary property in micro-economics

(e.g., [Varian, 1996]) while the demand has to be derived from solving an optimization

problem. We now take a more detailed look at the inputs to the two schemes.

In the price-oriented case, each consumer faces the optimization problem

maxu(xi)

s:t: p � xi = p � ei:
(4.3)
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The solution to this optimization problem, the desired change in allocation at a certain

price level, is the net demand. This was described in some more detail in Section 2.9.

In some special cases this optimization problem can be solved analytically, but for the

general case, numerical methods are required.

In the resource-oriented case we assume that there is a bijectual mapping between

price and demand. This is indeed a limitation. On the other hand, this (or similar)

assumptions, are a very common assumption also in price-oriented market implemen-

tations, as it simpli�es the proofs for existence of equilibrium.

The competitive behavior of an agent holding a quasi-concave utility function,

u�(z�), and endowment, e�, is obtained by setting up the Lagrangian:

L� = u�(z�) + �p� � z�; (4.4)

and solve the equation system @L�
@zi

= 0 and @L�
@� = 0.

Accordingly, we get @u�
@zi

= �p�i, for all commodities i. It immediately follows

that
@u�
@zi
@u�
@zk

= p�i; 1 � i � k � 1, where we have used the fact that p�k = 1 (cf.

>marginal rate of substitution).

Hence, we have obtained a way to compute the prices from the (derivatives of the)

utility functions. This computation can be performed by each agent or by the auction-

eer and the derivatives can in some cases be computed analytically and in other cases

numerical approximations are used. Note that
@u�(z)
@zi

can always be inexpensively

approximated, see, e.g., [Press et al., 1994, p. 386 � 389].

4.2.3 Computational Decomposition

Typically, the set of prices or the set of resources (for price- and resource-oriented

approaches respectively) is computed by a designated agent � an auctioneer. The in-

formation sent to this auctioneer may vary - either each agent can compute the demand

or price function as described above, or they can send their utility functions (possibly

including boundaries) and let the auctioneer compute the demand or price functions.

That is, we can distinguish between the inputs to a certain market protocol (the infor-

mation sent to the auctioneer) and the inputs to the actual market algorithms. When

inputs are mentioned in this chapter, it should be interpreted as the inputs to the al-

gorithms and not the input to the auctioneer. A similar discussion is relevant for the

question of whether an algorithm uses sampled points or entire functions; whether

these points are requested from the auctioneer at each step of the algorithm, or just

extracted from entire functions submitted once to the auctioneer, is independent of the

algorithm used. A third discussion is where different derivatives or gradient matrixes

are computed. They might be computed locally or by the auctioneer, analytically or

numerically.
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It might seem that there is a big difference in terms of the ability to manipulate

the protocol depending on, e.g., whether agents submit demand functions or utility

functions to an auctioneer. If the agents submit utility functions, the auctioneer com-

putes the demand function from competitive behavior, and, therefore, it seems that the

agents have less ability to falsely reveal their preferences. However, the agents can

of course still submit false utility functions and hereby they still have the ability to

manipulate [Hurwicz, 1986]. On the other hand, whether or not agents send the rep-

resentation of their preferences once or iteratively makes an enormous difference. See

further Chapter 6.

The major part of this section focus only on the pure algorithms. The section on the

COTREE is, however, partly an exception. That section describes a market framework

aiming at minimizing the communication together with an algorithm (computation-

ally) well suited for this framework. In this case, the coupling between the framework

and the actual algorithm is so tight that separate presentations of the two feels unnatu-

ral.

4.3 Algorithms for Two-Commodity Markets

We start the presentation of market-algorithms by analyzing the special case of only

two commodities. As this case is signi�cantly easier than the general multi-commodity

case, and as it constitute the base for an important class of algorithms for the multi-

commodity case, it serves as a well suited �rst case to investigate.

We will demonstrate how market algorithms can be constructed from standard

algorithms from the mathematical optimization and numerical analysis literature, and

note that also other algorithms from this literature can be useful for particular market

settings. Furthermore, we introduce COTREE, a novel algorithm which is constructed

with minimization of communication in mind.

4.3.1 A Resource-Oriented Proportional Algorithm

The �rst approach to �nd a solution to Eq. (4.2) that comes to mind is probably to

just change the allocation in proportion to the deviation between the prices of different

agents. Such an algorithm is (cf. [Kurose and Simha, 1989])

zi+1� = zi� +�zi�

�zi� = s
�
p�(z

i
�)� 1

n

Pn
�=1 p�(z

i
�)
�
;

(4.5)

where s is a step size and n is the number of agents.

Not surprisingly, such an algorithm is very inef�cient [Kurose and Simha, 1989].

No complexity analysis is performed in [Kurose and Simha, 1989] and we have not
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found it elsewhere or performed any such analysis ourselves. When z is updated

it might happen that some z ends up outside its boundary. Managing the resource

boundaries requires some special care, see further Section 4.4.3.

4.3.2 A Resource-Oriented Newton-Raphson Algorithm

A signi�cantly better choice is a standard Newton-Raphson algorithm. Here some

additional information is required; the �rst derivative of the price function with respect

to the change in allocation.

Now we introduce a vector f , de�ned by f = [p1(z1) � pn(zn); p2(z2) �
pn(zn); : : : ; pn�1(zn�1) � pn(zn)]

T , and a net demand (change) vector z =

[z1; z2; : : : ; zn�1]
T . Then, given that no agent is at its boundaries, f = 0 is equiv-

alent to Eq. (4.2). A standard multi-variable Newton-Raphson method for solving this

equation is then given by

zi+1 = zi � s �
�
5f(zi)

��1
� f(zi); (4.6)

where s is a step size and 5f(z) is the gradient matrix of f(z). s can be determined

at run-time by a backtracking algorithm [Press et al., 1994, pp. 384 � 385]. From the

feasibility constraint (zn = �Pn�1
�=1 z�), we get that

5fij =

8><
>:

p0i(zi) + p0n(zn); i = j

p0n(zn); i 6= j
: (4.7)

Due to the symmetric appearance of 5f(z) this Newton-Raphson algorithm can

be reduced to an expression for the update of the allocation of each agent, as described

by the following theorem.

Theorem 4.1 Eq. (4.6) can be reduced to

zi+1�1 = zi�1 � s

p(zi�1)�
Pn

�=0

p(zi
�1

)

p0(zi
�1

)Pn

�=0
1

p0(zi
�1

)

p0(zi�1)
: (4.8)

Proof. See Appendix C.2.

The update formula in Eq. (4.8) is what was used in [Kurose and Simha, 1989]

and [Ygge and Akkermans, 1996], except for the fact that in those papers only one

commodity was explicit and therefore the marginal utility was used instead of the
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price, and the absolute allocation, x, was used instead of the change in allocation, z.

(Also, in [Kurose and Simha, 1989] a somewhat less sophisticated algorithm based on

a �xed step size was used.)

The computation is performed as the independent tasks of computing the weighted

average price functions and computing the update of each agent. Hence, the complex-

ity of each iteration scales with the number of agents as O(n). Under some standard

assumptions2 , the algorithm has >quadratic convergence, meaning for any price func-

tion at an allocation suf�ciently close to the solution, the number of iterations scales

with O (log(� log �)), where � is the error. The method is guaranteed to converge to

the solution as long as 5f(zi) points in the correct direction, i.e. that no local min-

ima or maxima of f(z) exist. Even when that is the case, failure �. . . is quite rare in

practice�, and there are some remedies also when it fails [Press et al., 1994, p. 384].

Also for this algorithm, the management of boundaries requires some special care.

This is further described in Section 4.4.3.

4.3.3 A Resource-Oriented COTREE

Even though some of the available algorithms scales nicely with the number of agents

when run on a single host, managing a huge number of agents and running them in

highly distributed environments introduce problems. We showed that managing 1000

agents on a single host with a resource-oriented Newton-Raphson algorithm as above,

causes no problems [Ygge and Akkermans, 1996], but scaling up to, say, a million

distributed agents is not easily managed.

In our application area, power load management (see Chapter 9 � Chapter 15),

the local area networks normally have low communication costs, while the wide area

networks have rather high communication costs. We believe that this situation with

highly interconnected sub-groups, and somewhat looser connections between the sub-

groups is very common for other application areas as well.

We recognize some important problems with traditional approaches. These prob-

lems are relevant not only for our application but for distributed markets in general.

� As the number of agents grows, the number of messages received and sent out

by the global auctioneer will be very large for each iteration. The work needed

to process these messages at a single site will create a bottleneck.

This suggests that the task of sending, receiving, and processing messages

should be distributed among more than one auctioneer.

2Without going into all formal details we informally can say that these assumptions are that the gradi-

ent matrix is non-singular and that the changes in the (partial) derivatives must be moderate close to the

solution. For a rigorous description see, e.g., [Fletcher, 1987, p. 46, Theorem 3.1.1].
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� Even if multiple auctioneers are used, if data is communicated at each step in an

iterative algorithm, the system will have to wait for the slowest agent to commu-

nicate. This is likely to cause signi�cant waiting time in practice, since

� some agents might have rather slow communication, like in our application

area where some of them are communicating via cellular telephones or

over the electric power line.

� even for devices that have fast communication according to today's stan-

dard, there is typically a substantial variation in response time, and when

communicating with many agents it is likely that the maximum delay time

will be large.

This suggests that the number of iterations that requires communication to reach

equilibrium should be kept small.

� Within a fairly large range, the cost for sending a message is more or less in-

dependent of the size of the message. Furthermore, the cost for processing the

sent/received message is normally considerably smaller than the waiting time.

Thus, instead of sending a message containing just one number � as suggested

in, e.g., [Kurose and Simha, 1989] and [Ygge and Akkermans, 1996] � one can

send a set of, say, 25 or even a few hundred numbers at essentially the same cost.

This suggests that one should trade message size for iterations, even if the total

amount of communicated information grows. Furthermore, the fact that the size

of message headers and footers can be considerable compared to the net data

when the messages are small, may cause the actual amount of data sent on the

network to be smaller when few iterations are needed even if the amount of net

data communicated increases. (See also [Cheng and Wellman, 1998].)

� If only the preferences of a few agents change, search for the new equilibrium

from scratch should not be required.

This suggests that information from previous computations should be stored and

reused.

We would also like the algorithm to put minimum requirements on local data,

i.e. not be dependent on properties such as the derivative of net demands and prices.

Furthermore, it is important that the algorithm is numerically stable, i.e. be guaranteed

to �nd the equilibrium as long as some basic requirements (e.g. that z is continuous

and decreasing) are ful�lled, while at the same time being computationally ef�cient.

Such an algorithm is presented in the next section.
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Figure 4.1: A logical tree of hosts.

The COTREE Algorithm

The COTREE algorithm (COmbinatoric TREE) is a hierarchical approach to computing

the equilibrium. Its principles and properties are described in this section.

We let the hosts in the system form a logical tree.3 An example of such a tree is

shown in Figure 4.1. The basic idea is that at each level in the tree, an aggregated price

function is constructed. The aggregated function is a sampled function with k sample

points and it is used as the input to the computation on the next higher level in the tree.

Each host receives one message from each of its n children and produces a sample of

k sample points.4 Thus, the required data is communicated in one single round and

the number of messages required is proportional to the number of hosts.

The basic operation in COTREE for the computation of the aggregated function

is the pair-wise aggregation of preferences, see Figure 4.2. Consequently, each host

holds a binary tree where each leaf represent the preferences of each of its children in

the host tree and the root node represents the compound function for all of its children.

When the compound function of one host is sent to the next level, it will be represented

by a leaf at that level. Thus, the entire system can be viewed as a binary tree with all

consumers and producers as leafs. We refer to the non-leaf nodes as auctioneers.

The root auctioneer will hold the aggregate preferences for the entire system. Each

auctioneer holds three vectors with information about its children: one price function

and two allocation vectors telling how much was assigned to each of the two children

at each of the samples in the aggregated function.

The compound price function is computed as follows. Say that we are to compute

the aggregated price, p(3), that we in the previous iteration computed p(2), and that

3The hosts need not be physically coupled in a tree structure, though this is an advantage. For our

application of power load management, they will physically form a tree.
4In this chapter we (though this is not necessary) only discuss the use of one k everywhere in the

system.
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Figure 4.2: The basic operation of COTREE: pair-wise aggregation.

the allocation to the left and right child at allocation 2 was 1:5 and 0:5. Now since we

know that the prices are monotonically decreasing with demand (since we had that the

demand is continuous and decreasing with price as a precondition), we know that the

only possible allocations for the left child is from 1:5 to 2:5 and, for the right child,

0:5 to 1:5. With COTREE we �rst try h2:5; 0:5i and then h1:5; 1:5i. If none of these
were the equilibrium solution we interpolate from these end points. This results in a

constant number of operations for each slot of the compound vector. The computation

has to be repeated for each auctioneer on the host. If all leafs are managed by one host

the complexity is O(nk), where k is the number of slots and n is the number of leafs.

If each host only manages two children, the complexity is O(k logn). Note that since

the vectors to be �lled in by the auctioneer contain k slots the complexity in terms of

k is 
(k). Thus, our aggregation algorithm is asymptotically optimal. In particular

we note that the resource-oriented algorithms presented previously in this chapter in

their original formulation will perform worse, as they have to be run k times by each

auctioneer. The details of the algorithm are found in Appendix B.

The Dynamic Situation

As discussed in the previous section, COTREE has the advantage of being commu-

nication sparse during the initial equilibrium computations. However, the major ad-

vantages of COTREE occur in the dynamic situations where an equilibrium has been

computed once and then some agents change their preferences. This section discuss

those issues. The discussion is relevant both for resource-oriented and price-oriented

variants of COTREE.

If the preferences of only one agent change and everything else remains un-

changed, the computations only have to be performed along the path from this agent

to the root to compute the new equilibrium allocation.

Let d and n denote the number of children per host, and the number of leaves
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respectively. The tree of hosts has height O
�
log n
log d

�
. As an example, assume that

d = 100 and n = 1000000. Then the height of the three is 3. If the preferences of one

agent changes, only 3 messages are required to compute the new equilibrium. This is

in bright contrast to methods in which the aggregate functions are not cashed where

one million messages would have to be sent if the agents submit entire functions and

one million times the number of iterations if the agents only submit single information

items. (Speci�cally, if single information items are used, such as the demand and its

derivative at a certain price, it is impossible to cash data so that only three messages

are required.)

We also note that if we have a large consumer or producer whose preferences

change frequently it is wise to put this agent close to the root, in order to minimize

communication. In particular, if the agent representing such a consumer or producer

resides on the same host as the root auctioneer, no inter-host communication is required

for obtaining the new equilibrium. We note that here the computation of the new

equilibrium is practically instant, while non cashing methods require recomputation

from scratch.

For some applications it might be the case that the recomputations are performed

periodically regardless of whether or not really needed. In other applications, recom-

putations might be performed when needed. We investigate the latter case here, and it

turns out to be a delicate issue.

If the preferences changes only for one agent, it is possible that the reallocation

resulting from a total recomputation of the equilibrium is so small that it is not worth

the efforts, even if the preference change seems quite large from the local perspective.

At the same time, it is possible that there is a quite small change of every agent's

preferences, which would lead to signi�cant reallocations for the group as a whole.

Thus, it is not possible to tell from the local perspective whether or not a recomputation

is needed. The same holds at the global level; we can not tell if a recomputation is

required without asking many local agents.

In an approximation scheme, we expect the equilibrium to be close to the true

equilibrium without necessarily being exactly correct. Hence, after a small change of a

few agent's preferences it may not be necessary to change the (global) price/allocation

at all. In this case, we would like the recomputation of price/allocation to �fade out�

after very little communication as it is propagating upwards in the tree.

One way to implement this is to assign a permitted deviation at each level in the

tree. Assume that we have a resource-oriented COTREE where we allow the values in

the global price vector to deviate from the correct values with a maximum value of �.

We can then spread this tolerance out on the auctioneer in the tree. Each auctioneer

i is assigned a tolerance �i, such that the total tolerance sums to �. Exactly how the

tolerances should be spread is an intriguing topic that requires a number of assumptions
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on the sizes and update frequencies in the individual agents' preferences. Once the

tolerances have been assigned, each auctioneer keeps track of the difference between

its current price vector and the price vector that was last sent to the parent. As long

as this difference is less than (or equal to) �i, no message is sent to the parent. In this

way, small local changes will not propagate up to the root. It should be noted that if

the changes in preferences can be seen as random, the changes are likely to even out

as they propagate upwards in the tree.

In all, this is a non-trivial question and more research is needed here in order to

obtain a good method. This problem is general and not unique to COTREE. We do

however think, as indicated above, that one can bene�t from using a tree structure

when attacking this problem.

An Experimental Case Study

Method Improvement Time (s),

Initial

computation

Time (s),

Update

Newton, � = 0:001 32:7004 0:22 0:11

Newton, � = 0:01 32:7004 0:19 0:085

Newton, � = 0:1 32:7001 0:17 0:065

Newton, � = 0:2 32:6975 0:13 0:065

Newton, � = 0:3 32:6034 0:11 0:044

COTREE, 200 int 32:7004 2:58 0:050

COTREE, 100 int 32:6992 1:54 0:030

COTREE, 50 int 32:6963 0:99 0:019

COTREE, 25 int 32:6647 0:77 0:015

COTREE, 10 int 31:7043 0:66 0:013

Table 4.1: Simulation results with 1000 children on a single host.

Above we argued that the COTREE algorithm is in most cases superior to available

algorithms from a communication point of view. We also argued that the algorithm has

good asymptotic behavior with respect to internal computation. However, in practice,

constant factors may be as important as asymptotic behavior. Therefore, we give some
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performance measures of COTREE and compare them to corresponding �gures for a

the resource-oriented Newton-Raphson algorithm described above.

In our application area, one host can have at most something like 1000 children to

manage, and we investigate a computation of this size. (Thus, for our application we

get an upper limit of the total computation time from multiplying the computation time

of one host with 1000 children by the height of the host tree.) For the experiments we

let the agents hold simple exponential utility functions5 and act >competitively.

The result of the comparison is presented in Table 4.1. The improvement column

is a measure of how good the result is. Since we know, for this case, that the mar-

ket equilibrium maximizes the total utility of the system, cf. Theorem 3.2, we can

measure how close to the equilibrium the solution is by observing the total utility.

The improvement is simply the difference between the total utility after the �rst re-

allocation and the initial total utility. The next column tells how long the execution

time6 was for computing the equilibrium from the initial endowments. Then we also

illustrate the discussion given in Section 4.3.3; the rightmost column shows the com-

putation time required when the preferences of one agent change. For this situation we

have assumed that the change does appear in one of the leaves of COTREE. As dis-

cussed in Section 4.3.3, if we have prior knowledge about the frequency with which

the preferences change for different agents and how much this affects the market, we

can design the topology of COTREE to take advantage of this. The results presented in

this experiment thus represent the upper limit of the computation time of an update.

From Table 4.1 we see that when using 25 intervals with COTREE the ratio of exe-

cution time between COTREE and a Newton-Raphson algorithm with a corresponding

accuracy is somewhere around six. This is a positive result since it means that COTREE

is not that much slower than the Newton-Raphson algorithm. The result of a corre-

sponding comparison for the case where only one agent changes its preferences, once

the initial equilibrium has been computed, is that COTREE is now approximately four

times faster. It should also be noted that with COTREE, the entire aggregate function

at the root was computed (which can be sent to the next level if desired), whereas with

the Newton-Raphson algorithm only one point was computed.

Our experiments strongly indicate that COTREE performs well compared to a

resource-oriented Newton-Raphson algorithm. At the same time it should be empha-

sized that the computation time when being of the magnitude described above is nor-

mally completely negligible. For example, in our application area, power load man-

agement, the time for computing the allocation with 1000 children and 25 intervals

5The utility functions are u(x) = ae�bx1+x2, with randomly generated endowments and parameters

a, and b. Hence, the >competitive price function for each agent will be p1(z1) = �abeb(z1+e1), where

e1 is the endowment (i.e. initial allocation) of commodity 1. Further, we let 0 � x1 � 3 and x2 be

without boundaries.
6The algorithms were implemented in C++ and run on a Pentium Pro 200MHz PC.
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(0:77s) is in the same order of magnitude as the time required for sending onemessage

on the electrical power line with today's communication systems. Therefore, we argue

that when the computation time is of this order of magnitude, it is really the number

of messages that is the interesting performance measure. We now take a closer look at

the number of messages required for this example.

Method # Messages,

Initial compu-

tation7

# Messages,

Update7

Newton, � = 0:001 9838 4935

Newton, � = 0:01 8851 3948

Newton, � = 0:1 6885 2961

Newton, � = 0:2 5906 2961

Newton, � = 0:3 4919 1974

COTREE 1000 1

Table 4.2: Simulation results with 1000 children. COTREE requires signi�cantly less

communication than the standard Newton-Raphson algorithm, in particular for up-

dates.

We analyze the case where all the information about the utility functions is re-

siding on separate hosts (one host per utility function) and the computation is to be

performed on another host. We compare a Newton-Raphson algorithm in which only

points (the price at the current allocation and it derivative) are communicated, like done

in, e.g., [Kurose and Simha, 1989, Ygge and Akkermans, 1996], with a COTREE algo-

rithm. The result is shown in Table 4.2. Here COTREE has considerable advantages,

in particular for the case of updates.

Obviously, for this example it is also possible to send sampled functions to the host

that performs the computations and then perform a Newton-Raphson search (possibly

based on numerical estimations of the derivatives). Hence, the use of sampled func-

tions is not a unique feature of COTREE. The main point is rather the aggregation of

price functions � in all cases where all sample functions can not be sent to one central

host, aggregation is required and then we believe the COTREE algorithm to be the best

available choice.

7Note that the number of messages is not necessarily a multiple of 1000 because of how the RELAX

algorithm works. If an agent is outside its boundary after one iteration it will not be a part of the next

iteration.
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Another important remark is that COTREE is not dependent of the derivative of

the price and hereby useful for a wider class of problems. Furthermore, the execution

time of COTREE is virtually independent of the shape of demand functions, as long

as z is monotonically decreasing and continuous, while the convergence speed of the

Newton-Raphson algorithm is heavily dependent on those shapes. Therefore it is likely

that COTREE is preferable to the Newton-Raphson algorithm in many situations, even

when every agent is run on a single host, and no inter-host communication is present.

4.3.4 A Price-Oriented Bisection Algorithm

We now examine some price-oriented algorithms for the two-commodity case, and

start with a bisection method.

The �rst algorithm that comes to mind in the price-oriented case is maybe a bisec-

tion method [Press et al., 1994, p. 353] for the equilibrium price. Such an algorithm

can be described by:

(i) Set pmin = 0 and make a guess for pmax.

(ii) As long as z(pmax) > 0, let pmax = 2 � pmax.

(iii) Set p = (pmin + pmax)=2.

(iv) If jz(p)j < � then terminate. Else if z(p) > 0, let pmin = p. Else let pmax = p.

(v) Repeat from (iii).

Advantages with this algorithm is its simplicity and that it poses minimal require-

ments on demand functions. The complexity of each iteration obviously scales with the

number of agents asO(n) (the total demand is the sum of the respective demands). As

this algorithm has >linear convergence [Press et al., 1994, p. 353] the required number

of iterations scales as O(� log �), where � is the error.

4.3.5 A Price-Oriented Newton-Raphson Algorithm

The number of iterations needed for �nding the equilibrium can often be reduced sig-

ni�cantly by using a Newton-Raphson algorithm for �nding the equilibrium price.

Here some additional information is required; the �rst derivative of the demand func-

tion with respect to the change in price. This can either be submitted explicitly by

each agent or be approximated by the auctioneer from the respective demand func-

tions [Press et al., 1994, p. 386 � 388]. A standard price-oriented Newton-Raphson

algorithm looks like:

pi+1 = pi � s � 1

z0(pi)
z(pi); (4.9)
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where i + 1 and i denote iterations, and s is a step size. The proper value of s can be

determined at run-time by a backtracking algorithm [Press et al., 1994, pp. 384-385].

The algorithm is guaranteed to converge as long as z(p) is monotone, and z0(p) is

continuous. Even when is not the case failure �. . . is quite rare in practice�, and there

are some remedies also when it fails [Press et al., 1994, p. 384]. Since z(p) and z0(p)

are computed as the sums of the z�(p) and z0�(p) the complexity of each iteration

scales with the number of agents, n, as O(n), and since it (if z0(p) is continuous and

z0(pe) 6= 0 [Press et al., 1994, p. 365], pe being the equilibrium price) is a >quadratic

scheme, the required number of iterations scales as O (log(� log �)), where � is the

error,

4.3.6 A Price-Oriented COTREE

Implementing a price-oriented COTREE algorithm is straight forward. Instead of hold-

ing a price vector telling how much its children are willing to pay for an infenitecimal

amount of resource at certain allocations, an auctioneer would hold a net demand vec-

tor, telling how much its children would change their allocation at different prices.

In this case, the net demand vector of an auctioneer is simply the sum of the net

demand vectors of its children. The asymptotic behavior is equivalent to the one of the

resource-oriented algorithms, but constant factors are smaller, i.e. the price-oriented

approach is faster. (Assuming that the preferences of the consumers and producers are

available as demand functions.)

All other features of the resource-oriented COTREE, like the excellent response to

updates, are also properties of the price-oriented version.

4.3.7 Conclusions of the Two-Commodity Case

Above we have described a number of different algorithms for computing the market

equilibrium in a two commodity market. The different algorithms have different prop-

erties and the proper choice of algorithm for a speci�c application is dependent on

factors such as the available information at each agent (such as demand functions or

utility functions and derivatives of demand or utility), real-time demands, distribution

of agents, and scale.

Generally one can say that if the demand functions are available at each agent, a

price-oriented approach should be used, as they are both simpler and more ef�cient

than their resource-oriented counterparts. If, on the other hand, demand functions are

not analytically derivable, resource-oriented algorithms can be highly competitive.

If the application is not too time critical, then simple methods such as the bisection

method or the proportional resource-oriented algorithm can be used for their simplic-

ity. If high performance is required, more sophisticated methods, such as Newton-
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Raphson or other highly ef�cient root �nding methods (see, e.g., [Press et al., 1994]) ,

should be utilized.

In large scale and heavily distributed settings, available algorithms have major

drawbacks and we introduced a novel algorithm COTREE that dealt with the most

important problems. COTREE:

� can be implemented either as a resource-oriented or a price-oriented algorithm.

� requires minimum information for computing the equilibrium (i.e. certain

derivatives as used with Newton-Raphson methods are not required).

� performs well regardless of if input is demand or price functions.

� is communication ef�cient.

� performs excellently when responding to changes of e.g. single agent's prefer-

ences.

� scales up nicely, also to huge markets. When run in a totally distributed envi-

ronment the execution time is O(k logn), where k is the number of samples

in the price or demand function and n is the number of consumers/producers.

Even more important, the longest communication chain isO(log n), the number

of messages is for a total recomputation is O(n), and the size of each message

is �(k). If only the preferences of one agent changes, the required number of

messages is O(log n).

� has a number of advantages over Newton-Raphson algorithms even when run on

a single host.

As shown in this chapter, COTREE can be seen as an algorithmic framework, rather

than a speci�c algorithm. There are still issues to be further investigated. In our

opinion, one of the most interesting is how one should choose the number of samples

(denoted k) on different levels in the system, depending on the computational power

at those levels as well as heuristics of the price/demand functions.

We have also implemented different variants of the COTREE algorithm which are

well suited for standard resource allocation, even with non-concave objective func-

tions. A publication on this is in preparation. We believe this to be very interesting

also for markets with quasi-linear utility functions, see further Section 4.5.

4.4 Algorithms for Multi-Commodity Markets

Finding good algorithms for >multi-commodity markets is signi�cantly harder than

�nding good algorithms for >two commodity markets. As there might be dependencies
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between the demands for different commodities at different prices, the search can be

complicated. Press et al. [Press et al., 1994, p. 379] even make the �. . . extreme, but

wholly defensible, statement: There are no good, general methods for solving systems

of more than one nonlinear equation. Furthermore, it is not hard to see why (very

likely) there never will be any good, general methods . . . �.

Takayama [Takayama, 1985, p. 340] distinguishes between successive and simul-

taneous methods. In a successive update procedure prices are updated one by one and

in a simultaneous method, prices are updated at the same time. One can also think of

a third method where prices of the different commodities are independently updated.

Different variants of these methods will be presented in this section.

4.4.1 Treating each Market Separately

One obvious way to try to compute the market equilibrium is to independently compute

partial equilibrium prices for the different commodities (markets) and hope for that

this leads to general equilibrium. Cheng and Wellman [Cheng and Wellman, 1998]

show that this process leads to general equilibrium under gross substitutability, i.e.

@z�i(p)=@pj � 0, i 6= j, and with @z�i(p)=@pi < 0, even when information to

agents is delayed and when they submit bids asynchronously. They also show that

the approach leads to general equilibrium in some special cases, even if the gross

substitutability condition is not met. Furthermore, it is shown that the approach leads to

general equilibrium in many practical examples even when it has not been theoretically

veri�ed that it must be the case.

The Bisection Method on each Market � the WALRAS Algorithm

One way to treat each market separately is to use the bisection method (see Sec-

tion 4.3.4) to �nd partial equilibrium price for each commodity. This is the approach

used in the WALRAS scheme [Cheng and Wellman, 1998]. The WALRAS scheme also

support asynchronous bidding by the involved agents. That is, all agents do not have

to submit bids simultaneously for the respective markets.

Other methods

Of course, just as the bisection method can be used for the update of the respective

markets, any of the algorithms described in the two-commodity section can be utilized

for doing search for the partial equilibrium on the respective markets. If the different

markets are loosely coupled, in the sense that just a few agents act on several markets

and that the dependencies between the commodities are weak, COTREE will perform

very good compared to the alternatives. In this case, only the preferences of a few
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agents change in each market, and we will bene�t from the advantages of COTREE as

described in Section 4.3.3.

Discussion

If the markets are not loosely coupled, the approach of treating every market separately

will not lead to acceptable performance (neither with COTREE nor with any other

algorithm for �nding the equilibrium of each market). A demonstration of this is

given in Section 4.4.6. Even though the separation in terms of markets allows for

some distribution of the search for equilibrium, the auctioneers of the separate markets

must come to consensus regarding whether or not the general equilibrium has been

reached. Then it is not clear that the gain of decentralizing the computation is that

large after all. It might be the case that the markets for the different commodities

are inherently distributed, but then it does seem more reasonable that the resource is

reallocated every time a partial equilibrium is reached, i.e. we would have repeated

t�atonnement processes in each market, but a non-t�atonnement process in the market as

a whole.

Furthermore, Flecther [Fletcher, 1987, p. 18-19] says about this method of decom-

posing the search into separate searches for the respective prices that �It is tempting to

dismiss the method by saying that it has no theoretical background and cannot there-

fore be expected to work well. Perhaps it is more accurate to say that the theory which

supports the method is de�cient.� We have not found or performed any complexity

analysis for this method. (A quite large number of simulations seem to suggest linear

convergence under some assumptions.) Rather we just note that the method is �usually

very ineffective� and that these �. . . early ad hoc approaches are gradually falling out

of use� [Fletcher, 1987, p. 18-19]. Even in cases when this approach is guaranteed to

converge (e.g. under gross-substitution) the number of iterations required for obtain-

ing a solution can be extremely large, even from an initial guess arbitrarily close to

the equilibrium. This holds even if very ef�cient algorithms are used for �nding the

partial equilibriums on the respective markets. See also the discussion in Section 4.4.6

where this drawback of this family of algorithms is demonstrated.

Thus, it is easy to �nd computational arguments against this method in the litera-

ture. At the same time it is very simple to understand and implement. The importance

of this must not be underestimated. See further the discussion in Section 4.6.3.

Examples of alternative algorithms are given in the following sections.

4.4.2 A Resource-Oriented Simultaneous Algorithm

In this section a simultaneous resource-oriented algorithm is introduced. (See

also [Ygge and Akkermans, 1998b].)
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First we introduce a vector f , de�ned by f = [p1(z1) � pn(zn);p2(z2) �
pn(zn); : : : ;pn�1(zn�1)�pn(zn)]T , where pi(zi) = [pi1(zi); pi2(zi); : : : ; pik(zi)]

T ,

and an net demand (change) vector z = [z1; z2; : : : ; zn�1]
T . Then, given that no agent

is at its boundary, f = 0 is equivalent to (4.2). A standard multi-variable Newton-

Raphson method for solving this equation is then given by

zi+1 = zi � s �
�
5f(zi)

��1
� f(zi); (4.10)

where s is a step size, and z�j denotes the change in agent �'s allocation of commodity

j.

From the feasibility constraint (zn = �Pn�1
�=1 z�) we get that

5fij =

8><
>:
5pi(zi) +5pn(zn); i = j

5pn(zn); i 6= j
: (4.11)

This can be simpli�ed to an update expression for each agent as described by the

following theorem.

Theorem 4.2 Eq. (4.10) can be reduced to the following expression for the update of

each agent:

zi+1� = zi� � s �3pi�
�
pi� � hpii

�
; (4.12)

where pi� and 3pi�, are abbreviations for p�(z
i
�), and

�
5p�(zi�)

��1
, respectively.

hpii is de�ned by

hpii = pin +5pin

0
@ nX
�=1

3pi�

1
A
�1

3pin

nX
�=1

3pi�

�
pi� � pin

�
; (4.13)

where5pi� is an abbreviation for5p�(zi�).

Proof. See Appendix C.2

The term hpii can be interpreted as the expected price. This would have been the

equilibrium price if the current value of5p would hold everywhere.

From the above we see that even though the termination condition is the same,

the intermediate allocations, �the path to the solution�, will depend on the ordering of

agents. In some special cases 5pi� can be simpli�ed as described by the following

theorem.
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Theorem 4.3 If one5pi� is a diagonal matrix, one such �path� is obtained by reduc-

ing hpi to

hpii =

0
@ nX
�=1

3pi�

1
A
�1

nX
�=1

3pi�p
i
�: (4.14)

Proof. See Appendix C.2

In particular, with only two commodities Eq. (4.12) apparently reduces to

zi+1�1 = zi�1 � s

p(zi�1)�
Pn

�=0

p(zi
�1

)

p0(zi
�1

)Pn

�=0

1

p0(zi
�1

)

p0(zi�1)
; (4.15)

which is what we had in Section 4.3.2.

The update of z includes matrix inversion, and therefore it scales with the number

of commodities as O(k2:496) [Pan, 1984]8. As the computation is made separately for

each agent the update scales with the number of agents, n, asO(n). Since the Newton-

Raphson scheme, under sum standard assumptions (see Section 4.3.2), is a >quadratic

scheme the number of iterations scales as O (log(� log �)), where � is the error.

Simulations

In this section some simulation results are presented in order to give an impression of

the properties of the algorithms. We use a simple agent model where each agent is

holding a utility function described by

u�(x) =
kX
i=1

a�i

�
1� e�b�ixi

�
: (4.16)

The algorithm has been analyzed for a number of different settings. For each

setting a simulation of 50 different markets (i.e. 50 different con�gurations of a�i,

b�i, and initial allocations) has been performed. The parameters a, b and the initial

allocation have been assigned randomly and the lower and upper boundaries have been

set to 0:01 and 100 respectively for each good except for the kth good.

8O(k2:496) is the currently con�rmed record. There are rumors about algorithms with lower com-

plexity. At the same time one should bare in mind that these types of algorithms with better asymptotic

behavior than standard methods (typically with complexity O(k3)) are normally uninteresting for (ap-

proximately) k < 300.
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Figure 4.3: The total relative reallocation at each iteration. The numbers are average values

for 50 different markets. Leftmost, the total reallocation with 25 agents and 3, 5 and 10 com-

modities is shown. Rightmost, the same measure with 3 commodities and 5, 10 and 25 agents
is shown.

We use three measures for evaluating the resource update:9

1. The total amount of reallocated resource. This �gure is divided by the total

amount of resource on the market in the presentations.

2. The worst allocation of any agent. This is normalized against the initial alloca-

tion. The formula is relative utility = (current utility / initial utility) - 1. That is,

the value of the initial allocation is 0.

3. The average normalized utility, computed with the above formula.

The total reallocated resource at each iteration is shown for some different con�g-

urations in Figure 4.3. The total reallocation is normalized against the total amount

of resource on the market. In all cases, the reallocated amount decreases very rapidly.

Note that the vertical scales are logarithmic. The normalized reallocation decreases

faster with few commodities, whereas it seems to be practically independent of the

number of agents. One should however note that as an average value the number

might be somewhat misleading. As for some markets the reallocated resource will

9It is easy to come up with criticism against each of these three measures. Measure 1: The different

commodities can be of different scales. One unit of a certain commodity should maybe be compared to

ten units of another. Measure 2&3: As utility is only a preference ordering, discussing different levels

of improvement can be questioned. However, coming up with better alternatives is not as easy. We have

also considered to use the sum of the absolute price differences as a measure, but we have concluded

that this measure is of little importance � the quality of the outcome is the only important measure, the

distance to the equilibrium is only secondary.
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Figure 4.4: Two extreme curves representing the relative reallocation at each iteration in two

different markets with 10 commodities and 25 agents. For one of the markets the quadratic

decrease of the error starts already after 4 iterations, whereas it takes until iteration 80 for the
other market.

decrease very rapidly, the average can often be regarded as the largest reallocation di-

vided by 50 (the number of simulated markets). The variation is quite large and two

extreme curves are shown in Figure 4.4. However, in all cases we still have a very

rapid decrease.

The next interesting measure, the worst allocation for any agent is shown in Fig-

ure 4.5. As soon as the worst utility is above zero, the algorithm has led to a Pareto

improvement, i.e. the utility has increased for every agent. We see that for all cases

there is a Pareto improvement already after very few iterations.

In Figure 4.6, the third interesting measure, the average relative utility improve-

ment, is shown. The average relative utility increases very rapidly during the �rst few

iterations. The major improvement is indeed during the �rst 3 to 10 iterations. As a

typical example, with 10 commodities and 25 agents, the improvement of the second

iteration is approximately half the improvement of the �rst iteration, and the improve-

ment of the eighth iteration is approximately a tenth of the improvement of the �rst

iteration.

In sum the simulations show that for this example, very few iterations (typically

less than 10) are required in order to achieve a high quality outcome.

Source Code

The source code of the presented algorithm, and in particular the demonstrated exam-

ple, is downloadable through the world-wide-web from:

http://www.enersearch.se/�ygge/
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Figure 4.5: Leftmost the worst relative utility of any agent in the 50 random markets with 25
agents and 3, 5 and 10 commodities is plotted. Rightmost is the worst relative utility of any

agent in the 50 random markets with 3 commodities and 5, 10 and 25 agents.
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Figure 4.6: Leftmost we have the average relative utility with 25 agents and 3, 5 and 10
commodities. The process of improvement is somewhat slower when the number of commodi-

ties grows, but still excellent results are obtained in order ten iterations. Rightmost we have

the average relative utility with 3 commodities and 5, 10 and 25 agents. The average utility

improvement seems somewhat larger with a larger number of agents.
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4.4.3 Management of Boundaries

A delicate issue in resource-oriented schemes is the management of the boundaries.

We will look at two different cases � the cases where

1. at least one commodity is unbounded, and

2. all commodities are bounded.

We believe the case where at least one commodity is unbounded to be a very re-

alistic one. For example, it is possible to buy a car for more money than you possess

through taking a loan. So within a reasonably wide range, we can assume money to be

unconstrained. Some people might be very reluctant to take a loan � they have a big

decrease in total utility for a negative value of money � but there is still no hard con-

straint. For example, if they had the opportunity, most people probably would accept

taking a loan of $100,000 if they had the opportunity to buy a ten million dollar house

for that amount of money now or never. Convinced that it can be sold the day after

with a considerable pro�t, taking the loan is acceptable.

In the case where at least one commodity is not bounded, the procedure is to or-

der the commodities such that an unbounded commodity becomes the kth commodity,

i.e. the commodity which price can be set equal to one. For all other commodities,

a RELAX [Ibaraki and Katoh, 1988] inspired scheme is used. That is, �rst solve as if

there were no boundaries, and then, for all commodities that happened to end up out-

side their boundaries, set to the boundary value and distribute the remaining resource

among the other agents. One suggestion for how to distribute the rest term is to dis-

tribute it in proportion to the current allocation. In the worst case, this may require

n iterations, where n is the number of agents. In practice, however, we can expect a

much better �gure, especially after a few iterations when the rest terms are expected

to be small.

Before each iteration, except for the �rst one, the following algorithm ensures that

only the proper allocations are updated. Some comments are given after the pseudo-

code.
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boolean at_least_one_off_bound[nr_commodities] =

{false, false,..., false};

for each agent alpha

for each commodity i

if ((alpha.allocation[i] == alpha.lower_bound[i]) and

(alpha.price[i] <= expected_price_from_prev_iter[i]))

or

((alpha.allocation[i] == alpha.upper_bound[i]) and

(alpha.price[i] >= expected_price_from_prev_iter[i])))

then

alpha.price_gradient[i,i] = infinity;

alpha.price_gradient[i,j] = 0 for i != j;

else

at_least_one_off_bound[i] = true;

endif

endfor

endfor

for each commodity i

if not at_least_one_off_bound[i] then

exclude the commodity completely for this iteration

compute the expected price as the average

of the price of the agent at its lower boundary

holding the highest price

and the price of the agent at its upper boundary

holding the lowest price

endif

endfor

run the resource update algorithm

Hence, for each commodity i of an agent � that should not be affected in the next

iteration, the rule is to set (5p�(z�))ii = 1. (In practice, just use a value that is

considerably higher than any gradient element that should be affected. For instance,

we have employed a factor 1030 in our simulations.) This ensures that the allocation

of that speci�c commodity will not be updated during the next iteration. If all agents

should avoid being affected with respect to one speci�c commodity, this commodity

should simply be removed during the next iteration, and the expected price is computed

as the average of the price of the agent at its lower boundary holding the highest price

and the price of the agent at its upper boundary holding the lowest price. In the two

commodity case, the agent being outside its boundary can simply be removed from the

next round.

Admittedly, the above is an ad-hoc algorithm, and even though it has turned out

to work very well in practice, we have no theory guaranteeing convergence. For

the two-commodity case, a more rigorous approach is, e.g., the BRELAX2 algo-

rithm [Ibaraki and Katoh, 1988, pp. 29 � 30], which requires the unconstrained prob-

lem to be solved at most n times. In practice, however, this algorithm is likely to

be far less ef�cient than the algorithm presented above, since the unconstrained prob-

lem is completely solved before boundaries are checked. The above algorithm, on the

other hand, checks the boundaries after each iteration of the resource update algorithm.
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Most likely this will result in far fewer iterations in most practical cases. More theo-

retical studies are, however, required to verify that the approach always converge and

to investigate whether or not the approach is always more ef�cient than BRELAX2.

Presumably such analysis is dependent on the resource update algorithm used. We are

not aware of any approach corresponding to BRELAX2 for the multi-commodity case,

even though it is most likely that such an algorithm exists.

The case where there are boundaries on every resource, is considerably harder, and

we do not have an ef�cient solution for it. A pragmatic approach to the problem might

be to let @u�=@zn increase signi�cantly when being close to, and below, the lower

boundary and decrease correspondingly for the upper limit. This approach somewhat

resembles so-called penalty functions that are sometimes used in constrained numeri-

cal optimization problems. In this way the allocation for the kth good will be forced

not to pass the boundaries.

4.4.4 A Price-Oriented Simultaneous Newton-Raphson Algorithm

We now take a look at a price-oriented simultaneous algorithm. The multi-commodity

version of a price-oriented Newton-Raphson algorithm is a straight forward general-

ization of the two-commodity version and reads:

pi+1 = pi � s � 5z�1(pi) � z(pi); (4.17)

where i+ 1 and i denote iterations, s is a step size, and 5z(p) is the gradient matrix

de�ned by5zij(p) =
@zi(p)
@pj

. The proper value of s can be determined at run-time by

a backtracking algorithm [Press et al., 1994, pp. 384 � 385].

As the computational task of the auctioneer includes summation of the n demand

functions, solving the k � 1 linear equation system the update scales with the number

of agents and number of commodities as O(nk2:496). As a algorithm with >quadratic

convergence is used10, the required number of iterations is O (log(� log �)), where �

is the error.

4.4.5 Test Case1: A CES-Function

In this and the next section we demonstrate the difference between a successive (or

independent) price update and a simultaneous one, using two examples.

The �rst example is the case where each agent holds a constant elasticity of sub-

stitution (CES) function, i.e. have a utility function of the form

u(x) =

0
@ kX
j=1

�
1��
j x

�
j

1
A
1=�

: (4.18)

10This holds under some standard assumptions, see further Section 4.3.2.
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Figure 4.7: The average sum of the absolute value of the excess demand for a simulation of

50 different 10-commodity markets with 25 agents holding CES-functions. For this case, both

algorithms perform very well.

The agents are assigned random parameters, �j and �, and random initial allocations.

The simulation was performed on 50 different markets, i.e. sets of parameters and

allocations, with 25 agents and 10 commodities.11

The CES function is a standard example used in, e.g.,

[Wellman, 1994, Wellman, 1996, Hu and Wellman, 1996, Yamaki et al., 1996,

Cheng and Wellman, 1998]. Both a price-oriened simultaneous Newton-Raphson

algorithm, see Section 4.4.4, and a WALRAS algorithm, see Section 4.4.1, were used.

The result of the simulation is shown in Figure 4.7. As seen from the �gure, for this

case, both algorithms are highly ef�cient, and linear and quadratic convergence is

shown.

4.4.6 Test Case2: A Load Management Example

Our second example is an example from our application domain of power load man-

agement. The example is described in some detail in Chapter 11.

For this example the situation is completely different. Whereas the simultaneous

method works as well as in the previous example, the performance of the WALRAS

algorithm is extremely poor.

The reason for the poor performance of WALRAS in this case is explained by the

11The parameters were chosen from rectangular distributions in the intervals [10�10; 1], [0:2; 0:6], and

[0:1; 10j] for the respective parameters �, � and endowment.
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Figure 4.8: The comparison of a multi-variable Newton-Raphson algorithm and WALRAS

using the load management example of Chapter 11. The Newton-Raphson algorithm shows

rapid >quadratic convergence, whereas with theWALRAS algorithm the decrease is practically

zero.

properties of the gradient matrix of the excess demand:

5z(p) =

2
66666664

�1:426 � 107 1:426 � 107 0:745 0:1402

1:426 � 107 �1:426 � 107 3:414 0:6427

2:629 3:871 �35:58 1:836

2:783 1:326 1:963 �46:26

3
77777775
:

The interdependence between commodity one and commodity two is extremely

large. In this case, it is caused by that whether some loads receive power during the

�rst or second time period is practically indifferent for them. Why treating the markets

separately leads to such poor performance because of this is most easily explained

through an example. Assume that initially both p1 and p2 are well above the general

equilibrium prices, and that p1 > p2. Now, in the search for a clearing price on market

one, as soon as p1 is just marginally smaller than p2, demand will shift drastically from

market two to market one. Hence p1 will end up being only marginally different from

p2. Similarly, when p2 is updated it will end up only marginally different from p1. But

a signi�cant decrease is required for both p1 and p2.

Hence, for markets with very strong interdependencies between some com-

modities, treating the markets separately is practically useless. Even though it
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is true that the WALRAS process converges to equilibrium under gross substitu-

tion [Cheng and Wellman, 1998], the number of iterations can be so huge and the re-

quired precision (amount of memory) of the computer so huge, that this theoretical

result, in certain settings, can be of no practical value.

4.5 Quasi-Linear Utility Functions

From Theorem 3.2 we have that the market outcome in a market where all consumers

have >quasi-linear utility functions (i.e. have a form of u(x;m) = f(x) + m) and

the producers pro�t maximization problem can be described as in Eq. (3.2) is an opti-

mal solution to a corresponding optimization problem (see De�nition 3.1 and De�ni-

tion 3.2). We can also use this fact to construct market algorithms.

We start with the special case where the market equilibrium exists, the optimal

solution (and hereby the market equilibrium) is unique, and that, for each commodity i,

there exists a partial derivative @u�(x)=@xi wich is continuous in a small surrounding

of x for at least one agent, �, which is not at its boundary allocation for the optimal

allocation of commodity i.12 Then we have from Theorem 3.3 that pi = @u�(x)=@xi,

and we can compute the allocations of the kth commodity using these prices (z�k =

�Pk�1
i=1 piz�i, where z�i is the change in allocation from the initial allocation to the

optimal allocation). If the above condition is not met for any agent for one or more

commodity then the price for this commodity i can be established in other ways. There

are some different cases to investigate. First assume that every agent is at its boundary.

Then the equilibrium price is any price which is larger than the partial derivative of

any agent being at the lower boundary but smaller than the partial derivative of any

agent being at the upper boundary. (The largest partial derivative of all agents being at

their lower boundary must be smaller than the smallest partial derivative of any agent

being at the upper boundary, otherwise the allocation is not optimal.) If one or more

agents are not at their boundary, it is slightly more complex. First we observe that

the points included in the demand function of a quasi-linear utility function are the

>convex hull of f(x). (This is easy to see from the discussion related to Figure 2.9.)

Next we look at two important slopes. The �rst interesting slope is the lowest slope

between current (optimal) allocation and a point in the convex hull of function � (not

being at the lower boundary) for which x�i < x��i. (x
�
�i being the optimal allocation.)

Obviously, if the price would have been higher than this slope the current allocation

would not have been chosen, and would hereby not be the equilibrium. The second is

the highest slope between current (optimal) allocation and a point in the convex hull

of function � (not being at the upper boundary) for which x�i > x��i. Similarly, if

12If this condition is ful�lled by two (or more) agents, say � and �, the we have from the Kuhn-Tucker

conditions (necessary for optimality) that @u�(x)=@xi = @u�(x)=@xi
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Figure 4.9: An example of a market consisting of two agents where the described algorithm

will not work well.

the price would have been lower than this slope the current allocation would not have

been chosen. Thus, the equilibrium price is any price between those two slopes.

Thus, we can use any optimization (maximization) algorithm to determine the mar-

ket equilibrium as long as the equilibrium exists and the optimal solution to the corre-

sponding optimization problem is unique. According to Press et al. [Press et al., 1994,

p. 382] the task of maximizing is considerably easier than the one of root �nding,

and the family of algorithms proposed for maximization problems [Press et al., 1994,

pp. 347 � 393] is different from the one proposed for root �nding [Press et al., 1994,

pp. 394 � 455].

Even though the above can provide some insights through the dual formulation of

the market computation, a more interesting observation is that the above computation

can be performed even in cases where the market equilibrium does not exist or the

optimal solution is not unique. However, it is easy to construct examples of small mar-

kets where the outcome from such an algorithm is extremely unfair. Such an example

is shown in Figure 4.9.

In Figure 4.9 there are two points ful�lling the Kuhn-Tucker conditions. If we

assume that the optimal allocation is obtained by moving resource from the right agent

to the left agent, we see that letting the left agent pay for this resource with a price

determined by the partial derivative at the optimal allocation (cf. Theorem 3.3 and its

corollary) is extremely unfair to this agent. However, current work suggest that if the

markets are large and consisting of heterogeneous agents, the above algorithm (with

only minor modi�cations) gives an excellent outcome. A publication on this is part of

future work.

A far more mature approach in this respect is the generalized Vickrey auc-

tion [Varian and MacKie-Mason, 1994]. One form of this auction is that every agent

reports its utility function and the auctioneer computes the allocation that maximizesP
� f�(x�). Each agent is then assigned this optimal allocation of x�. The change
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in allocation of m is given by �m� =
P

�6=� f�(x
�
�)�

P
�6=� f�(x

��
� ) , where x�� is

the optimal allocation when agent � is included in the optimization process, and x��� is

the optimal allocation when agent � is not included in the optimization process. This

process always generates a reasonable result, also for small markets. For large markets

the generalized Vickrey auction holds the following interesting property.

Theorem 4.4 If each agent's effect on prices is negligible in a market where the com-

petitive equilibrium exists and the optimal solution is unique, the outcome of the gen-

eralized Vickrey auction (in the form described above) is equivalent to the competitive

equilibrium.

Proof. See Appendix C.2.

An advantage of the auction is that it has truth telling as a dominant strategy in

single-shot markets. A major drawback of the auction is that it has to solve n opti-

mization problems. For our application area of power load management, where n can

be up to some millions, this leads to impractical computation times. Another drawback

is that it generates non-feasible allocations, in that the amount of money transferred is

not guaranteed to sum to zero.

4.6 Discussion

4.6.1 Price-Oriented vs. Resource-Oriented Algorithms

In this chapter we have discussed different algorithms and their different properties.

The two important approaches to compute the equilibrium demonstrated are price-

oriented and resource-oriented approaches. The price-oriented algorithm takes its in-

spiration from price t�atonnement, and the resource-oriented algorithm is somewhat

related to quantity-t�atonnement.

Multi-commodity markets are conventionally computed by means of price-

oriented algorithms. In this chapter we have demonstrated in detail how resource-

oriented algorithms can be successfully adapted to deal also with such multi-

commodity markets.

The most delicate aspect of resource-oriented algorithms is to properly deal with

the local resource boundaries. On the other hand, an advantage of the resource-

oriented algorithms is that they can start directly from the (derivatives of) the agents'

utility functions, in contrast to the price-oriented algorithms. The latter must convert

utility functions �rst into demand functions which is not always easily possible. Thus,

a search for general equilibrium prices can result in an iterative search over prices

and for each step of the algorithm iterative searches for the demands of the involved

agents. This can of course be very inef�cient. We argue that price- and resource-based
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algorithms can be considered as dual, complementary approaches to multi-commodity

market computations.

The new resource-based algorithm, introduced in Section 4.4.2 has been simulated

and tested on markets with a varying number of both agents and commodities. In gen-

eral the calculated results are very good; convergence is essentially achieved already

within ten iterations. Also the scaling properties both with number of agents and with

commodities are very satisfactory. This corroborates that resource-oriented algorithms

present a useful alternative to the standard price-oriented algorithms in market-oriented

programming.

4.6.2 The COTREE Algorithm

We introduced a novel algorithm, COTREE, for the two-commodity case. The motiva-

tion for this algorithm was mainly communication problems with available algorithms.

Again the most important properties of COTREE are that it

� can be implemented either as a resource-oriented or a price-oriented algorithm.

� requires minimum information for computing the equilibrium (i.e. certain

derivatives as used with Newton-Raphson algorithms are not required).

� performs well regardless of if input is demand or price functions.

� is communication ef�cient.

� performs excellently when responding to changes of e.g. single agent's prefer-

ences.

� scales up nicely, also to huge markets. When run in a totally distributed envi-

ronment the execution time is O(k logn), where k is the number of samples

in the price or demand function and n is the number of consumers/producers.

Even more important, the longest communication chain isO(log n), the number

of messages for a total recomputation is O(n), and the size of each message

is �(k). If only the preferences of one agent changes, the required number of

messages is O(log n).

� has a number of advantages over Newton-Raphson algorithms even when run on

a single host.

We believe that the aggregation of preferences is a very fruitful approach, and we

are currently investigating how one could design a COTREE for the multi-commodity

case as well. In such a setting some iterations seem unavoidable unless it is possible

to submit the preferences as an analytic expression. We think that it is extremely hard
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to create something as general as the two-commodity version for the multi-commodity

case. Rather the hope is that we can achieve something very ef�cient for applica-

tion area of power load management, see Chapter 9 � Chapter 15. In this application

area there are high dependencies between adjacent time slots and looser dependen-

cies between time slots far apart. This knowledge can probably be taken advantage

of in a very ef�cient way, and a search based on gradual �ne graining, in time and

price/resource, in the spirit of [Wei and Chen, 1995] seems like a good choice. A pub-

lication on this is part of future work.

4.6.3 Choosing an Algorithm

The choice of an algorithm depends on a number of factors. Here we list some of

them and discuss their in�uence on the choice of algorithm. Details of the different

algorithms were given in the respective sections above and the aim of this listing is to

give some rather general guidelines and rules of thumb.

(i) Simplicity.

For many applications, time constraints might not be too important and then the

simple algorithms such as the price-oriented bisection method (Section 4.3.4) or

the proportional resource-oriented algorithm (Section 4.3.1) can be suf�cient.

In the multi-commodity case, the most straight forward algorithm is to treat the

market for each commodity separately. This approach is very easy to implement

as it is only multiple implementations of the two-commodity algorithms.

The importance of simplicity should not be underestimated. Even though the

Newton-Raphson algorithms show excellent convergence, we know from expe-

rience that the implementation and, more importantly, the debugging of them

can be a very delicate and tedious task. If time is not a too important factor and

if it is known that there are relatively loose dependencies between the different

commodities, and if the demand functions are such that the algorithm is guaran-

teed to converge, we see no reason for not choosing a simple algorithm such as

WALRAS.

A comparison of the simplicity of the different algorithms is given in Table 4.3.

(ii) Coupling between the commodities

If there is a very loose coupling between the different commodities treating the

markets separately may work well. However, if there are strong interdependen-

cies between some commodities, this approach can be completely useless. For

these cases a, simultaneous approach is required. This is illustrated in Table 4.4.
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Method Simplicity

Two commodity algorithms

Resource-oriented proportional Simple

Resource-oriented Newton-Raphson Moderately simple

Resource-oriented COTREE Moderately simple

Price-oriented bisection Very simple

Price-oriented Newton-Raphson Simple

Price-oriented COTREE Simple

Multi-commodity algorithms

WALRAS Very Simple

Resource-oriented Newton-Raphson Very complicated

Price-oriented Newton-Raphson Moderately simple

Table 4.3: Comparison of the simplicity of different algorithms.

Method Performance,

loose coupling

Performance,

strong coupling

WALRAS Moderate Very poor

Resource-oriented, simul-

taneous Newton-Raphson

High High

Price-oriented, simultane-

ous Newton-Raphson13
High High

Table 4.4: Comparison of the performance of different algorithms depending of the

coupling between the commodities.

(iii) Demand function available

The choice of algorithm is heavily dependent on the available local data. If every

agent has the ability to ef�ciently compute its demand function, then a price-

oriented approach is normally to prefer. A price-oriented approach is typically

signi�cantly easier to implement and is far more ef�cient (if the demand function

is easily obtainable). However, if the demand functions are not available but

have to be computed from the utility functions, a price-oriented approach can

be a bad choice. Then resource-oriented algorihms have the advantage of the

much closer relation to utility functions, and they are hereby highly competitive

13The performance of the simultaneous Newton-Raphson algorithm is highly dependent on whether or

not the demand function is easily available. See further (iii).
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in those settings.

(iv) Derivatives available

Another important consideration is whether or not different derivatives are avail-

able at the local level. If so, using derivative based algorithms, such as Newton-

Raphson algorithms, are typically a good choice. If not, the derivatives may typ-

ically be inexpensively approximated [Press et al., 1994, pp. 386 � 389] or other

good algorithms may be chosen (such as Brent's method [Press et al., 1994,

pp. 359 � 362]).

(v) Demands on shape of utility function

The demands on the shape of the utility functions vary signi�cantly between the

different algorithms. A summary is given in Table 4.5.

Method Demands on shape of util-

ity function

Two commodity algorithms

Resource-oriented proportional Moderate

Resource-oriented Newton-Raphson High

Resource-oriented COTREE Moderate

Price-oriented bisection Very low

Price-oriented Newton-Raphson Moderate

Price-oriented COTREE Very low

Multi-commodity algorithms

WALRAS Moderate

Resource-oriented Newton-Raphson Very High

Price-oriented Newton-Raphson High

Table 4.5: Comparison of demands on the utility functions of different algorithms.

However, one should carefully keep in mind that Table 4.5 is not the entire

truth. Even though one can say that the bisection-method or the price-oriented

COTREE have very low demands on the utility functions (they can, e.g., have

non-existing derivatives, be non-quasi concave, etc.) often quite high demands

are needed in order to show the existence of the equilibrium anyhow.

(vi) Distribution of agents.

If agents are distributed on different hosts, the communication features of the

different algorithms become a very important factor. For the two-commodity
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case, we introduced a novel algorithm COTREE which we argue is very well

suited for distributed implementation. Through the concept of preference aggre-

gation, inherent computational power of the distributed system can be utilized to

minimize the information required at central locations and the required number

of messages sent in the system.

Finding good algorithms for the multi-commodity case is much harder. Pre-

sumably, really ef�cient algorithms would need to be application (i.e. demand

function) speci�c.

(vii) Complexity

There are big differences between the complexity of the different algorithms.

For the COTREE algorithm the complexity is O(nk), when run on a single host

and O(k log n) when run in a totally distributed environment (n is the number

of agents and k is the number of samples).

For the iterative algorithms, the complexity of an update in terms of number of

number of agents, n, and number of commodities, k, is given in Table 4.6.

Method Complexity

Two commodity algorithms

Resource-oriented proportional14 O(n)

Resource-oriented Newton-Raphson14 O(n)

Price-oriented bisection O(n)

Price-oriented Newton-Raphson O(n)

Multi-commodity algorithms

WALRAS
15 O(nk)

Resource-oriented Newton-Raphson14 O(nk2:496)

Price-oriented Newton-Raphson O(nk2:496)

Table 4.6: Comparison of the complexity of an update of different algorithms.

Then the required number of iterations for obtaining the error, �, is given in

Table 4.7.

Another important aspect is that algorithms such a the Newton-Raphson algo-

rithms have been thoroughly studied in mathematical optimization and numeri-

cal analysis. Thus, there are remedies for many known pitfalls of the algorithms.

14The complexity of management of boundaries is not included.
15An update here is an entire round, i.e. k bisection searches.
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Method Complexity

Two commodity algorithms

Resource-oriented proportional ?

Resource-oriented Newton-Raphson O (log(� log �))

Price-oriented bisection O (� log �)

Price-oriented Newton-Raphson O (log(� log �))

Multi-commodity algorithms

WALRAS ?

Resource-oriented Newton-Raphson O (log(� log �))

Price-oriented Newton-Raphson O (log(� log �))

Table 4.7: Comparison of the required number of iterations as a function of the ac-

cepted error.

It is also clear that one should not stare oneself blind on asymptotic complexity.

For most practical applications, constant factors are at least as important.

(viii) Feasibility

When standard resource-oriented algorithms (such as the ones described in ear-

lier in this chapter) are used, feasible allocations are obtained at each iteration.

This feature is not inherent in price-oriented algorithms. The implication of this

is that when resource-oriented algorithms are used it is not required to search

for a very close approximation of the equilibrium. (See Chapter 5 for a (partial)

remedy for price-oriented algorithms)

4.6.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we have studied a number of algorithms for the computation of equi-

librium. The proper choice of algorithm for a speci�c application is dependent on a

number of factors listed above. It is clear that numerical analysis and mathematical

optimization can contribute signi�cantly when constructing market algorithms advan-

tageous to the ones currently used for market-oriented programming. At the same

time, we argue that for markets including heavily distributed agents, available algo-

rithms have severe limitations or are not formulated for implementations in distributed

environments. We have introduced a novel algorithm, COTREE, for the two com-

modity case, especially designed with limited communication in mind. The general

multi-commodity case is however much more dif�cult and developing highly ef�cient

algorithms, well suited for distributed implementation, is a challenging future task.



Chapter 5

Market Computations in

Time-Critical Environments

In the previous chapter we discussed different approaches to the computation of an

equilibrium. One observation was that intermediate results of price-oriented algo-

rithms are not feasible (i.e. useless until a close approximation of the equilibrium

has been found). In this chapter we present the PROPORTION algorithm which very

quickly produces high quality allocations from intermediate prices. The algorithm can

be applied to any price-oriented algorithm. We argue that the algorithm is potentially

very useful when implementing price-oriented algorithms where time and/or compu-

tational costs are critical factors.

5.1 Introduction

For many application areas, like the area of power load management we are working

on (see Chapter 9 � Chapter 15), it may be useful to search for the equilibrium until a

certain deadline (possibly unknown in advance), and then give a result. In Chapter 4,

different approaches to computing the market equilibrium where discussed. In partic-

ular we distinguished between price-oriented and resource-oriented approaches. As

resource-oriented algorithms are normally designed to produce feasible allocations,

the allocation computed at each iteration can be used as a market outcome. (As all

allocations of commodity 1 through k � 1 are feasible, it follows that also the allo-

cation of commodity k is feasible, since zk = �Pk�1
j=1hpji � zj , where hpji is the

expected price for commodity j, see further Section 4.4.2.) Consequently, resource-

oriented algorithms are inherently well suited for these settings. Kurose and Simha ar-

gue [Kurose and Simha, 1989] that resource-oriented algorithms are superior to price-

oriented algorithms because of this feature. In this chapter we will introduce a novel

87
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price-oriented algorithm, and show that also price-oriented algorithms can be used for

constructing algorithms when the available time for market computation is unknown

in advance, in the sense that they also can provide suitable allocations at each iteration.

Throughout this chapter we assume the resource to be in�nitly divisible and that

the only constraints of the allocation of resource to agents are lower and upper bounds

on how much resource the agent can take.

The main difference between the intermediate results of price-oriented and

resource-oriented algorithms during the search for equilibrium is that in resource-

oriented algorithms, intermediate results are commonly designed to be feasible (in

the sense that the sum of all demands for each commodity is always equal to zero), but

not fair (in that some agents would have higher utility with some of the intermediate

outcomes than with true equilibrium while others would have lower utility), whereas

price-oriented algorithms are neither feasible nor fair (if we can talk about fairness at

all with unfeasible allocations). Both fairness and feasibility are only obtained at equi-

librium, and, hence, for obtaining useful results at each iteration with price-oriented

algorithm, we have to come up with a way to obtain feasible allocations. For this we

propose the PROPORTION algorithm as described below.

5.2 The PROPORTION Algorithm

Our algorithm, while performing the summations to test whether the termination con-

dition (jzj(p)j � �) is ful�lled1, forms for each commodity i, the two sets sfi and sgi
according to:

sfi = f�jz�i(p) > 0g;

sgi = f�jz�i(p) < 0g;
(5.1)

and then computes the sums fi and gi from

fi(p) =
P

�2sfi
z�i(p);

gi(p) = �P�2sgi
z�i(p):

(5.2)

If zi(p) = 0, the market is in equilibrium for this commodity and the allocation,

~z�i(p), for the current iteration is obtained from

~z�i(p) = z�i(p): (5.3)

1That is, PROPORTION does not affect the asymptotic complexity of the utilized price-oriented algo-

rithm.
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Figure 5.1: The principles of the PROPORTION algorithm. The aggregate excess demand is

6. The total demand is 16 and the total supply is 10. For this example, all agents having a

positive demand will receive 10=16 of what they demanded and all agents having a negative

demand will receive what they demanded.

If zi(p) > 0, the allocation for the current iteration is obtained from

~z�i(p) =

8><
>:

z�i(p)� z�i(p)
fi(p)

� zi(p); � 2 sfi

z�i(p); � 62 sfi

: (5.4)

Finally, if zi(p) < 0, the allocation for the current iteration is obtained from

~z�i(p) =

8><
>:

z�i(p) +
z�i(p)
gi(p)

� zi(p); � 2 sgi

z�i(p); � 62 sgi

: (5.5)

In the computations of Eqs. (5.1) through (5.5), the kth commodity must also be in-

cluded.

In short, the principle of PROPORTION is that if there is a positive aggregate de-

mand for a commodity, each agent having a positive demand will receive less than

it demanded in proportion to the size of its demand, whereas all agents demanding a

zero or negative amount will receive what they demanded. The corresponding holds if

the aggregate demand is negative. As a simple example, if every agent has a positive

net demand for a certain commodity each agent will receive zero of that commodity.

Another example is given in Figure 5.1.

Observe that PROPORTION has the important property of never violating lower or

upper boundaries. An agent is always guaranteed to receive an amount between zero

(i.e. its current allocation) and the amount it demanded.
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5.3 Simulations

In the above we described how to implement a price-oriented algorithm that produced

feasible allocations for each iteration in multi-commodity markets. The interesting

question is how useful the solutions are before an equilibrium has been reached. In

this section we investigate this issue for one set of examples, but we conjecture that

the results hold for a wide range of problems.

5.3.1 Simulation Setup

We use a 10-commodity market with 25 agents holding constant elasticity utility func-

tions, i.e. utility functions described by

u(x) =

0
@ kX
j=1

�
1��
j x

�
j

1
A
1=�

: (5.6)

The agents are assigned random parameters, �j and �, and random initial allocations2 .

The simulation was performed on 50 different markets, i.e. sets of parameters and

allocations. Both a price-oriented simultaneous Newton-Raphson algorithm (see Sec-

tion 4.4.4) and a WALRAS (see Section 4.4.1 and [Cheng and Wellman, 1998]) algo-

rithm were used.

5.3.2 Excess Demand

Figure 5.2 shows the average sum of the absolute value of the excess demand for the

simulation. We see that both algorithms converge rapidly to equilibrium. The WAL-

RAS and the Newton-Raphson algorithms show >linear and >quadratic convergence

respectively. These are basic algorithmic properties, unaffected by the PROPORTION

algorithm.

The scale on the horizontal axis in Figure 5.2 is the number of iterations for the

Newton-Raphson algorithm and for the WALRAS algorithm it is the number of full cy-

cles over all commodities. The computation required for each iteration of the Newton-

Raphson algorithm is the computation of the new price as described by Eq. (4.17) plus

the computation required for PROPORTION. The computation of one cycle of WAL-

RAS includes 10 bisection searches, each requiring approximately 45�50 steps, plus

the computation of PROPORTION. The communication requirements for the two algo-

rithms are dependent on the con�guration. If the agents are physically distributed and

only capable of sending �oating point numbers, then for each iteration of the Newton-

Raphson algorithm, one message containing 110 �oating points is required (p� and

2The randomized parameters are the same as the ones used in Section 4.4.5
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Figure 5.2: The average sum of the absolute value of the excess demand for a simu-

lation on 50 different 10-commodity markets with 25 constant elasticity agents. Both

algorithms converge rapidly to equilibrium.

5p�), while one cycle of the WALRAS algorithm requires 10 messages, each con-

taining m �oating points where m is the number of samples of the demand function,

typically in the order of 25.

We note, therefore, that one should be careful when comparing the results of the

two methods. The main reason for using entire cycles when presenting the WALRAS

algorithm is that the result then is in the same range as with the Newton-Raphson

algorithm, but, of course, an analysis after the update of each market is also thinkable.

5.3.3 Solution Quality

There is no unique, generally agreed upon, measure for the quality of non-equilibrium

solutions. Here, we use two measures that we believe to be adequate � the improve-

ment of the utility of the agent that is worst off after the allocation, and the average

utility improvement.3 In the presentation these values are normalized against the ini-

tial allocation as was done in Section 4.4.2. Figure 5.3 shows the worst improvement

found for each iteration/cycle after PROPORTION has been applied in any of the 50

markets, i.e. the values of each iteration/cycle are not necessarily from the same mar-

ket.

Even though this is a very pessimistic view we see that after one cycle with the

WALRAS algorithm there is always a Pareto improvement and that the same holds after

3As was discussed in Footnote 9 on Page 70, these measures can be easily criticized, but it is hard to

�nd better alternatives.
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Figure 5.3: The worst improvement found for each iteration/cycle in any of the 50

markets after PROPORTION has been applied. The WALRAS algorithm leads to a

Pareto-improvement already after one cycle. For the Newton-Raphson algorithm the

number of iterations is three.

three iterations of the Newton-Raphson algorithm. (Again the difference between cy-

cles of the WALRAS algorithm and iterations of the Newton-Raphson algorithm should

be carefully kept in mind.) Hence, very quickly the algorithms result in Pareto im-

provements. In passing we mention that the improvement of the agent being worst off

in a typical market is considerably higher than the worst case for all 50 markets.

The other interesting measure, the average utility improvement, is shown in Fig-

ure 5.4. From Figure 5.4 we see that the increase in average utility is largest dur-

ing the �rst few iterations/cycles. This is a very interesting result, not only from the

point of view of any-time algorithms. It does mean, and this seems particularly true

for WALRAS, that the increase in quality is totally negligible for a majority of the

iterations/cycles. Thus, PROPORTION can potentially reduce the computation costs

signi�cantly with negligible loss of quality.

As a numerical example from the simulations, for WALRAS to converge to a to-

tal aggregate excess demand of 10�10, 85 cycles are typically required. Now of the

average utility improvement gained during the 85 cycles, 99:47% was gained during

the �rst 5 cycles and 99:96% was gained during the �rst 10 cycles. We also note that

when PROPORTION has been applied after 5 cycles, the total aggregate demand is in

the order of 10�17, which is a much better �gure than 10�10 which was obtained after

85 iterations without applying PROPORTION.
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Figure 5.4: Average utility improvement after PROPORTION has been applied. The

major part of the gain is obtained during the �rst very few cycles.

5.3.4 Discussion

The PROPORTION algorithm, proposed to quickly estimate the market equilibrium,

works very well according to the simulations done. Since these represent a rather

representative case, this suggests that for a wide class of problems it is possible to

terminate the algorithm quite early (e.g. through accepting a quite high total aggregate

demand) and utilize PROPORTION for obtaining feasibility without any signi�cant loss

of quality. The upshot is that very quick, as well as very good, equilibrium estimates

are possible with our PROPORTION approach, even when available computation time

is a strongly limiting factor. This conclusion is especially relevant for real-time appli-

cations.

We also note that all agents need not be able to receive all allocations between

some upper and lower bound; it suf�ces that a number of agents have this property.

5.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented a novel algorithm for obtaining feasible allocations at

each iteration when a price-oriented approach is used. The most important conclusions

of the work are:

� As resource-oriented algorithms provide feasible allocations for each iteration,

they are inherently well suited for cases where the search can be performed until

some deadline (possibly unknown in advance) occurs.
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� We introduced PROPORTION, applicable to price-oriented algorithms, and

showed that there is a straightforward way to produce feasible, high quality

results at each iteration. Thus, our algorithm is suited as an any-time approach,

useful in real-time environments where time is a critical limiting factor.

� The computation costs of a price-oriented algorithm can be reduced signi�cantly

with negligible loss of quality by using PROPRORTION for obtaining feasibility,

instead of iterating for a close approximation of the true general equilibrium.

5.5 Source Code

All source code used for the simulations is accessible through the world-wide-web

from:

http://www.enersearch.se/�ygge/



Chapter 6

Speculation in Equilibrium

Markets

In this chapter >self-interested agents in equilibrium markets are investigated. In par-

ticular a method for investigating the maximum possible gain of speculation (i.e. de-

viation from >competitive behavior) is presented. (In short, competitive behavior is

de�ned in micro-economics as treating prices as exogenous, whereas a self-interested

agent tries to maximize its pro�t with all possible means, cf. the glossary on page 191.)

The method is demonstrated on a particular example both when the speculator has per-

fect information as well as when biased beliefs are present. We also construct demand

revelation strategies that guarantee that an agent can drive the market to an equilib-

rium where the agent's maximal advantage from speculation materializes. There is

also a more general discussion about the major problems with self-interested agents in

equilibrium markets and a discussion of a possible (partial) remedy.

The theory in this chapter stems from well established principles in microeco-

nomics � such as general equilibrium theory and the theory of optimal price setting in

oligopoly and monopoly markets � and is extended for situations where agents have

estimation errors in their beliefs regarding the behavior of other agents.

6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 The Market

The following principal market protocol is analyzed

1. Each agent submits a function zi(p), zi(p) : <k 7! <k, or samples of it.

2. An auctioneer computes ape such that
Pn

i=1 jzij(pe)j < �, for every commodity

95
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j, where � is a small positive constant. If samples of zi(p) were submitted by

the agents, new samples might be required during the computation of pe.

3. The resource is reallocated to the agents as described by zi(p
e).

The interpretation of the above should be that this is the only means for the agents

to communicate, and that they will never interact again in the future.

So far in the thesis zi(p) has denoted the net demand as de�ned in standard micro-

economics, i.e. as a result of competitive behavior. This is however not the case in this

chapter. Here, zi(p) is the revealed net demand, which is not necessarily equal to the

competitive net demand (or �true� demand). We will still refer to it as a net demand,

even though this can be seen as incorrect from an orthodox micro-economic perspec-

tive. Similarly
Pn

i=1 jzij(pe)j < � is referred to as a general equilibrium, even though

this term is commonly understood to mean general competitive equilibrium. Even

though we allow ourselves to do this we should keep in mind that all micro-economic

theory related to net demands, competitive equilibrium etc. is not necessarily applica-

ble here.

The analysis is performed at the equilibrium, and in this way the results are in-

dependent of what algorithm was actually used for �nding it. If the equilibrium does

not exist, then clearly no algorithm can �nd it and the gains and losses are not clearly

de�ned.

Note that all numerical utility values in this chapter have been multiplied by 100

for readability.

6.1.2 Scope

Classically, in equilibrium markets, the agents are assumed to act competitively: they

treat prices as exogenous. That is, each agent makes and reveals its demand (supply)

decisions truthfully so as to maximize its utility (pro�t) given the market prices �

assuming that it has no impact on those prices. (See also Section 2.9.4) The idea

behind this price-taking assumption is that the market is so large that no single agent's

actions affect the prices. However, this is paradoxical since the agents' declarations

completely determine the prices. The price-taking assumption becomes valid as the

number of agents approaches in�nity: with in�nitely many agents (of comparable

size), each agent is best off acting competitively since it will not affect the prices.

However, in markets with a �nite number of agents, an agent can act strategically,

and potentially achieve higher utility by over/under representing [Malinvaud, 1985,

pp. 220-223], [Hurwicz, 1986]. In doing so, the agent has to speculate how its misrep-

resentation affects the market prices, which are simultaneously affected by how other

agents respond to the prices which changed due to the �rst agent's strategic actions.
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In this chapter we investigate the gains and losses of speculation in such a setting.

This is done both when the speculator has perfect information about the action of the

other agents as well as when it is acting under uncertainty.

6.2 The Potential Gain of Speculation

The goal of a self-interested consumer is to �nd the consumption bundle that max-

imizes its utility. To �nd the optimal bundle when acting in an equilibrium market,

the consumer must speculate how other agents respond to prices. This is because its

demand decisions affect the prices, which affect the demand and supply decisions of

others, which again affect the prices that the consumer faces. Using the model of other

agents, the consumer computes its optimal demand decisions. Note that other agents

might also be speculating (in the same or some other way). This can be included in the

agent's model of the other agents.

A similar argument can be given (and was indeed done

in [Sandholm and Ygge, 1997]) for a speculating producer, but it is omitted

here as it adds little to the main results of the chapter.

Let there be n agents in addition to the speculating agent that we investigate. The

excess demand of these n agents for commodity j is

znj (p) =
nX
i=1

zij(p): (6.1)

For the purposes of this section, we do not make any restricting assumptions about

how these n agents make their supply/demand decisions (which determine the excess

demands). In particular, we do not assume that agents act competitively. The spec-

ulating agent that we investigate uses its information about znj (p) as the basis of its

strategic behavior as is now described.

The total excess demand with the speculating agent included is

zj(p) = znj (p) + zsj(p): (6.2)

Once the market has reached a general equilibrium, supply meets demand, i.e. zj(p) =

0 for every commodity j. Substituting this into Eq. (6.2) gives

zsj(p
e) = �znj (pe): (6.3)

From Eq. (6.3) we then get that the highest possible utility that a consumer can get

is determined by

max
pe

us (es � zn(pe)) : (6.4)

provided that the market protocol �nds this pe (further discussed in Section 6.3.2). We

call the solution to the above optimization problem p�.
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6.3 Strategic Behavior with Perfect Information

In the previous section we obtained a method for determining the highest utility that

an agent theoretically can obtain. This section shows how this method can be used in

practice.

6.3.1 A Simple Example

To demonstrate the method, we show how it applies to a speci�c case. We

choose a set of agents that is similar to the one described by Hu and Well-

man [Hu and Wellman, 1996]. Speci�cally, we let every agent � except for the spec-

ulating one that we investigate � be a competitive agent with constant elasticity of

substitution, i.e. have a utility function of the form

ui(x) =

0
@ kX
j=1

�ijx
�
ij

1
A

1
�

(6.5)

where we have chosen �ij = 1 and � = 1
2 . Since these agents act competitively,

and the speculating agent is assumed to have perfect information, the analysis of this

example is protocol independent as long as the resources are reallocated after the equi-

librium has been reached.

For simplicity and readability, we use only two commodities (k = 2). The endow-

ments are the same for all the competitive agents and they are 2 for commodity 1 and

1 for commodity 2. We let the speculating agent have the utility function

us(x) =
kX

j=1

ln(xsj); (6.6)

and an endowment of 1 for both commodities. (Hence us(es) = 0.)

Most of this section is devoted to computing the gain from strategic behavior. For

the casual reader, the main results of this section are condensed in Table 6.1 and Fig-

ure 6.1 below.

We get, e.g. from [Wellman, 1994] and the de�nition of excess demand, that

the excess demand of a competitive agent, holding a utility function as described by

Eq. (6.5), is

zn1 (p) = n

�
2p1 + 1

p1(p1 + 1)
� 2

�
: (6.7)

Because prices are only relative, we can set one of the prices arbitrarily, e.g. pk
can be set to 1, i.e. p2 = 1. From the budget constraint (p � z(p) = 0) we then
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get zk(p) = �Pk�1
j=1 pjzj(p), i.e. z

n
2 (p1) = �p1zn1 (p1). Using this, Eq. (6.6) and

Eq. (6.7), Eq. (6.4) becomes

max
p1

ln

�
1� n

�
2p1 + 1

p1(p1 + 1)
� 2

��
+ ln

�
1 + n

�
2p1 + 1

p1 + 1
� 2p1

��
: (6.8)

From Eq. (6.6) we see that xsj must be greater than zero. If the speculating agent

chooses to minimize p1, it should sell as much of x1 as possible and thus, as seen

from the expression for xs1 in Eq. (6.8), and the requirement that xs1 > 0, we have

p1 > pmin
1 = � 1

2(2n+1)
+

r
n

2n+1 +
�

1
2(2n+1)

�2
. Analogous reasoning for xs2 shows

that p1 < pmax
1 = 1

4n +

r
1
2

�
1� 1

n

�
+
�

1
4n

�2
. If n approaches in�nity, both pmin

1

and pmax
1 approach

q
1
2 � 0:707. Therefore, with an in�nite number of agents, the

speculator cannot afford to affect the price in any way.

The �rst derivative of us with respect to p1 is

@us
@p1

= �1

1�n

�
2p1+1

p1(p1+1)
�2

�n�2 1
p1(p1+1)

� 2p1+1
p2
1
(p1+1)

� 2p1+1
p1(p1+1)2

�
+

1

1�n

�
2p1+1

p1+1
�2p1

�n� 2
p+1 �

2p1+1
(p1+1)2

� 2
�
:

(6.9)

It turns out that lim
p1!pmin+

1

@us
@p1

> 0 and limp1!pmax�
1

@us
@p1

< 0, and that the solution

to @us
@p1

= 0 is unique in the interval pmin
1 < p1 < pmax

1 . Therefore, the optimum, p�1,

is obtained by solving @us
@p1

= 0.

The results of optimal strategic behavior are compared to the results of compet-

itive behavior by the same agent. When the agent acts competitively, the excess

demand (with us) is zs1 = p1+1
2p1

� 1. Setting the excess demand to zero gives

n
�

2p1+1
p1(p1+1)

� 2
�
+ p1+1

2p1
�1 = 0. Solving for the competitive price gives pc1 =

q
2n+1
4n+1 .

The results are shown in Table 6.1.1

In Figure 6.1, the utility is plotted for the situations where the agent

acts strategically and where it acts competitively. As expected (see

e.g. [Roberts and Postlewaite, 1976], [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, p. 412, Proposi-

tion 12.F.1]), the larger the number of agents, the smaller the gain from strategic

behavior, and the less reason not to act competitively. In this example, already when

the number of competitive agents is around �ve, the gain from strategic behavior is

negligible.

1Since utility is ordinal, one should be careful when discussing degrees of improvement.
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n pmin
1

pmax
1

p�
1

pc
1

us(p
�

1
) us(p

c
1
)

1 0.4343 1.281 0.7601 0.7746 1.746 1.626

2 0.5403 1.000 0.7402 0.7454 2.202 2.152

5 0.6303 0.8262 0.7227 0.7237 2.614 2.602

10 0.6667 0.7670 0.7154 0.7157 2.788 2.784

20 0.6863 0.7372 0.7114 0.7115 2.884 2.884

30 0.6931 0.7272 0.7100 0.7160 2.918 2.918

100 0.7029 0.7131 0.7080 0.7080 2.967 2.967

Table 6.1: Acting strategically vs. acting competitively. n is the number of agents

acting competitively. pmin
1 is the price for x1 in the market when the speculating

agent sells as much x1 as possible. pmax
1 is the price for x1 in the market when the

speculating agent sells as much x2 as possible. p
�
1 is the market price as a consequence

of strategic acting. pc1 is the market price as a consequence of competitive acting by

the same agent. The values us are the corresponding utilities for the agent under

observation.

6.3.2 Reaching Equilibrium

Obviously an agent's best strategy is to declare an excess demand function such that the

market will converge to the prices that are optimal for the speculating agent. More for-

mally, when perfect information is available, an agent's best strategy � even if the other

agents are not acting competitively, and some of them may be producers � is to declare

an excess demand function with the property (see also [Klemperer and Meyer, 1989])

z�sj(p
�) = �znj (p�); (6.10)

for each commodity j, and which has a form such that the particular algorithm for

searching for the market equilibrium converges to p�. Depending on the setting, the

dif�culty of �nding such a function varies. As shown below, �nding it for the sim-

ple example above where all other agents' supply/demand functions can be taken as

�xed (to do this, they do not have to be competitive in general) is normally not hard.

However, �nding it may be more dif�cult if the other agents try to act strategically via

speculation as well. These game-theoretic issues will be addressed in Section 6.6.

Having computed the optimal speculative solution, us(p
�
1), we would like to de-

scribe the strategic behavior leading to this solution under any particular market pro-

tocol used. For example, if p1 is established via an algorithm of which the only
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of strategic and competitive utility, us(p
�

1
) and us(p

c
1
). The hori-

zontal axis shows a number of interesting values rather than a speci�c scale. We see that the

larger the number of agents, the smaller the gain from strategic behavior.

requirement for �nding the equilibrium is @z1(p1)=@p1 < 0,2 and we have that

@zn1 (p1)=@p1 < 0 (i.e. demand decreases as price increases � as is the case in our

example above), we see that if

z�s1(p
�
1) = �zn1 (p�1) and

@z�s1(p1)

@p1
� 0; (6.11)

there is a single solution for p1 = p�1, and that solution will be found by the algo-

rithm.3 It turns out that simple demand revelation strategies exist for the speculator

which guarantee that an equilibrium will be reached where the speculator's maximal

gain from speculation (derived earlier in this paper) materializes. The following linear

function de�nes one such strategy � i.e. it ful�lls Eq. (6.11):

zs1(p1) = p�1 � zn1 (p
�
1)� p1; (6.12)

2An example of such an algorithm is the bisection method, see Section 4.3.4.
3The above reasoning extends easily to a market with more than two commodities. If p is estab-

lished via an algorithm whose only requirements for �nding the equilibrium are @zi(p)=@pi < 0 and

@zi(p)=@pj � 0, i 6= j (e.g. WALRAS, see Section 4.4.1 and [Cheng and Wellman, 1998]), and we

have that @zni (p)=@pi < 0 and @zni (p)=@pj � 0, i 6= j, then Eq. (6.11) should be generalized to

z�si(p
�
) = �zni (p

�
) and @z�si(p)=@pi � 0 and @z�si(p)=@pj � 0, i 6= j.
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where zn1 (p
�
1) and p

�
1 are the speculator's (perfect) estimates of zn1 (p

�
1) and p

�
1 respec-

tively. Another viable strategy is de�ned by the constant function

zs1(p1) = �zn1 (p�1): (6.13)

6.4 Speculation under Uncertainty

This section extends the discussion to include the impact of uncertainty on the specu-

lating agent's strategy.

6.4.1 The General Setting

Above, when an excess demand function was chosen based on perfect information, the

exact form of the function was unimportant as long as it ful�lled Eq. (6.11). However,

if the speculating agent cannot estimate zn1 perfectly, its outcome will depend on the

function chosen, i.e. the choice of an excess demand function will depend on the prob-

ability distribution that characterizes the uncertainty in the speculator's beliefs. Rather

than analyzing how the excess demand is chosen for different uncertainty situations

and how the speculator should try to reduce the uncertainty by learning about its en-

vironment in an ef�cient way, we describe how, for a speci�c choice of zsj , a speci�c

error in the estimation of the competitive agents' behavior affects the outcome of the

market. This zsj is just picked as an example of a demand function giving the optimal

outcome with perfect information for demonstration of the method. How to actually

select a zsj when uncertainty is present is discussed brie�y in Section 6.5

Independently of how the zsj function is chosen, the possible market outcomes can

be determined by solving Eq. (6.3). If no solution exists, of course, no algorithm can

�nd it, and if multiple equilibria exist, a protocol dependent analysis is required to �nd

out which one will be chosen.

6.4.2 The Example Revisited

Returning to the above example, we �rst assume that zs1 has been chosen as describe

by Eq. (6.12), but that now there is an error in the estimation. We de�ne this error

through4

p�1 � zn1 (p
�
1) = (1 + e)(p�1 � zn1 (p

�
1)): (6.14)

4If the speculating agent can learn about the other agents and change its excess demand during the

market process, the error might decrease during this process. The error described here is the error re-

maining when the process terminates.
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Figure 6.2: The utility (normalized to the utility of competitive behavior) as a function of the

estimation error. n is the number of competitive agents. When the number of agents is small

it often pays off to speculate, even under some uncertainty. With a large number of agents, the

possible gain of speculation is small, and the risk of speculating under uncertainty is large.

Provided that the speculator stops learning about zn1 (p1) at some point in time, and

hereby �xes zs1(p1), any market protocol whose only requirement for �nding the equi-

librium is that @z1(p1)=@p1 < 0 (e.g. the bisection method used in WALRAS) is guar-

anteed to converge independently of how large the estimation error is, since Eq. (6.11)

is satis�ed. Inserting the expressions from Eq. (6.7), Eq. (6.12), and Eq. (6.14) in

Eq. (6.3) gives

(1 + e)
�
p�1 � n

�
2p�1+1

p�1(p
�
1+1)

� 2
��
� p1+

n
�

2p1+1
p1(p1+1)

� 2
�
= 0:

(6.15)

This equation was solved for different errors e, and different numbers of competitive

agents n. The corresponding utilities � normalized to the utility that would result from

competitive behavior � are plotted in Figure 6.2.

As seen from Figure 6.2, when the number of agents is small, the gain from specu-

lating is large; even when there is an error involved, it often pays off to speculate. But

as the number of agents increases, acting competitively is close to acting strategically

with perfect information, and it is worse to speculate, even with surprisingly small

errors. The break-even points for 1, 2, 5, 20, and 100 competitive agents are at an es-

timation error of approximately �5%,�3%, �1%,�0:4%, and �0:05% respectively.
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Looking the other way around, with 100 competitive agents and a �5% error (the

break even error for 1 competitive agent), the loss compared to acting competitively is

substantial. Again, it should be noted that this is just the result of the investigation of

one particular demand function.

6.5 Choosing an Optimal Bid

Above we demonstrated how a bid is constructed when a speculating agent has perfect

information about the other agents' bids and how errors in estimations of those bids

affected the outcome for a speci�c bid of the speculating agent. However, nothing was

said about how a bid should be chosen in the presence of uncertainty. At this point only

some general remarks are made. There is a clear distinction between choosing an op-

timal demand function given some (possibly uncertain) information about the demand

and the other agents, and methods for learning about the other agents preferences in a

market based on an iterative protocol. Investigating the former is part of current work

and a publication is in preparation, see also e.g. [Klemperer and Meyer, 1989]. For an

investigation of the latter, see, e.g., [Hu and Wellman, 1996].

6.6 Strategic Behavior by Multiple Agents

So far we have only analyzed the case where the demands of all agents, except for the

demand of the speculating agent, can be considered as �xed. The case where many

agents speculate simultaneously is signi�cantly harder, and some of the relevant issues

are discussed in this section.

In our simple example, only one agent was speculating and the others were

acting competitively. Even though Eq. (6.1)�Eq. (6.4) and Eq. (6.10)�Eq. (6.14)

are valid even in the case where every agent is speculating, determining market

outcomes in a protocol-independent way is generally not possible. The reason is

that an agent cannot treat others' strategies (e.g. policies for revealing excess sup-

ply/demand functions) as �xed because the others would like to tailor their strate-

gies to the speci�c strategy that the agent chooses. The strategies are in Nash equi-

librium [Nash, 1950, Mas-Colell et al., 1995, Kreps, 1990] if each agent's strategy is

its best response to the others' strategies. This can be viewed as a necessary condi-

tion for system stability in settings where all agents act strategically. In sequential

protocols, one can also strengthen the Nash equilibrium solution concept in mul-

tiple ways by requiring that the strategies stay in equilibrium at every step of the

game [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, Kreps, 1990]. Unlike our analysis, the Nash equilib-

rium outcome is speci�c to the market protocol. Important factors impacting the out-

come are the order in which bids are submitted (see e.g. Stackleberg vs. Cournot mod-
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els [Mas-Colell et al., 1995]), whether the bids are sealed or open [Sandholm, 1996],

whether the protocol is iterative (the agents can change their excess demand between

iterations) or not, whether the agents can decommit from their agreements by paying

a penalty [Sandholm and Lesser, 1996], etc.

In some games, no Nash equilibrium exists in pure (non-randomized) strategies.

The following simple example illustrates this. Let there be two consumer agents, A

and B, that engage in a market where they reveal their excess demand functions si-

multaneously and in a single round. Agent A can choose between two strategies (A1

and A2), and B can choose between B1 and B2. Provided that A knows that B will

choose B1, A will choose A2, and A1 if B chooses B2. Provided that B knows that A

will choose A2, B will choose B2, and B1 if A chooses A1. Now, from every possi-

ble pair of strategies, one agent would be motivated to deviate to another strategy, i.e.

no Nash equilibrium exists. In general, existence and uniqueness of a general equi-

librium (where agents act competitively) for a market does not imply existence and

uniqueness of a Nash equilibrium (or an individually rational non-cooperative equilib-

rium [Malinvaud, 1985]).

We argue that for each protocol proposed for implementation of equilibrium mar-

kets including self-interested computational agents, a thorough game-theoretic anal-

ysis should be attempted. However, as discussed above, some games lack a Nash

equilibrium, or it may not be unique. In addition, some protocols are hard to analyze

game-theoretically. For example, in WALRAS, the agents might change their demand

functions during the computation of the equilibrium. Then, if there is a signi�cant po-

tential gain, some agents may deliberately send false bids to generate more iterations

of the market process in order to learn more about other agents' excess demand/supply

functions. If many agents are involved in such probing, it seems that time becomes

an important factor. Some agents might reveal progressively more of their competitive

demands in order to speed up the convergence (as it might be urgent for them to get

the resources traded), while others might extend the probing in order to maximize their

bene�t from the trade. 5

Once the other agents' strategies are known (e.g. from a game theoretic equilib-

rium analysis), the methods of this paper can be used to analyze the speculating agent's

strategy alternatives. The methods are protocol-independent, and they can be used to

estimate the potential gains from speculation in any particular setting, as well as to

5Some work has addressed non-competitive behavior in WALRAS [Hu and Wellman, 1996], although

there was only one speculating agent in the experiments, and this agent was limited to simple linear price

prediction about how its actions affect the prices. Further analysis is required to determine whether its

optimal strategy can be captured in this model. This need not be the case because the optimal strat-

egy may involve some more �aggressive� behavior, e.g. the probing described above. (The results

in [Hu and Wellman, 1996] can be compared to the corresponding solutions to Eq. (6.4), to check whether

or not the strategy is optimal for the investigated example.)
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determine how far from the optimal strategy a particular strategy is � as long as the

other agents' strategies can be �xed conceptually. This does not mean that they need

to be known with certainty.

6.7 Decreasing the Incentives for Speculation

One of the fundamental problems of iterative protocols and repetitive bidding as de-

scribed in Section 6.6 and Section 6.5 is that agents risk nothing (but time) by giving

false overoptimistic bids. If agents, on the other hand, took a serious risk when giving

false bids, the incentives for such bids would decrease.

A suggestion is to introduce such a risk for speculators when iterative protocols

are used is to apply a randomized PROPORTION (cf. Chapter 5) in, e.g., the following

way: At each iteration of the protocol, terminate if pe is found otherwise terminate

with a probability of, say, 25% and reallocate the resource as described in Chapter 5.

(This assumes the resource to be in�nitely divisible and the only constraints for the

allocation of resource to be lower and upper limits.) Then every agent that gives a

false bid takes a serious risk � the current iteration might be the �nal one. (A resource-

oriented approach that generates feasible allocation at each iteration could be applied

in a corresponding way.)

The above approach is a way to sacri�ce the optimality (for the cases where the

agents reveal their true preferences) for decreased incentives for speculation. Further

research is required to determine if the gain in reduced speculation is larger than the

loss caused by approximations of the equilibrium, what probabilities for termination

to use etc.

6.8 Conclusions

We presented a method for computing the maximal advantage of speculative strategic

behavior in equilibrium markets. It is computed from the other agents' supply/demand

functions (classic competitive behavior by the other agents is a special case of this).

The method enables one to analyze how much an agent could gain or lose by specu-

lating in a particular system, and it is also useful when evaluating different strategies

since it allows one to determine how close to the optimal strategy they are. Our analy-

sis is valid for a wide variety of known market protocols. We also constructed demand

revelation strategies that guarantee that an agent can drive the market to an equilibrium

where the agent's maximal advantage from speculation materializes.

Our study of a particular market shows that as the number of agents increases,

the gains from speculation decrease � often turning negligible already at moderate

numbers of agents. The study also shows that under uncertainty regarding other agents,
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competitive acting is often close to optimal, while speculation becomes a complicated

and possibly risky matter � even if the agent's beliefs are just slightly biased.

We believe that computational agents representing self-interested real-world par-

ties will deviate from competitive behavior in practice only if the potential gain from

speculation is suf�ciently large compared to the cost of the computation or informa-

tion gathering actions required for speculation. We also believe that an agent will not

speculate when that incurs potentially large losses when estimation errors are present.

Merging the above results with these beliefs suggests that if one can construct proto-

cols that impose large risks for speculating agents, speculation problems diminish as

the market grows or the agents' information about others becomes less certain.

Finally, we discussed the protocol dependent game-theoretic issues related to mul-

tiple agents that are speculating. There are many open issues in this area and the

dif�culties should not be underestimated.

A note related to our application is that given the large number of loads and the

uncertainty in such a large system, the results in this chapter suggests that the demand

that agents should act >competitively may be relaxed to that agents are allowed to

optimize local if trading for one future time interval and the preferences are submitted

once. However, it is not clear what the gain of such a relaxation would be.

In summary, the main conclusions of the chapter are

� The possible gain from speculation decreases very rapidly with the number of

agents. In the analyzed example, the gain is small already with �ve other agents.

� The presence of uncertainty complicates the task for a speculating agent sig-

ni�cantly. A demand which is optimal given perfect information can lead to

signi�cant losses even if the agent's beliefs are only slightly biased.

� The situation of many simultaneously speculating agents is an intriguing one

and a general protocol-independent analysis is impossible. At the same time, it

seems that the situation of many speculating agents increases the uncertainty of

a speculating agent, and hereby the incentives for speculation are reduced.

� Even though speculation in a single shot setting as the one analyzed here may

not be too much of a problem if the number of agents is relatively large and

uncertainty is present, the issue of speculation in repeated markets is far more

complicated.
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Chapter 7

Summary of Part 1

In the �rst part of this thesis, central issues for market-oriented programming have

been described.

First we, in Chapter 2, described the basic concepts and terminology for market-

oriented programming. These abstractions mainly stem from micro-economic the-

ory. The most central abstractions are >utility functions and >demand functions,

>technology of producers, and different market equilibria.

Chapter 3 includes some theoretic foundations for how some optimization prob-

lems can be captured as markets. Thus, this chapter constitutes a bridge between the

disciplines of more traditional mathematical optimization/numerical analysis and eco-

nomics. It was shown that general classes of optimization/resource allocation prob-

lems could be transformed into markets and that Pareto-optimal allocations in these

markets also are optimal solutions to the original optimization problems. Further-

more, it was shown that if a competitive equilibrium exists, it also has this optimality

feature. It was also described how optimization/resource allocation problems could be

decomposed to markets in the presence of uncertainty.

The important issue of computation of the market equilibrium was dealt with

in Chapter 4. Two different families of algorithms (>price-oriented and >resource-

oriented algorithms) were described. It was also described how the computational task

could be split between the consumers/producers and the auctioneers. Then a plethora

of market algorithms, most stemming from mathematical optimization and numerical

analysis, were presented and analyzed. We also introduced a new algorithm, COTREE,

well suited for implementation in distributed environments.

The main conclusion of Chapter 4 is that there is a large number of different algo-

rithms with very different properties. Depending on the application at hand, different

algorithms will be differently well suited. The chapter was concluded with some de-

scriptions of � and comparisons between � the different algorithms. The hope is that
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this can serve as some basic guidelines when selecting an algorithm for a speci�c ap-

plication.

One drawback of price-oriented algorithms that was identi�ed in Chapter 4 - that

intermediate results are non-feasible - was dealt with in Chapter 5. A novel approach,

allowing price-oriented algorithms to be used in more time-critical environments was

introduced. From experiences of experimental studies we conjecture that computations

could be sped up signi�cantly for wide classes of problems by means of this approach.

Then some issues of speculation in market-oriented programming were investi-

gated (Chapter 6). The general conclusion of Chapter 6 is that in single-shot markets

(and where bids are submitted in a non-iterative fashion), the issue of speculation might

not be too important as long as there is a moderate number of agents of comparable

sizes. At the same time it is clear that the issue of speculation, when markets are re-

peated over time or when iterated algorithms are used in single-shot markets, is very

complicated and that the dif�culties should not be underestimated.
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Chapter 8

Building Climate Control

This chapter contains a detailed analysis of a published market-oriented approach

to building climate control and a comparison between this approach and traditional

approaches. We also introduce a novel approach to this problem based on market-

oriented programming in the form of an >equilibrium market. From the analysis of

these approaches we are able to draw conclusions not only about the suitability of

these approaches, but of many other multi-agent systems approaches as well.

The structure of the chapter is as follows. Section 8.1 introduces the application:

it describes the of�ce environment and gives the physical model for cooling power

and the various temperature and outside weather in�uences. First, we give a standard

control engineering solution, based on local and independent integral controllers (Sec-

tion 8.2). Next, we consider the market-based approach as put forward by Huberman et

al. [Huberman and Clearwater, 1995] (Section 8.3), and we discuss a number of vari-

ations on this market design (Section 8.4), providing a kind of factor analysis for its

success. Section 8.5 then shows the results of an improved control engineering scheme

that exploits global data. Finally, we propose a market design of our own, based on

local data only, and make a comparison across the different approaches (Section 8.6).

Section 8.7 puts our results into perspective and summarizes the conclusions.

8.1 The Of�ce Environment

In this section, we present the mathematical-physical model of the of�ce environment.

For those readers who �nd the mathematics forbidding, we �rst give a conceptual

summary which makes it possible to skip the equations. The of�ces are attached to a

pipe in which the resource (cold air) is transported as in Figure 8.1. The characteristics

of this system are similar to the characteristics of a district heating system, but with

of�ces instead of households. We assume that there are 100 of�ces in total, and that
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Air out

Air in

Morning sun Afternoon sun

Noon sun

Figure 8.1: Of�ces and air transportation.

they are equally distributed towards East, South, West and North.

The thermodynamics of the of�ce environment is actually quite simple. Every of-

�ce is seen as a storage place for heat, but heat may dissipate to its environment. In

the model, the thermodynamic behavior of an of�ce is equivalent to a simple electrical

RC-circuit. Here, voltage is analogous to temperature, and electrical current is analo-

gous to heat �ow. C and R then respectively denote heat capacitance and heat losses

to the environment.

A good general reference on thermodynamic models as the one we use here is

[Incropera and Witt, 1990]. The heat equations are continuous in time, but are dis-

cretized according to standard procedures used in control engineering, described, e.g.,

in [Ogata, 1990]. The information analysis/reuse aspects of thermodynamic model

building with component libraries are discussed extensively in [Borst et al., 1997].

8.1.1 Basic Physical Properties

The resource treated is cooling power. Each of�ce can only make use of a fraction, �,

of the available resource at that of�ce, Paio, i.e.

Pcio � � � Paio; (8.1)

where Pcio is the consumed power. The available resource at one of�ce is equal to the

available resource at the previous of�ce minus the consumed resource at the previous

of�ce. Throughout the chapter we use an � of 0.5. The index i denotes the time

interval under observation and the index o denotes the of�ce under observation. This
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naming convention is used throughout the entire chapter. In addition, the index k is

also sometimes used for time intervals.

We treat everything in discrete time with a time interval of one minute. For all

of�ces the temperature, Tio, is described by

Tio = T0;o +
iX

k=1

(Phko � Pcko)=Co; (8.2)

where Phko is the heating power and Co is the thermal capacitance. The heating power

is described by

Phio = (Tvio � Tio)=Ro; (8.3)

where Ro is the thermal resistance and Tvio is a virtual outdoor temperature, described

in more detail below.

From Eq. (8.2) and Eq. (8.3) we obtain

Tio =
1

1 + 1
RoCo

(Ti�1;o +

Tvio
Ro

� Pcio

Co
); i > 0: (8.4)

8.1.2 Weather Model

All external weather in�uences on the of�ce environment are modelled by a virtual

temperature, representing outdoor temperature, sun radiation etc. We assume that there

is sunshine every day and that the outdoor temperature, T outd, varies from 22 to 35�C

according to

T outd
i = 22 + 13 � e�((i�s�4) mod 24�12)2=20; (8.5)

where s is the length of each time interval expressed in hours, i.e. here s = 1=60.

The virtual temperature, Tvio, is described by

Tvio = T outd
i + Tro + Tdio; (8.6)

where Td is a random disturbance, thought to represent small �uctuations caused by

e.g. the wind. Td is Gaussian distributed with an average value of 0 and a standard

deviation of 1. Tr is a sun radiation component. For the of�ces located at the East side

Tr is described by

TEast
ri = 8 � e�((i�s+4) mod 24�12)2=5: (8.7)

and correspondingly for the South and the West of�ces

T South
ri = 15 � e�(i�s mod 24�12)2=5 (8.8)

and

TWest
ri = 8 � e�((i�s�4) mod 24�12)2=5: (8.9)

The various temperatures are plotted in Figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.2: The leftmost plot shows the outdoor temperature, T outd

i
. The middle plot shows

the sun radiation components, Tr, (with peaks at time 8, 12, and 16 hours for of�ces located

at the East, South, and West side respectively). Finally, the outdoor temperature plus the sun

radiation components are plotted to the right.

8.1.3 Of�ce Temperatures Without Control

In Figure 8.3, the temperature for a South oriented of�ce is plotted with different

thermal resistances, Ro, and thermal capacitances, Co. For simplicity we assume all

Ro to be equal and all Co to be equal. From this �gure we note two things: �rst, the

higher RoCo the bigger the lag in temperature changes, and second, the higher RoCo

the smaller the �uctuations in temperature. For the experiments in this chapter we

chose Ro = 10 and Co = 10. An Ro or a Co equal to zero implies that Tio = Tvio, as

can be seen by letting Ro or Co approach zero in Eq. (8.4).

8.1.4 Simulations

All solutions discussed in this chapter have been implemented in and simulated

by the author using C++ on an IBM compatible PC running Windows95. Fur-

thermore, for guaranteeing that a fair comparison on the same footing was carried

out, all simulations have been independently recreated and veri�ed from the chapter

(or rather the papers [Ygge and Akkermans, 1997b, Huberman and Clearwater, 1995,

Clearwater and Huberman, 1994]), as part of a master's thesis project, using Python

on an IBM compatible PC running Linux.

8.2 CONTROL-A: Conventional Independent Controllers

8.2.1 Integral Control for the Of�ces

The application of regulating the of�ce temperature has a long tradition in control

theory. The most widely known controllers are different variants of the PID-controller.
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Figure 8.3: The indoor temperature for an uncontrolled of�ce is plotted for different values

of the thermal resistance and the thermal capacitance. Small values of the thermal resistance

and capacitance give higher peaks, while higher values give smoother curves.

The letters PID denote that the control signal is proportional to the error (i.e. the

difference between the set point and the actual value) � the P; proportional to the

integral of the error � the I; and proportional to the derivative of the error � the D.

Here, we will use a variant of the integrating controller, i.e., an I-controller, of the form

Fio = Fi�1;o + �(Tio � T setp
o ); (8.10)

where F is the output signal from the controller and � is a gain parameter. For the

simulations it is assumed that Fio will not be below 0 and that it will not exceed 3. The

control signal Fio is sent to the actuator and the actual Pcio is obtained from

Pcio =

8><
>:

Fio; Fio � � � Paio
� � Paio; Fio > � � Paio

: (8.11)

Plots of the of�ce temperatures with different gains are shown in Figure 8.4. The

gain of the controller is not critical for this application. Too high a gain will result

in the controller overreacting when the temperature exceeds the set point, after which

it will be under the set point for quite some time. This leads to a larger error than

if smaller adjustments are made. Also, the amplitude of the control signal then gets

unnecessarily high, but the system does not get dangerously unstable. We note that the

maximum deviation here is �0:06�C . Thus, controllers using any of the three gains

perform very well. Apart from the plots shown here, also a step response has been

analyzed. From a brief analysis we chose a gain of 10.
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Figure 8.4: The indoor temperature for an of�ce, utilizing a integral controller, is plotted for

different controller gains.

The Performance Measure We use the same evaluation of the building control as

Huberman et al. [Huberman and Clearwater, 1995], namely the standard deviation of

the deviation from the set point,

StdDev(T � T setp) =

vuut 1

N

NX
o=1

[(Tio � T
setp
o )� (hTii � hT setpi)]2 (8.12)

where T setp is the set point temperature, hT i is the temperature averaged over all

of�ces, and hT setpi is the average set point temperature.

It can indeed be debated whether or not this is a good measure, but we stick to it

in this chapter in order to evaluate the approach taken by Huberman et al. using their

own measure. In the coming chapters we will take a different approach that we believe

to be more adequate.

Limitations on Available Resource So far we have assumed the total amount of

available resource to be unlimited. Now we assume that there is a maximum value for

the power that is inserted into the system. In such a situation of�ces that are situated

close to the air input will have a suf�cient amount of cool air, while those near the

end will suffer, if totally uncoordinated controllers are used. Thus, the smaller the

amount of the total available resource, the larger the standard deviation will be. This

is visualized in Figure 8.5. From the �gure we have chosen an upper limit for the total

amount of resource of 140.
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Figure 8.5: The standard deviation, as de�ned in Eq. (8.12) for each interval, i, is plotted for
different amounts of available resource (130, 140, 150, and 160) with 100 of�ces. The lower

the amount of available resource the higher the standard deviation.

Discussion As seen from the example, independent integrating controllers perform

very well when the resource is unlimited. On the other hand, when there is a shortage

of resource the standard deviation increases dramatically.

8.3 MARKET-A: The Approach by Huberman et al.

An multi-agent systems solution to the problem of building control has

been presented by Huberman et al. [Huberman and Clearwater, 1995,

Clearwater and Huberman, 1994]. The approach taken is to model the resource

allocation problem of the building environment as a computational market where

agents buy and sell resource. The non-separability in terms of agents, i.e. the fact that

the amount of resource the penultimate agent can use depends on how much resource

the last agent receives, is ignored.

The basic idea is that every of�ce is represented by an agent that is responsible for

making good use of the resource and to this end trades resources with other agents.

The agents create bids which are sent to an auctioneer that calculates a clearing price,

and makes sure that no agent has to buy for a price higher than its bid nor has to sell

for a price lower than its bid.

Section 8.3.1 describes the mathematical details of this approach. The reader hav-

ing no special interest in these details may skip this part and take a look at the results

of the corresponding simulations in section 8.3.3.
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8.3.1 Original Formulation

All formulas in this section were taken from [Huberman and Clearwater, 1995] and

[Clearwater and Huberman, 1994].

Trade Volumes First, the decision for an agent to buy or sell is based on

tio =
T setp
o

Tio
� hTii
hT setpi

8><
>:

tio > 1; seller

tio < 1; buyer
: (8.13)

Then the total trade volume, V , is calculated from

Vi =
NX
o=1

j1� tioj ; (8.14)

where N is the number of of�ces.

Then every agent calculates its request volume, v, according to

vio = �
j1� tioj

Vi
: (8.15)

When an agent buys or sells its v the actual movement of a valve, called V AV , is

computed from

�V AVio = f(flowio; vio; V AVio); (8.16)

where f is an empirically determined function which is not explicitly given in the

papers [Huberman and Clearwater, 1995, Clearwater and Huberman, 1994].

From this the actual V AV position for each interval is updated according to

V AVi+1;o = V AVio +�V AVio: (8.17)

Bids The bids are based on the marginal utility1 of the form described by

U(tio=T
setp
o ;mio) = [U(0;mio)]

(1�tio=T
setp
o ) = [U(0;mio)]

(1�
hTii

TiohT
setpi

)
; (8.18)

with

U(0;mio) = u3 � (u3 � u1)e
�mio ; (8.19)

and

 = ln

�
u3 � u1

u3 � u2

�
; (8.20)

1This term is called utility in the work of Huberman et al. We prefer to use the term marginal utility

instead, because it conforms better with the nomenclature of micro-economic theory.
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where u1 = 20, u2 = 200, and u3 = 2000, and m is the amount of money that an

agent has, as given by

mio = 100(2 � V AVio): (8.21)

By observing Eq. (8.19) and Eq. (8.20), we note that the equations can be simpli-

�ed to

U(0;mio) = u3 � (u3 � u1)e
�mio = u3 � (u3 � u1)(e

)�mio =

u3 � (u3 � u1)
�
u3�u1
u3�u2

��mio

:
(8.22)

Since the V AV varies between 0 and 1, the amount of money an agent has varies

between 100 and 200 for resource going from zero to the maximum amount, and thus

U(0;m) varies between 1999:85632 and 1999:99999. Hence, the notion of gold does

not effect the marginal utility in practice, as will be veri�ed by the simulations in

Section 8.4.

The bids are calculated from multiplying the marginal utility with the previous

price, price, according to

Bi+1;o = Uio(tio=T
setp
o ;mio) � pricei: (8.23)

Auction All bids are sent to an auctioneer which calculates a market price where

supply meets demand. All agents which requested to buy and which bids are above

or equal to the market price are assigned the corresponding amount, and, similarly, all

agents which requested to sell and which bids are below or equal to the market price

are assigned the corresponding amount of resource.

8.3.2 Assumptions and Simpli�cations

Since f in Eq. (8.16) above is not explicitly given and since the relation between

the V AV position and Pc is speci�c to the of�ce environment, we need to make an

assumption about how the bid volumes relate to Pc. We take the simplest choice and

let Eq. (8.16) and Eq. (8.17) be replaced by

Fi+1;o = Fio � vio; (8.24)

where plus or minus depends on whether it was an accepted buy or sell bid. Pcio
is obtained from Eq. (8.11). This simpli�cation is not crucial to our central line of

reasoning.

As pointed out by Clearwater & Huberman [Clearwater and Huberman, 1994], the

purpose of the auction is only to reallocate between the agents and not to affect the

average temperature. This means that even if the valves are not opened very much,
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there is plenty of resource in the system, and if the of�ces are all above the set point,

no valve can open further without another one closing. In order not to complicate the

model further, the simulation is only performed in a time interval where there is a total

lack of resource, with the total available resource assigned to the system. Thus, we do

not implement a mechanism that inserts and deletes the total resource to the system.

We choose to simulate between 3 p.m. and 7 p.m.

We assume the amount of money to be given by

mio = 100(2 � Fmax
o � Fio

Fmax
o

): (8.25)

Thus, the amount of money will vary from 100 to 200, as in the original work.

Eq. (8.23) turns out to produce major problems in simulations. Above we have

seen that U(0;m) � 2000. Equation (8.18) shows that U(tio=T
setp
o ;mio) is minimized

for minimized Tio and maximized
hTii

hT setpi
. As we can expect Tio to be well above

10�C and
hTii

hT setpi
to be well below 2, we can be sure that U(tio=T

setp
o ;mio) will be

well above 20001�
2
10 � 437. Thus, the bidding price will never be below 437. Then,

Eq. (8.23) tells us that the market price will be at least price0 � 437i. This leads to

numerical over�ow after only a few iterations. In practice the market price typically

scales with approximately price0 � 1300i which of course is even worse. We note

however that, since all agents multiply their bids with the previous price, this has no

effect on the reallocation itself, but only affects the price level. Therefore, we choose

to omit multiplying by the previous price in our simulations, noting that this leads to

exactly the same allocations but avoids numerical over�ow. Hence, the bids are based

on Eq. (8.18) rather than Eq. (8.23).

The price at each auction is adjusted until supply meets demand. But, since the

bids are given using discrete volumes, supply will seldom match demand exactly at

the clearing price. Normally, there will be a very small excess demand or supply. If

there is an excess supply, all buyers that are willing to pay at most the clearing price

will buy, but not all sellers that are willing to accept at least the clearing price can sell.

In this situation, the sellers are selected randomly from the valid candidates. The same

procedure is used when there is a small excess demand.

8.3.3 Simulations

Figure 8.6 shows two plots. The upper plot is the standard deviation when indepen-

dent integrating controllers are used and the lower one shows the agent-based control

scheme as de�ned above. We found that an �, as described by Eq. (8.15), of 64 led to

the smallest overall standard deviation. It is seen that the agent approach offers at least

one order of magnitude of improvement.
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Figure 8.6: Standard deviation for independent controllers (top) and agent-based control

(bottom).

Compared to the independent controllers this is indeed a major advance. It is

clear that the market coordination of the controllers leads to a much smaller standard

deviation and to higher comfort in the of�ces. This validates the results of Huberman

et al. [Huberman and Clearwater, 1995, Clearwater and Huberman, 1994].

8.4 MARKET-A0: A Suite of Variations

In this section we present a suite of variations on the scheme presented in Section 8.3.

The main aim is to see if the scheme can be simpli�ed without loss of performance.

Deleting the Gold Dependency Plots of the standard deviation with the original

scheme as well as with a scheme where all gold dependencies have been removed �

by setting U(0;m) in Eq. (8.19) to a constant value (2000) � are shown in Figure 8.7.

The scheme without gold dependencies performs approximately as good as the original

scheme. The reason for this, as pointed out earlier, is that U(0;m)'s gold dependency

is extremely weak. For the scheme without gold an � of 66 turned out to be optimal.

Deleting the Temperature Dependency The next issue is the marginal utility's de-

pendence on the current temperature, i.e. the dependency of U on T in Eq. (8.18). In

Figure 8.8 the standard deviation is plotted for the scheme without gold, mentioned

above, and a scheme where the dependency on the temperature has been removed as

well. We see that also here the performance is approximately as good as that of the

original scheme. In order to remove the temperature dependency from the marginal

utility, we simply set all selling prices to 10 and all buying prices to 100. If there is

a mismatch between supply and demand, say, supply exceeds demand, the agents that

will sell are picked randomly among the valid candidates. Here, an � of 65 turned out
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Figure 8.7: Standard deviation for the original scheme and a scheme with the gold dependen-
cies removed.
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Figure 8.8: Standard deviation for the scheme with the gold dependencies removed, compared
to a scheme with both the gold and temperature dependencies removed.

to be optimal. Note that the temperature is still used to determine both the bidding

volume and the decision whether to buy or sell.

Deleting the Auction Next, we let the agents assign their bids to themselves without

any auction whatsoever. This means that the sum total of the controller outputs, Fio,

might sometimes exceed the total amount of resource and sometimes be below. The

physical model is of course still obeyed so that the total resource actually used, i.e.

the sum of the cooling power, Pcio, will never exceed the total amount of available

resource, as described by Eq. (8.1). The result of this simulation is shown in Figure 8.9.

Note that this scheme is roughly ten times better than the MARKET-A scheme. Here

an � of 17 turned out to be optimal.
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Figure 8.9: Standard deviation with the auction scheme removed, compared to the original

MARKET-A scheme.

Discussion At �rst glance, it might seem counterintuitive that performance actually

improves signi�cantly when virtually all the core mechanisms of the market are re-

moved. First we showed that introducing the market improves performance consider-

ably and then we showed that most market mechanisms are super�uous. What, then, is

the big difference between the uncoordinated integrating controller, the CONTROL-A

scheme, and the scheme without any auction that we ended up with? The simple an-

swer, in our view, is the access to global data, in terms of the average temperature

and the average set point temperature (as seen from Eq. (8.13) and Eq. (8.15)), in the

MARKET-A and MARKET-A0 schemes.

8.5 CONTROL-B: A Standard Controller Using Global Data

Having concluded that the access to global data is crucial for performance, it is of

course of interest to analyze what the performance of an integrating controller, like the

one introduced in Eq. (8.10), but now incorporating global data, would be.

We would like the controller to take into account not only its own deviation from

its set point, but also to consider the deviations of the other of�ces from their set points.

Therefore, the controller in Eq. (8.10) is extended to

Fio = Fi�1;o + �[(Tio � T setp
o )� (hTii � hT setpi)]; (8.26)

where � is set to 10 as previously, and where Pcio, as before, is obtained from

Eq. (8.11).

The plot from the simulation with this controller, compared to the MARKET-A
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Figure 8.10: Standard deviation with an integrating controller that utilizes global data com-

pared to the MARKET-A scheme, and the MARKET-A0 scheme with the auction removed.

simulation, and to the MARKET-A0 simulation where the auction was removed, is

shown in Figure 8.10.

We see that the standard deviation is approximately the same for the CONTROL-B

and the MARKET-A0 schemes. Thus, also the CONTROL-B scheme performs roughly

ten times better than MARKET-A. An important difference, though, is that CONTROL-

B employs the well-known integrating controller for which there are well-understood

methods and theories for e.g. stability analysis2 . In contrast, the MARKET-A scheme

is not easily analyzable from a formal theory perspective, since it does not rely on such

well established concepts. Another important aspect is the one of simplicity. While

CONTROL-B is relatively clear (see Eq. (8.26)), it is much harder to conceptually grasp

the principles of MARKET-A (see Eq. (8.13) � Eq. (8.23)), as it is very weakly founded

in well established theory.

8.6 MARKET-B: A Market with Local Data Only

In the previous sections we have seen that the computational market MARKET-A was

outperformed by the global control scheme CONTROL-B. It is an interesting ques-

tion if a simple and well performing computational market approach can be devised

that does not depend on having available global information, in contrast to both these

schemes. In this section we show that this is indeed the case.

We use a market-oriented programming approach based on general equilibrium

2This holds under the assumption that the time scale of the variations of the average temperature is

much slower than the �uctuation of the temperature. This is a very reasonable assumption in the present

case.
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theory, as described in Chapter 2.

8.6.1 The Relation Between Markets and Independent Controllers Uti-

lizing Global Data

The performance measure for the system is given by Eq. (8.12). The best system is

therefore the one that minimizes this equation. Hence, the most straightforward move

one can think of to come to a market model, is to take this measure as representing

the >utility function for the overall system. So, the utility function for the individual

agents is ideally related to [(Tio � T setp
o )� (hTii � hT setpi)]2. 3 However, this is still

a formulation containing global information.

Thus, we want to obtain a purely local reformulation, by getting rid of the terms

with hT i containing the global information. We might replace them, though, by terms

relating to the changes in the local resource. In doing so, we take inspiration from

the standard controller equations Eq. (8.10) and Eq. (8.26), indicating that we get

good results (for unconstrained resources) with the update equation Fio = Fi�1;o +

�io, when �io has the form �io = �(Tio � T setp
o ). The intended interpretation of

�io is to represent the output that the local controller would have delivered if acting

independently with unconstrained resource. In the market setting each agent updates

its control signal Fio through Fio = Fi�1;o + �Fio, where �Fio is determined by

the outcome of the market. Since the resource is only redistributed among the agents,

we have that
PN

o=1�Fio = 0. Accordingly, as a step in the design of a MARKET-B

scheme, based on local data only, we employ the following de�nition.

De�nition 8.1 Let the utility function for the individual of�ce agents be de�ned by

u(�Fio;m) = ��2o(�Fio � �io)
2 +m; (8.27)

where �o is a strength parameter for each of�ce representing its physical properties

such as Ro and Co. (The proper choice of �o is discussed in Theorem 8.2 later on.)

Theorem 8.1 Any >Pareto optimal outcome in a market in which the agents hold the

utility function of Eq. (8.27) is equivalent to an integrating controller, the resource

update equation of which exploits global information and is described by:

�Fio = �io �
1

�2o � h1=�2i
h�ii; (8.28)

given that no agent is at its boundary. (h1=�2i and h�ii are the average 1=�2o and �i0
respectively.)

3Since utilities are expressions of preference orderings, they are invariant under monotonic transfor-

mations.
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Proof. See Appendix C.3

Corollary 8.1.1 For the special case where all �o are equal, and �io = �(Tio�T setp
o ),

Equation (8.28) becomes exactly the CONTROL-B scheme as captured by Eq. (8.26).

In sum, we see that local data plus market communication is equivalent to indepen-

dent control utilizing global data. Even though our proof was based on the assumption

that the agents are never at their boundary values, it will be a close approximation in

many practical applications. It should also be noted that managing the boundaries is

not required for a successful implementation. As seen above, omitting the manage-

ment of boundaries in the current application leads to CONTROL-B, which was shown

to have a very high performance.

8.6.2 Finding an Optimal Utility Function

In this section we show how an optimal utility function is constructed in the con-

strained case, from an optimal controller for the unconstrained case. On page 118 we

said that it is debatable whether or not the measure in Eq. 8.12 is a good one. One

argument against it is that it allows for pathological solutions, as it does not take the

average indoor temperature into consideration. If we, e.g., increase the indoor temper-

ature in every of�ce by 10�C , all of them could be unbearably hot, while the measure

might be minimized. A reasonable thing to do here, to prevent these kind of solutions,

is to treat the average temperature as given (the result of using all available resource).

If we do so, the following theorem shows how an optimal utility function is constructed

in the constrained case, from an optimal controller for the unconstrained case.

Theorem 8.2 If Tio is a linear function of �Fio,
4 and if �io minimizes Eq. (8.12) in

the unconstrained case, then in a market where the utility functions are described by

Eq. (8.27), with �o = @Tio
@�Fio

, any associated >Pareto optimal allocation minimizes

Eq. (8.12) in the constrained case, if the resource can be independently allocated

among the agents, and the average temperature is considered as given.

Proof. See Appendix C.3

8.6.3 Discussion.

Previously, we saw that the independent controller CONTROL-B that incorporates

global data, viz. the average temperatures, performs very well. In this section we

4From the thermal model discussed in Section 8.1 (especially Eqs. (8.4) and (8.11)) we note that this

is indeed the case for a reasonably wide range.
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positively answered the question if one can construct a market, MARKET-B, that is

based on local data only and that performs as good or even better.

In this section a market approach based on general equilibrium theory was used.

This is of course not the only available mechanism for resource allocation in multi-

agent systems. It seems interesting to try out other mechanisms, like the contract

net protocol [Davis and Smith, 1983], and see if they perform better. However, theo-

rem 8.2 tells us that, if we treat this problem of building control as separable in terms

of agents, like done by Huberman et al., there is no better scheme.5 For example, if we

assigned all the resource to an auctioneer, that on its turn would iteratively assign the

resource in small portions to bidders bidding with their true marginal utility, we would

end up with something close to the competitive equilibrium, but we can not do better

than MARKET-B. Furthermore, this would be an extremely inef�cient way to arrive

at equilibrium compared to other available methods, see Chapter 4. That is, we can

use different mechanisms for achieving the competitive equilibrium, but we can never

hope to �nd a mechanism that would do better than the MARKET-B scheme.

8.7 Discussion and Conclusions

In this chapter we have investigated a building climate control application. Re-

portedly, this type of application is very suitable for market-oriented program-

ming [Huberman and Clearwater, 1995]. On the other hand, we have devised some

more conventional control engineering solutions, as well as alternative market designs.

Important conclusions of our investigation are:

� The market approach by [Huberman and Clearwater, 1995] indeed outperforms

a standard control solution based on local, independent controllers. So, the

multi-agent systems approach indeed yields a working solution to this type of

problem.

� However, if conventional control schemes are allowed to exploit global infor-

mation, as does the market design of Huberman et al., they perform even better.

� We have proposed an alternative market design that uses local data only, and

still performs as good as a control engineering scheme having access to global

5We note that, as mentioned earlier, the problem is actually not really separable in terms of agents

and therefore better solutions may exist if this is taken into account. Another observation is that in

this chapter we have only investigated the case of using the current available resource as the interesting

commodity, as done by Huberman et al., and found an optimal mechanism for that. At the same time,

extending the negotiations to future resources as well, could potentially increase performance, but this

is a different problem setting with different demands on available local and/or global information items,

such as predictions. These issues are further described in Chapter 9 � Chapter 15.
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information.

� So, our general conclusion is that �local data + market communication = global

information�. The important difference is that in computational markets this

global information is an emergent property rather than a presupposed concept,

as it is in standard control.

These results provide the opportunity to more clearly state what the added value of

market-oriented programming is in this type of applications. There is a scienti�c role

for debunking here. As we have seen, one can model the situation in the more tradi-

tional terms of control engineering. A similar argument regarding distributed resource

allocation could be construed, by the way, vis-�a-vis mathematical optimization.

In our analysis we have focused on the market approach. It is tempting to ask

whether things are different when a non-market multi-agent systems approach is fol-

lowed, say, using the contract net [Davis and Smith, 1983]. As we argued, the answer

in our opinion is a straightforward no. Arguing for non-market approaches is not a

way out, but a dead-end street. The goal in the considered class of problems is to �nd

the optimal distributed solution. Alternative multi-agent systems approaches, market

as well as non-market ones, only change the multi-agent dynamics on the way to this

goal. This might be done in a better or poorer way, but it is not possible to change this

goal itself. The goal state in any multi-agent systems approach is, however formulated,

equivalent to market equilibrium, the yardstick for having achieved it is given by some

quantitative performance measure as we discussed, and both are stable across different

multi-agent systems approaches.



Chapter 9

Power Load Management �

Principles and Bene�ts

The current chapter describes the present situation for energy utilities in quite general

terms and gives a special overview of the situation in the Nordic countries.1 The basic

principles and bene�t of >power load management are also described.

9.1 IT and Energy

Due to the development of more and more powerful and inexpensive computers, and

faster, more reliable, and less expensive communication, energy utilities have in-

creased the use of computers in the management of energy systems. Since a few

years it has been economically feasible to install more or less advanced energy control

systems in industries and at other large customers' premises. As time passes by these

systems are getting more and more advanced and computerized energy management

is becoming an integrated part of the business processes for many companies.

In the development of Information Technology, IT, in recent years, 1994 � 1997,

the most remarkable progress is perhaps the connection of individual households to

the Internet. The development of new communication means to households is ex-

tremely intensive, and possibilities of using cable-TV networks or power-line com-

munication for connections to global networks are investigated. In all, the costs for

communicating to individual households, and the dif�culties associated with it, can

be expected to decrease dramatically the coming few years. It has also been demon-

strated how devices equipped with micro-processors can be easily controlled over the

1Most facts regarding the electricity trade in the Nordic countries has been obtained from interviews

with Anders Hülse, at Sydkraft Production Managament. Potential errors and misunderstandings are my

own.
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Internet [van Dijk et al., 1996]. This development generates new questions for energy

utilities, e.g., �How can the energy utilities take most advantage of the ability to com-

municate with virtually every customer and load for a low cost?� or � What kind of

new services can be offered to customers?�.

Many energy markets are facing deregulation, or have already been deregulated,

and being able to offer services, that other utilities can not offer, is vital for survival.

One such service is more ef�cient energy management. In the present work we focus

on one mechanism for more ef�cient use of the energy system: load management.

9.2 Energy Market Deregulation - From kWh to Services

Many energy markets are facing deregulation, and others are already deregulated.2

This leads to major changes for the utilities. In the past, energy utilities have mainly

traded energy, kWh, for money. This is however a very low transaction level; the

commodity energy is in itself uninteresting for most customers. What a customer

mainly wants is to get certain services at the lowest possible costs. Such services

could be:3

� comfort, e.g. a comfortable indoor temperature,

� quality, e.g. in terms of voltage deviations or overtone levels,

� reliability, i.e. have few outages,

� security and alarms, e.g. have a warning message sent to a mobile phone in case

the heating system is out of order,

� etc.

This implies that utilities can pro�le themselves through offering different ser-

vices. It is likely that, in the future, services will be at least as important as price per

kWh. It also shifts the focus from vertical integration (i.e. integrating of production,

distribution and consumption) to horizontal integration (i.e. integration of services on

the same level). Important issues are how energy utilities can coordinate their services

with, e.g., cable-TV companies in order to minimize costs.

2There is no generally agreed on expression for the introduction of competition in energy production,

transmission, and distribution. We use the term deregulation here, but it is possible to argue that electricity

markets with competition will be even more regulated than monopolistic ones. Therefore, also the term

energy market restructuring is used.
3Further examples are given in, e.g., [Hägg and Ygge, 1995, Ygge, 1993]
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9.3 Electricity Trade in the Nordic Countries

The main energy exchange market for the Nordic countries was established in January

1996, and was the �rst multi-national energy exchange market. The exchange market

is managed by the company >Nord Pool � the Nordic Electricity Exchange - owned

by Svenska Kraftnät (Sweden) and Statnett (Norway). There are both �nancial and

physical markets. In this thesis we discuss only the physical markets, as the �nancial

markets typically operates on a longer time scale and hereby are more interesting for

planning than for operation (through, e.g., load management) of the energy system. A

company acting on the physical market must take a balance responsibility, i.e., deliver

or consume as described by their bids. There are two markets operated in this fashion:

the spot-market and the balance-adjustment market.

The trade on the spot market is performed half a day in advance. Before noon all

bids have to be delivered to Nord Pool. The bids are sampled >demand functions for

each of the hours during the coming day. The demand functions for each hour are

independent of the prices of energy in all other hours. At noon Nord Pool starts to

compute the clearing price for each hour. At 1 � 1.30 p.m. the result is reported to the

utilities. The prices on the spot market are quite stable and the prices are typically in

the range of 100 � 200 SEK4/MWh.

The balance-adjustment market concerns one upcoming hour and the bids are sent

to Nord Pool two hours before the hour traded for. A clearing price is computed by

Nord Pool and replies are rapidly sent back, typically within 5 minutes. The prices on

this market very much follows the price on the spot market, but are somewhat more

volatile. Prices can vary between 100 and 500 SEK/MWh.

The companies having traded on the Nord Pool markets have a balance respon-

sibility, meaning that they must deliver or consume in accordance with their bids. If

they produce less than declared by their bids (or consume more) they will have to buy

more power for a certain price and if they produce too much (consume too little) they

get paid a different price. We will now take a look at how these prices are determined.

Svenska Kraftnät is the authority responsible for the frequency and voltage con-

trol in the Swedish grid. Svenska Kraftnät runs a market, in some ways similar to the

above, to obtain this control. Bids of the form fvolume (MW), price (SEK/MWhg are
sent 30 minutes before the hour considered. During the hour Svenska Kraftnät can im-

plement those bids for controlling frequency and voltage. A utility must then quickly

(within 10 minutes) increase/decrease generation (or decrease/increase consumption)

and get compensation as declared by the bids. Thus, during an hour the price will vary.

A utility producing too little will pay a higher price than what a utility that produces

4SEK is an abbreviation for Swedish crowns (SvEnska Kronor), currently approximately equal to 1

8

USD.
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too much will get. Hence, every company is motivated to keep their balance respon-

sibility. The prices on the regulating market are volatile and extreme prices vary from

�5(!) to 900 SEK/MWh.

Apart from the above possibility to trade electricity utilities can of course sign

bilateral contracts directly with customers. They can also trade with other utilities in

different ways. For example, Swedish utilities trade with German utilities through the

Baltic cable without using prede�ned market protocols as the ones used in Nord Pool.

There are also other electricity exchange markets than Nord Pool. One is >El-Ex in

Finland.

An additional note could be given here regarding the structure of Nord Pool. As

described above the bids for each of the 24 hours are determined independently. That

is, the market is really 24 >two-commodity markets rather than one >multi-commodity

market with 24 commodities. This implies that when a utility computes the bid for one

hour it is based on expectations of the other prices. If the prediction of prices is very

good this is not much of a problem, but if there is a big uncertainty, the question of

whether or not to start up spare supply (that have a signi�cant start-up cost) is a delicate

issue. Extending the market to a true 24-commodity market could potentially increase

the ef�ciency of the energy system, but there are many obstacles to this, mainly re-

lated to speculation. Investigating different kind of ef�cient multi-commodity markets

involving self-interested agents is part of current work.

9.4 Load Management - Basic Principles

Load management is the concept of managing >loads (i.e. devices consuming elec-

tricity) at the customer side in order to run the energy system more ef�ciently. The

very basic principle is to try to move load from expensive to less expensive time peri-

ods. Time periods can be expensive for many different reasons, stemming from either

production or distribution.

In Figure 9.1, the load in a residential area is shown. During the day the consump-

tion varies signi�cantly. There is one peak in the morning hours, when people make

breakfast, take a shower etc., and one peak in the evening when people come home

from work. The aim of load management is to move load from the peak hours to the

non peak hours. For example, if a person takes a shower in the morning and then

leaves for work, his/her water heater will recharge during the coming few hours. Since

the person is meanwhile at work, it does not matter if the water is heated from, say, 7

to 9 (peak hours) or 10 to 12 (non peak hours). Thus, with corresponding variations in

price, money can be made here without any sacri�ce from the customer.
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Figure 9.1: The load of a residential area. The aim of load management is to move load from

expensive hours to less expensive hours.

When discussing load management, two different categories are normally

used [Flood and Hyde, 1992, Ottosson et al., 1989, Sorri and Salo, 1992, Wafa, 1996,

Talukdar and Gellings, 1987]:

� direct (or utility based), and

� indirect (customer based, or time-of-use pricing based) .

Direct load management is the case where the provider of electricity controls the loads

as speci�ed in some contract with the customer. With indirect load management, the

customer faces different prices at different times and is itself responsible for making

the decisions when to buy.

9.4.1 Direct Load Management

When direct load management is used the utility's possibilities to control loads are reg-

ulated through contracts with the customers. Such contracts can be of many different

forms, from descriptions of when and how long certain loads can be disconnected, to

more high level contracts expressed more in service terms.

Contracts based on Compensation A contract in which the power utility is allowed

to disconnect a hot water heater one hour per day, and where the customer pays for all

electricity consumed, is a discomfort for the customer and he/she should have some

kind of compensation for that, either as a rebate or through some additional services.

This approach can be very pro�table for the customer. For example, if a customer

has the alternatives of either buying energy for its water heater at different prices at
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each hour, or buying for a �xed price, but allowing the utility to disconnect the heater

for, say 4 hours each day, it may be the most pro�table choice to choose the second

alternative. The customer might lack the interest and/or the knowledge to install an

indirect load management system itself, or the utility might be able to install a corre-

sponding system at a lower cost, and hereby offer a better deal. A natural objection to

this argument is that there might be consultants doing the installation of the indirect

load management system, and hereby an indirect load management system is at least

as interesting. However, when two self-interested parties, the utility and the customer,

trade with each other, the enforcement of the true revelation of expectations of the fu-

ture is not an easily managed issue (cf. [Koponen, 1996]). As will be shown in the

examples below, the true revelation of expected future demands is an important feature

of our approach. This can make direct load management systems more ef�cient than

indirect systems are. Hereby, higher pro�ts can be obtained, resulting in better deals

for the customer.

Contracts based on Services In contrast to the above, one can instead think of con-

tracts in which the utility commits to provide the customer with some service at a

certain fee. Some energy is required for providing the service, but the utility is free to

choose how and when to deliver the energy. This is also a form of direct load manage-

ment as the utility here is directly responsible for deciding how to manage the loads.

As an example, the most interesting service for managers of a public building

might be to have a comfortable indoor temperature for a certain annual amount of

money, and get some compensation whenever the indoor temperature deviates from

the agreed on temperature. The provider of the energy is then responsible for using the

heating system as ef�cient as possible from an energy point of view, e.g. perform direct

load management. This implies that a utility being able to perform highly ef�cient

load management can offer this kind of high level services at a lower cost than its

competitors. From the customer point of view it can mean that he/she can have a

lower overall cost, since a utility may have knowledge in energy management that

the customer has not. This stands in bright contrast to the traditional view of load

management as being a discomfort for the customer.

Discussion As described above the direct load management is based on contracts

with the customers. The contracts can be in many different forms, including many

different parameters. Generally one can say that it can either be in the form of telling

how the utility can control the load(s) for some compensation, or it can be in a form

telling what service the utility commits to for a certain fee. Once the contracts have

been established the operational problem of the two types are the same for the utility,

and they can be managed with a uniform approach. This will be exempli�ed in the
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upcoming chapters.

Regardless of which of the two approaches is used, direct load management can

generate signi�cant pro�ts for both the customers and the utility, see further, e.g.,

[Dag, 1996, Bergström, 1996].

In this thesis we focus on direct load management, though most of the presentation

here is relevant for the indirect case as well.

9.4.2 Indirect Load Management

Indirect load management have many similarities with direct load management, but

also important differences. There are some different forms of indirect load manage-

ment and we will discuss two of them here.

A Single Provider One way to perform indirect load management is to have a con-

tract with a provider of electricity telling in what ways the prices may vary during a

day. The prices are announced by the utility sometime in advance and the customer

is charged the prices announced by the utility, and typically has the opportunity to

consume as much as it likes.

The Customer on a Deregulated Market The other approach is that the customer

acts directly on a deregulated market. In this case the price is set by the market forces

(demand and supply). Currently this task is done (at least partly) manually and is only

performed by larger companies. For a small household, it does of course not pay off

to have a person working full time with energy trade. In the future it might be the

case that also smaller customers trade on a deregulated market, either through broker

companies or directly through >computational agents.

9.4.3 Time-Scales

Power load management can be used for many different purposes in different time-

scales. One can distinguish between at least two different time-scales:

� the very fast, and

� the moderate time-scale.

An example of an application in the �rst time-scale is the damping of oscillations,

see, e.g., [Samuelsson, 1997]. This application requires response times in the mil-

lisecond region. An example of the moderate time-scale is the application of avoiding,

e.g., overheated transformers as a consequence of too high a load for too long times.

Another example is using load management to run production units as ef�ciently as
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possible. Here the relevant time frame is minutes up to one hour or a few hours. The

respective problems related to the two approaches are fundamentally different.

In the �rst case the main problems are related to real-time constraints. Oscillation

frequencies have to be identi�ed on-line, a strategy for how to damp these oscillation

with available loads must be computed, and �nally this strategy has to be executed

with the particular loads. All this has to be performed in a few milliseconds. On the

other hand, the discomfort for a customer is typically negligible. If, e.g., a stove is

disconnected a few seconds every hour, no one will take notice. In this case there

is no or little time for negotiation among agents regarding what loads to disconnect.

Presumably this implies that direct load management will dominate for this kind of

applications. On the other hand schemes like the ones described for balance control in

Section 9.3 are also conceivable.

The second case is more or less the other way around. The real-time demands are

typically not hard, and a computation time for an allocation of a few seconds up to a

few minutes is often acceptable. The impact of the control at the customer side is on

the other hand signi�cant. Here it is important to consider the consequences of the

control and the problem is �nding a satisfying strategy for what loads to connect or

disconnect over a longer period of time. This thesis deals solely with this second case.

9.5 Direct Load Management on a Deregulated Market

The question of the future of load management on a deregulated market is a non-

trivial one. The basic principle of shifting loads from expensive to less expensive time

periods will be just the same. Themain difference is that whether or not a time period is

expensive will be determined by the market as a whole and not by the energy system of

an isolated monopolistic utility. (This will be further exempli�ed in Example 4 below,

Section 14.4). One issue is whether load management will be more or less important

in the future. A complete answer to this question is beyond the scope of this thesis,

but some of the basic arguments will be listed. (Arguments for load management are

indicated by �+� and arguments against by �-�.)

- The integration of the energy systems in the European countries will make price

variations smaller.

+ Even though relative variations might be smaller, the price of electricity in central

European countries is signi�cantly higher than the price in the Nordic countries,

and, hence, absolute variations might actually increase.

+ Even if variations are low on the spot-markets (and markets with even longer time-

spans), higher variations can be expected on markets with shorter time perspec-
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tives. Regulating markets and balance responsibilities can still make load man-

agement pro�table.

+ As will be described further on in this thesis, sophisticated load management sys-

tems can increase the accuracy of predictions (especially in response to price

changes) and hereby such systems can help the utilities to give more accurate

bids on the markets.

- The electrical grids are further extended so the incentives for load management for

transmission and distribution purposes decrease.

+ There is only one expression for a grid in which transmission and distribution costs

are independent of the variation in load: over capacity. With improved market

mechanisms, market forces implies different prices at different places and times.

+ Some growing generation methods, such as wind power, are not as controllable

as traditional methods. This implies that the importance of new (environment

friendly) means for controlling the balance is increasing.

+ Even though the major parts of the grid may have suf�cient capacity, there may

always be bottlenecks as the location of demand is changing. There are several

examples on when it has been possible to postpone investments by the use of

load management.

+ Even when global production is suf�cient, different areas may have peak loads at

different times. This may result in large energy �ows from one area to another at

speci�c times and vice versa at other times. In these settings load management

can be used for minimizing the losses.

+ For large customers, over capacity in domestic grids costs money, and here load

management can play an important role in bringing down costs. The load man-

agement approach presented here is highly applicable also for use in domestic

grids, though some cases requires extra care, see further Section 14.5.

+ Communication is getting cheaper. The number of households connected to global

data networks continuously increase.

+ New appliances are being equipped with micro-processors and communication ca-

pacities. We are getting familiar with expressions such as �smart refrigerators�,

�smart heaters�, �smart kitchens�, and �smart houses�.

+ Utilities are getting more and more interested in delivering services rather than

merely energy (see Section 9.2). In such cases the loads are often inherently
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controlled by the utilities, and integration in load management systems is sim-

pli�ed.

As seen from the above, there are many pros and cons for future load management,

but in our view the pros seem to dominate.

An interesting perspective of a deregulated market is that an entirely new type

of direct load management company might appear. If the traditional energy utilities

do not become experts on load management, others will. There is a clear economic

potential in buying electricity on a deregulated market at competitive prices and sell

it to customers at a relatively low �xed price while at the same time being allowed

to disconnect the loads for certain time periods each day or week. Also the service

discussed above � providing a comfortable indoor climate for a certain fee � is an

interesting application for such a company. The company can be much more skilled

on acting on an energy market and managing the heating of the building than the

customer is. Hereby the customer can save money, while the company is making a

pro�t. The key to success for such a company is, of course, to be an expert on direct

load management.

9.6 Outline of Chapter 10 through Chapter 15

In the upcoming chapters we aim at demonstrating how market-oriented programming

can be utilized for direct load management. The goal has been to develop an integrated

approach that can be used for both low and high level customer services (from, e.g.,

the disconnection of a load for one hour a day to high level energy services, such

as climate control). At the same time, the concepts should be well suited for both

monopolistic utilities as well as for utilities acting on competitive markets.

In Chapter 10 we will describe our multi-agent design � in terms of agents, their

inputs and tasks, and the different commodities � of a load management system. The

application of this design to a typical load management example, related to distribution

congestion, is analyzed in Chapter 11. The problem of scheduling loads properly is

then described in Chapter 12, and a scheduling algorithm dealing with this problem is

introduced. In Chapter 13 another example is given to demonstrate the approach from

the production point of view. Then simpli�cations and generalizations are presented

in Chapter 14. The aim of that chapter is to describe how an agent-based system can

be gradually introduced at an energy utility and how it can deal with more complicated

cases. Chapter 15 concludes the presentation of the load management approach with

some discussions and conclusions.



Chapter 10

A Multi-Agent Architecture for

Load Management

In the current chapter we introduce a multi-agent architecture for

>load management based on market-oriented programming. The mar-

ket design is described and the different required agents are presented.

The presented architecture has gradually evolved from ideas published

in [Hägg et al., 1994, Hägg and Ygge, 1995, Ygge and Astor, 1995, Ygge et al., 1996,

Akkermans et al., 1996, Ygge and Akkermans, 1996, Akkermans and Ygge, 1997,

Ygge, 1997b, Ygge et al., 1998].

10.1 Setting up the Commodities

The �rst important issue is setting up the commodities properly. A �rst

reasonable approach is to start with two commodities, money and the ac-

tive power for the upcoming time-period, e.g. hour, see [Ygge et al., 1996,

Akkermans et al., 1996, Ygge and Akkermans, 1996, Akkermans and Ygge, 1997]

(see also the two-commodity market of Chapter 8). The need at this upcoming period

is then based on expectations of future prices. Even though we believe this approach

to be very useful, an obvious weak point is the expectations. Agents at the local level

(further described below) might have a very good view of the electricity needs for the

near future, and there is a clear potential advantage in taking this into account. Fur-

thermore, if the controlled loads constitute a signi�cant part of the total load, it is hard

or impossible to separate the issues of prediction and load management; an integrated

view of the two would be advantageous.

In [Ygge et al., 1998] our model was extended to include future prices as well.
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The >active power of different time slots represent the different commodities.1 The

approach presented is not limited to any special division of time or number of com-

modities. For example, the consumption during each hour over the next 24 hours can

constitute the different commodities.

A more advanced division of time would be to use different interval lengths at

different times. That is, one could consider using 15 minute time slots the �rst hour,

30 minute time slots the next 2 hours, 1 hour slots for the following 5 hours, and 4

hour time slots for the following 40 hours, i.e. a market of 23 commodities over a

total time period of 48 hours. Of course, the �ner grained time scale (larger number

of commodities), the more accurate the outcome, but also the heavier computational

burden. It does seem very natural to add >reactive power as additional commodities,

but the feasibility of this has to be veri�ed through further research.2

Of course, one can never be exactly correct in predicting the minute details of the

future. Rather we set up a reasonable number of commodities, e.g., the 23 commodities

described above, and let the agents base their decisions of these time periods on some

rough estimations of future values, i.e. for the example here, rough estimates of the

prices of the 49th hour and beyond. Two methods for such predictions that can be

computed locally are:

1. assuming a periodic continuation, (i.e. with the commodities above let the prices

of the 49th hour, the 97th hour and so on be the same as the prices during the

�rst hour), and

2. assume the price of the last period covered by the market to be the price of every

future time period.

One can also consider to send the agents globally available predictions of some

future time periods not covered by the market. Each agent should consider so many

future time periods that the demands of the market do not change signi�cantly by

adding further future time periods. How to do this for a particular example is de-

scribed in Chapter 11. In practice it turns out that quite few future time periods are

typically required, see, e.g., Figure 11.3. There are also other arguments than purely

computational for keeping the number of future periods down; with increased time pe-

riods over which predictions are considered, accuracy of the predictions will get lower

and lower and they will �nally become useless. As will be described below, the agents

perform trade in an iterated fashion, and therefore the demands for future time slots

1One can either use electric power or electric energy as the unit of each commodity, since one can

always be obtained from the other at a given time interval. Here we consistently use electric power.
2It should, however, be noted that at this point (1998) the market mechanisms for reactive power in

the Nordic countries are not as elaborate as the market mechanisms for active power.
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will be adjusted. Hence, the only critical issue is to have suf�ciently many predictions

of the future so that the demand for the upcoming time period does not change.

10.2 The Iterated Market

Auctions (further described below) can be performed regularly or when required. Typ-

ically, with the market setting de�ned above, a new auction would be performed every

15th minute. Thus, the commodities form a sliding window which changes position

every 15th minute. The reallocation of resource is performed as described by the bids

of the upcoming time period. The future prices and allocations are established for two

reasons:

1. the price and demand for the upcoming period can not be established without

knowledge about future prices, and

2. the estimates of future prices and demands is useful information for the utility.

An example of a market outcome is given in Table 10.1. The market outcome

provides the utility with a control strategy for the upcoming time period and useful

predictions about future prices and demand in a compact and uniform manner.

Time Period: 1 2 3 4 5

Price: 1.23 1.43 1.65 1.12 1.01

Total production: 134 200 215 100 80

Total demand: 70 130 140 150 100

External demand: 64 70 75 -50 -20

Table 10.1: An example of a market outcome. The rows represent, from top to bottom,

the time slots, the market price, the total production of the utility, the total demand of

the utility's customer, the external demand (i.e. what is traded on the external energy

market). For time slots 1, 2, and 3, the utility sells resource to the external market and

for time slots 4, and 5, the utility buys resource from the external market.
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Figure 10.1: The important parameters of a HOMEBOT.

10.3 Computational Agents Representing Loads � HOME-

BOTS

Typically, each load in the system is represented by a computational agent, a HOME-

BOT. (There are also occasions when a HOMEBOT represents several loads, see, e.g.,

Section 14.1.) The responsibility of a HOMEBOT, illustrated in Figure 10.1, is to use

electricity as ef�ciently as possible given:

� the customer preferences,

� the load (process) state,

� disturbance predictions, and

� the load (process) model.

The customer preferences are represented by a customer contract. As mentioned

above such a contract can establish, e.g., how long time the utility (i.e. the HOMEBOT)

might disconnect the load each day, or what indoor temperature the HOMEBOT is

responsible for maintaining, and what the cost for deviating from this temperature

is. Obtaining the customer preferences in a real application is a non-trivial issue.

The typical household owner is unfamiliar with basic terminology, such as standard

deviation of temperature or even terms such as percent, which is very useful for the

implementation of the load management system. We have done some work on this

together with business administration researchers within the ISES project, but a lot
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remains to be done. One project especially focusing on this issue is under development

at the Free University in Amsterdam.

The indoor temperature of a building, and the amount of warm water in a water

heater are examples of the load state. Of course, a HOMEBOT responsible for an indoor

temperature in a building has a much higher need for resource when the building is cold

than when it holds a comfortable temperature.

The disturbance predictions are preprogrammed or learned consumption patterns,

and predictions of environmental factors, such as temperature, and wind speed and

direction. If a HOMEBOT representing a water heater expects a customer to take a

shower the coming hour, its action can be completely different from if it did not expect

this. Similarly, the expected need of energy for a HOMEBOT responsible for heating a

house is heavily dependent on the expected outdoor temperature.

Load characteristics, such as time constants, are contained in the load model. As

an example, a HOMEBOT representing a load with a large time constant can avoid

buying at high prices if the high prices are merely temporary, since a temporary lack

of resource will only affect the load state marginally.

A HOMEBOT is modeled as a >utility maximizing consumer holding a >utility func-

tion, de�ned by

u�(r;m) = f�(r) +m; (10.1)

where r = [r1; r2; : : : ; rk] is the resource (active power) of the different time intervals,

m ( the �money�), corresponds to a real currency, such as SEK. fi denotes the value

(normalized by m) associated with a speci�c allocation, r, i.e., captures the customer

preferences, the load state, consumption predictions, and the load model for HOME-

BOT �.

For every HOMEBOT there is a lower and upper limit for how much resource it can

take. It can never take less than zero (i.e. it can not produce), and it can not take more

that the power consumed when fully on. For certain HOMEBOTS there might be higher

lower limits than zero, and lower upper limits than the load when fully on. See, e.g.,

the HOMEBOT representing the building in Chapter 11.

The task of a HOMEBOT is to maximize its utility through trade with other HOME-

BOTs. In such a trade the HOMEBOTS are programmed to act >competitively, i.e. treat

prices as exogenous rather than speculate about the effects of its own action on market

prices (cf. Section 2.9.4 and Chapter 6).

Also uncontrollable loads are represented by HOMEBOTS. In this case, however,

the HOMEBOT is totally insensitive to prices. A HOMEBOT can either represent one or

a number of loads. A HOMEBOT representing an uncontrolled load utilizes a suitable

method for prediction, see e.g. [Holst, 1977, Holst and Ekelund, 1987, Avilla, 1994,

Kulkarni et al., 1996].
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10.4 Other Agent Types

Apart from the HOMEBOTS we use three other types of agents:

� production agents,

� distribution agents, and

� external demand agents.

A production agent represents one or more production units. Such an agent is

modeled as pro�t maximizing producer [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, pp. 135�137], i.e., an

agent solving the problem

max
r
p � r� c(r); (10.2)

where r is a produced amount of resource, and c(r) is the cost associated with produc-

ing r.

The demand resulting from solving this problem then captures all constraints re-

lated to the production unit(s), e.g., current state and process model.

A distribution agent is very similar to a production agent, but here r denotes the

resource delivered to the HOMEBOTS managed by the distribution agent.

External demand agents model the demand coming from consumers and producers

outside of the utility's energy system. Thus, this agent type is used when the utility

acts on a deregulated market. This agent is typically modeled directly by a demand,

see further Section 14.4.

The three types will be demonstrated through examples below.

10.5 Agent Interaction and Structure

The agents interact through auctions. In an auction agents submit bids and the auc-

tioneer computes a market equilibrium (cf. Chapter 2 and Chapter 4). When market

equilibrium has been obtained, the resource for the upcoming time interval is allocated.

This is illustrated in Figure 10.2, cf. [Akkermans et al., 1998].

The structure of the load management system is typically as in Figure 10.3. The

power distribution system is inherently very hierarchic, and the structure of the load

management system normally re�ects this. This is for two reasons: often power line

communication is used and it conforms naturally with, e.g., bottlenecks in the distri-

bution grid (see Chapter 11). Communication possibilities may vary signi�cantly at

different levels, and many different media and technologies can be utilized. For exam-

ple, at the lowest level power line communication can be used. This communication

is free of charge for power utilities (as long as it is not used for other purposes as
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Figure 10.2: An auction. The auction starts with an announcement by the auctioneer. Then the
agents submit bids. The bids are evaluated and new bids are requested for until the equilibrium

has been found. In some cases scheduling is required (see Chapter 12), and in others the

market outcome can be directly allocated to the involved agents.

well), and hence it may be wise to perform auctions at this level more frequently than

auctions on higher levels, cf. the discussions in Chapter 4.

An important remark here is that an agent is not equivalent to a computer. The

structure shown in Figure 10.3 represents a communication structure between the

agents, but it does not necessarily say that the �rst auctioneer should be placed in

the secondary substation, nor that HOMEBOTS reside on hosts at the loads. The issue

of where to place the agents is determined by the available hardware structure. For

example, if the communication is very fast throughout the system and powerful micro-

processors are available at every load, it makes sense to place the HOMEBOTS at the

loads for modularity reasons. If, on the other hand, the communication between the

loads and the �rst auctioneer is rather slow and/or the computational power at the loads

is very small, it makes sense to place all the HOMEBOTS of one auctioneer on the same

host as the auctioneer and only communicate the required data (see Figure 10.1) for the

HOMEBOT from the loads to the host, cf. Section 2.8. Another important issue when

considering where the agents should be placed is the structure of the communication

system. For example, the design of the computer system for energy management might

be very different if cable-TV rather than power-line communication is used. However,

the theory given here is essentially independent of how the agents are actually placed

on different hosts. It should also be mentioned that it certainly is conceivable to have

local production units, represented by production agents, among the HOMEBOTS at

the lower levels.
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Figure 10.3: A typical structure of a loadmanagement system. TheHOMEBOTS are connected

to auctioneers which, in turn, are connected to other auctioneers in a hierarchic manner.

10.6 Properties of the Market Outcome

From Theorem 3.2 in Chapter 3 we have that the market equilibrium in a market with

the above agents is an optimal load management strategy in the sense that it is the

solution to

maxr
Pnh

�=1 f�(r�)�
Pnpd

�=1 c(r�)

s:t:
Pnh

�=1 r� �
Pnpd

�=1 r� = �R;
(10.3)

where nh is the number of HOMEBOTS representing controllable loads, npd is the

number of production and distribution agents, and R is the total amount consumed

by the uncontrollable loads plus the amount sold to the external market (or minus the

amount bought from the external market). How to determine what amount should be

sold to the external market is described in Section 14.4.

From Theorem 3.5 in Chapter 3 we also have that the market outcome maximizes

the expected utility also in the presence of uncertainty.

Since production and distribution can be considered as instant, and there is an

ordering of the commodities (which ism � ri) such that the input for every producer

precedes the output, we know that the market outcome is implementable and free from

deadlock, see Chapter 2.



Chapter 11

Example 1: A Critical Section

In this chapter we exemplify the market-oriented programming approach described in

Chapter 10 on a particular, well known, load management example. We demonstrate

that the problem can be successfully managed with a market approach, leading to a

very high quality solution.

11.1 Load and Critical Section Characteristics

The problem setting analyzed is depicted in Figure 11.1. The loads of this example

are water heaters. The investigated time period can be thought of as morning hours

where many people have taken morning showers and have gone to work. We assume

that there is no consumption during the investigated time period. Thus, the heaters will

at this point start to heat water until they are fully heated. The utility has a contract

with each customer allowing the utility to switch off the loads for a certain amount of

time during the 4 hour period. The interesting parameters for each load is how much

it consumes when it is switched on, how much energy it is expected to need to be

fully heated, and for how long it can be disconnected. The controllable loads of this

example are described in Table 11.1.

In addition to the controllable loads there are some uncontrollable loads with the

expected consumption 11, 10, 10 and 11 for each of the coming next 4 hours.

We assume the limitations of the bottleneck to be caused by too high temperatures.

The cost of the bottleneck is assumed to be described by

c(T) = 10�4
kX
i=1

T 3
i ; (11.1)

(where T = [T1; T2; : : : ; Tk], and Ti is the temperature, in �C) i.e. for low and moder-

ate temperatures the cost is very low, but for high temperatures the cost is signi�cant as

149
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Load Load Load LoadLoad

Critical section

Figure 11.1: A critical section (bottle neck). A number of loads are delivered electricity

through, e.g., a transformer, and at times the load is too high.

this can harm the bottleneck and possibly cause a breakdown. As numerical examples,

if the temperature is 20�C for every period the cost is 3:2 SEK and if the temperature

is 200�C , the cost is 3200 SEK. The relation between the load and the temperature, at

a sample interval of 1h, is assumed to be described by (cf. Chapter 8)

Ti = Ti�1 � (Ti � 20) + 2 � 10�2r2i ,

Ti = 0:5Ti�1 + 10 + 10�2r2i ;
(11.2)

where ri is the total resource supplied through the bottleneck at time interval i. T0
is assumed to be 90�C . The idea behind the relation between the resource and the

temperature is that the heat generated in the transformer is R � I2, where R is the

resistance of the bottleneck and I is the current through it, proportional to the power

delivered.1

1This does not necessarily exactly represent any real cable or transformer. Rather the aim here is to

give an example which has realistic characteristics � a rapidly rising cost for high temperatures, and high

dependencies between the resource delivered at adjacent time periods � while still being quite simple.

How to obtain the correct function in a real application is not obvious. However, some estimations must

be used regardless of what scheme is actually used. For example, if one scheme is hard coded not to

exceed a given level, this would correspond to an in�nite (very high) cost when the resource is above a

certain level and zero otherwise.
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Type # Loads Power (kW) Need (kWh) Time (h)

1 6 2 1 1

2 10 2 2 1

3 4 2 4 1

4 3 3 5 1=2

5 3 1 2 1

Table 11.1: The loads of example 1. The columns describe, from left to right, a type

name, the number of loads of the current type, the power consumption when switched

on, the current need, and the time that the load can be disconnected during the 4 hours.

11.2 The HOMEBOTS and the Distribution Agent

We analyze a market of 4 commodities, representing 1 hour each. In this example

each HOMEBOT will have a utility function as described by Eq. (10.1) with fi(r) = 0

when the consumption is such that the disconnection time, as de�ned in Table 11.1,

is not violated, and fi(r) = �C , where C is a large constant, otherwise. That is, as

long as the contracted disconnection time is not violated, there is no cost for the load

management, but if the contract is violated there is a very high cost. We assume every

agent to have a perfect estimate of its future need. This is not required for the approach

to work, but it simpli�es the computations. If uncertainty about the need is present,

the HOMEBOT should instead base its action on probability distributions of the need.

Clearly, the more accurate estimates the HOMEBOT has, the better the outcome will

be.

The agent will then act competitively on the computational market, with one

small, but important, exception. The reason for the exception is most easily explained

through examples. We observe a HOMEBOT having a load of type 3, and assume that

p = [1; 1; 3; 1]. Since the price of the third period is the highest, the ability to discon-

nect the load will not be used in this example and the demand, denoted z�(p), will be

z�(p) = [2; 2; 0; 0]. Now, let p = [3; 1; 1; 1], then z�(p) = [0; 2; 2; 0]. Correspond-

ingly, p = [1; 3; 1; 1] implies z�(p) = [2; 0; 2; 0]. But what about p = [2; 2; 1; 1]?

Now everything between z� = [2; 0; 2; 0] and z� = [0; 2; 2; 0] gives equally high

utility and the agent is indifferent between the different allocations as long as it is dis-

connected for 1 hour during the �rst 2 hours. Furthermore, as soon as p1=p2 � 1 + �,

where � is an arbitrarily small positive constant, z1 = 0. If many HOMEBOTS have
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Figure 11.2: Illustration of the linear shift of demand at time 1 and 2 for a load of type 3. p3
is here assumed to be (signi�cantly) larger than p1 and p2. In our implementations, � = 10�6

has been used.

this kind of shift it means that an equilibrium need not exist, neither for p1=p2 � 1+ �

nor for p1=p2 � 1 � �, regardless of how small � is (not even for � = 0), even

though the HOMEBOTS can be practically indifferent between the two prices. There-

fore we let the shift from, e.g., z� = [2; 0; 2; 0] to z� = [0; 2; 2; 0] be linear for a small

change in price. In our simulations we have used a � = 10�6, let z = [2; 0; 2; 0] for

p1=p2 � 1 � �, z = [0; 2; 2; 0] for p1=p2 � 1 + �, and let z1 and z2 decrease and

increase linearly for 1�� < p1=p2 < 1+�, as shown in Figure 11.2. The correspond-

ingly is done for all shifts, i.e. also for shifts related to p3. As will be shown below,

this is a way to guarantee that equilibrium exists for many cases, without affecting the

utility of the HOMEBOTS, or the total utility of the entire system, in any signi�cant

way.

Hence, the utility function of the HOMEBOTS representing the controllable loads

is

u�(r;m) = f�(r) +m; (11.3)

and the agent will act competitively with the additional feature that there is a linear

demand shift when prices are practically equal. As all the need is always satis�ed

within the 4 hours covered by the market, regardless of how the load contracts are

utilized, future prices do not affect current demands. Thus, no predictions of price for

time periods 5; 6; and so on, are required.

The uncontrollable loads are represented by a HOMEBOT with the demands 11, 10,

10 and 11 for the respective time intervals, independently of prices.
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Figure 11.3: Leftmost, the effect on demand (of the four upcoming time periods) of different

number of consider future periods at p1 = p2 = p3 = p4 = 1. The price of the future periods
is here assumed to be 1. Rightmost, the temperature at the end of time period 4 is plotted.

From Eq. (11.1) and Eq. (11.2), we see that the cost of the distribution can be

expressed as a function of T0 and r. Hence, the distribution agent is modeled as a

pro�t maximizing producer solving the optimization problem

max
r
p � r� c(T0; r): (11.4)

As the demand of the time periods covered by the market are affected by future

prices we will investigate the two approaches of future predictions that can be com-

puted locally, as where described in Section 10.1. First we take a look at four de-

mands as a function of the number of considered future periods. The result of this

when assuming that p4 will prevail as future price is shown in Figure 11.3. Together

with the demands, the temperature at the end of the 4 hours is illustrated. As seen

from the �gure, considering 8 instead if 7 periods does not affect the demands or the

temperatures signi�cantly. Therefore, we are satis�ed with using 8 periods. In the

experiments we will consider both the case where p4 is considered to be the prevail-

ing price and the case where the price is assumed to be periodic, i.e. the case when

p5 = p6 = p7 = p8 = p4 and the case when p5 = p1, p6 = p2, p7 = p3, and p8 = p4.
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Figure 11.4: A comparison between the resource usage in the situations of a) no load control,

b) load control where the distribution agent assumes the last price to prevail, and c) load

control where the distribution agent assumes a periodic future price.

11.3 The Market Outcome

The above agents were implemented together with an auctioneer using a price-oriented

simultaneous Newton-Raphson algorithm (as described in Section 4.4.4 and Sec-

tion 4.4.6). The results are given below.

Figure 11.4 illustrates the resource usage in the different time periods, for the cases

where no load control is used and load control with the two different predictions of the

distribution agent. We see that load is shifted from time period 1 to the periods 2 and 3.

The market price of the different time periods is shown in Figure 11.5. As seen

from the �gure, the number of controllable is so large that the price of the �rst two

periods is practically equal. Hence, there is no incentive for performing any further

shift of load between time periods one and two, cf. the discussion in Section 14.9.

The corresponding temperature of the bottleneck is plotted in Figure 11.6.

The cost of the bottleneck (as given by Eq. (11.1) and Eq. (11.2)) without load

control is 100:13. With load control and periodic prediction, this cost is reduced to

59:71, and with p4 as future price, the cost is 59:53. We see that the improvement is

signi�cant.2 The existence of an equilibrium in this example was not a coincidence.

As @zi;�(p)=@pi � 0, @zi;�(p)=@pj � 0 for i 6= j, and all demands are continuous

2Even though the cost of the four periods is a highly relevant measure, it is not the entire truth. If the

distribution agent only considers the four periods, without taking further periods into account, the cost

would be lower. However, this would be sacri�cing the future for the present. The presented result are

optimal when taking the future into account as described by the predictions.
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Figure 11.5: The market prices (the marginal cost of distribution) of the different time periods.
In this example the ability to move demand from period one to period two is so great that no

further shift is bene�cial.

the general equilibrium is guaranteed to exist (see, e.g., [Cheng and Wellman, 1998]).

The allocations of the controllable loads for the different time periods are given in

Table 11.2. The results are from the simulation when p4 is assumed to prevail as the

future price.

Type r1 (kW) r2 (kW) r3 (kW) r4 (kW)

1 0:363 0:637 0 0

2 0:726 1:274 0 0

3 0:726 1:274 2 0

4 2:04 2:46 0:5 0

5 0:363 0:637 1 0

Table 11.2: The allocations of example 1.
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Figure 11.6: Illustration of the temperature of the bottleneck for the different settings.



Chapter 12

Scheduling: The LOADSCHED

Algorithm

In the previous chapter an optimal allocation for each load was computed. However, it

might only be possible to switch some loads on or off, and then any allocation larger

than zero and smaller than the power consumed when on, requires some special care.

The problems related to this and a suggestion for a solution are presented in the current

chapter. The aim of this chapter is to show that there is a simple and straight forward

way to deal with the problems of discrete loads. There are some, more or less, obvious

ways to improve the presented algorithm and some of these are part of current work.

12.1 The Problem of Example 1

In Chapter 11 an allocation was computed (Table 11.2), and this allocation is known

to be optimal in that it is a solution to Eq. (10.3)1, but nothing was said about when to

actually switch on and off the loads.

All loads of type one were assigned the allocations 0:363 for the �rst time period.

This implies that these loads should be switched off for 49:11 minutes during the �rst

hour, but there is no guidance for which of the 60 minutes of the hour to use.

We use a uniform approach to when to switch on and off loads. When to do the

switching is determined from two contradictory criteria:

1. As the actual resource should at all times be as close as possible to the allo-

cated resource, the switching should be made as often as possible. A too large

1Strictly speaking, the true market equilibrium is the optimal solution. As the utilized algorithm only

computes an approximation of this equilibrium, we only obtain an approximate solution. However, the

sum of the absolute value of the excess demand for each commodity was in the order of 10�7 in the

simulation, so the approximation is indeed accurate.
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Figure 12.1: The total load when the individual loads are unscheduled. The differences

between the peaks and the lowest loads are signi�cant.

deviation might, e.g., result in an unacceptable deviation of indoor temperature.

2. As there is a cost for switching the load on and off (wearing out relays etc.), the

switching should be made as seldom as possible.

That is, too long a switching period results in a too large deviation from the allo-

cated resource, and too short a switching period is too expensive. A suitable compro-

mise must be established for each load. We refer to this compromise as the optimal

switching period. For the loads of example 1 we assigned random optimal switching

period between 5 and 15 minutes. As an example, if a load of type one has an opti-

mal switching period of 6 minutes, it will be on for 1:095 minutes and off for 4:905

minutes in a repetitive fashion.

A �rst solution to the problem of discrete loads would be to run the loads inde-

pendently as described by their optimal switching periods.2 The result of doing this is

illustrated in Figure 12.1.

The result shown in Figure 12.1 is not very satisfying. Even though the total av-

erage is 19:55 over time, there are signi�cant peaks. Since the heat of the bottleneck

is described by Eq. (11.2), the generated heat can not be computed from the average

load, but from an equivalent load de�ned by

req =

sPk
i=1 r

2
i

k
: (12.1)

2If this approach is taken, one should make sure that all loads are not synchronously started, i.e. all

loads should not be started on (or off ) and be started at the same point in the optimal switching period.
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That is, the heating effect resulting from the optimal switching periods, as de-

scribed in Figure 12.1, is equivalent to a constant load of 21:15, which is notably

higher than 19:55. Hence, even though we were able to compute the optimal alloca-

tion above, the outcome was not optimal because of the too high variation in load. For

smoothing out the variations, the LOADSCHED algorithm is introduced.

12.2 The LOADSCHED Algorithm

LOADSCHED is a pragmatic on-line algorithm which considers discrete scheduling

intervals, typically (but not necessarily) one minute. The control mechanism is based

on a simple penalty function. At the start of one interval, the expected consequences

(evaluated for the end of the interval) of different actions are compared, and the least

expensive one is chosen.

Two types of penalty functions, local and global, are used by LOADSCHED. On

the local level the penalty of each load is a deviation penalty plus a possible switching

cost. The deviation penalty is computed from

pdi�(s
i+1) =

�
ri+1ac;�(s

i+1)� ral;�

�2
; (12.2)

where � denotes an agent, i (and i + 1) denotes a time interval, pdi� is the deviation

penalty, si is the load state (on or off ), riac;� is the actual resource, and ral;� is the

allocated resource. The actual resource of the next time interval is

ri+1ac;�(s
i+1) =

8><
>:

riac;� + (l� � ral)t; si+1 = on

riac;� � ral � t; si+1 = off
: (12.3)

where l� is the power consumption of load � when switched on, and t is the scheduling

interval.

If a load is currently off, the penalty pi� for keeping it off is computed from

Eq. (12.2) and Eq. (12.3), and the penalty for switching it on is computed as the devia-

tion penalty of Eq. (12.2) and Eq. (12.3) plus the switching cost. Similarly, if a load is

currently on, the penalty for keeping it on is computed from Eq. (12.2) and Eq. (12.3),

and the penalty for switching it off is computed as the deviation penalty of Eq. (12.2)

and Eq. (12.3) plus the switching cost. (In many practical cases, it might be easier to

make a reasonable estimation of the switiching period rather than the switching cost.

For example, it may seem reasonable to have a switching period of 15 minutes for a

water heater, but hard to give a good estimate of the switching cost. In those cases, the

switching cost csw;� is computed from the optimal switching period and the deviation
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penalty of Eq. (12.2) so that the penalty over time is minimized by using the optimal

switching period.) Hence, the penalty of a load can be expressed as

pi�(s
i; si+1) = pd�(s

i+1) + (si � si+1)csw;�; (12.4)

where � is an exclusive or operator, returning 1 if si 6= si+1, and 0 otherwise.

The global penalty, pig, is computed as

pig = (ri+1ac;tot � ral;tot)
2; (12.5)

where riac;tot is the total actual load at time i and ral;tot is the total allocated load.

The total penalty is computed from

pitot(s
i; si+1) =

nX
�=1

pi�(s
i
�; s

i+1
� ) + C � pig: (12.6)

where si = [si1; s
i
2; : : : ; s

i
n], n is the number of loads, and C is a constant.

It is also possible to set a total maximum, rtot;max, that can never be exceeded.

The main steps of LOADSCHED are

1. Create a list, L, of all loads, sorted by increasing pi�(s
i
�; on).

2. Set si+1� = off ; 8�.

3. Let � be the �rst load in L.

4. Let v be a vector de�ned by

v� =

8><
>:

si+1� ; � 6= �

on; � = �
: (12.7)

5. If
�
pitot(s

i;v) < pitot(s
i; si+1)

�
^ (ri+1tot � rtot;max), then

(a) si+1 = v.

(b) If � is not the last element ofL, let � be the next element inL, and continue

from 4.

6. Randomly select two loads, � and �, such that si+1� = on and si+1� = off and

set si+1� = off and si+1� = on. If ptot is lower after the swap and rtot;max is not

violated, keep the two new states, otherwise restore the old states. Repeat this

m times.
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Figure 12.2: The total load when the individual loads are scheduled. As the smallest load is

1, it is not possible to construct a schedule with smaller deviation from the allocated resource.

7. Change state of all loads, �, for which si+1� 6= si�.

The choice of C and m do not appear crucial. In our simulations we have found

that C = 10 and m = 20 works very well for very general sets of con�gurations

of loads. When selecting what loads to swap, we have found that the best result is

obtained when the probability for selecting a load at a certain position in L is described

by a normal distribution around the load in L which is the last load, �, such that

si+1� = on.

12.3 The Solution to Example 1

The result of applying LOADSCHED to Example 1 is plotted in Figure 12.2. The total

allocated resource is 19:55. It is clear that the scheduler works well for this example.

The minimum load is 19 and the maximum load is 20. Since the smallest load is 1 we

can not hope to obtain a smaller deviation.

In Figure 12.3, the equivalent resource, as computed from Eq. (12.1) is plotted.

The intepretation of the curve is that it represents what constant load would have re-

sulted in the same heating effect up to the time indicated by the horizontal axis. In

the case where the loads are scheduled, the equivalent load is practically equal to the

allocated load. In the case where they are unscheduled, there is a noticeable difference.

At the end of the 200 time periods, the equivalent load in the scheduled case is 19:53.

This is of course only a temporary minimum. In the long run, the equivalent load must

always be at least as large as the allocated load.
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Figure 12.3: The equivalent load for the unscheduled and scheduled case. As the transients

level out, the equivalent load in the unscheduled case ends up at approximately 21. In the

scheduled case it ends up very close to 19:55, i.e. the allocated resource.

As demonstrated above, the scheduling of this example worked well from the

global perspective. The other interesting measure is how well it works at the local

level. How much are the loads forced to deviate from the optimal scheduling period?

An example of a schedule for an individual load is shown in Figure 12.4.

The result in Figure 12.4 is very typical; only a very small deviation from the

optimal switching period is required in order to obtain a good global solution. In the

long run, LOADSCHED guarantees that every load will have exactly what has been

allocated.

One additional remark is probably appropriate for the scheduling of Example 1.

When looking at the allocation of the loads of type 1, we had that the allocation of

the �rst two time periods were 0:363 and 0:637 respectively. As the load of a heater

when switched on is 2 for this type, it seems that the allocations above leads to that the

loads must be switched off for 49:11 minutes during the �rst time period and 40:89

minutes during the second time period. This is more than the contracted one hour

total disconnection time, and it seems as if the HOMEBOT responsible for this load

has violated the contract. Clearly, the load must be controlled 49:11 minutes during

the �rst hour in order not to consume more than 0:363, but during the second hour

the load will be fully charged with warm water once 0:637 has been allocated. The

practical implication of this is that during the second hour, the load can only be forced

to be switched off during 10:89 minutes, and after that it has to be considered as an

unschedulable load until it has been fully charged. As the LOADSCHED algorithm
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Figure 12.4: A typical effect of the scheduling of an individual load. The bottom curves are the

resource resulting from the optimal switching period compared to the allocated resource. The

top curves are the resource resulting from the scheduling compared to the allocated resource.

The difference between the two is very marginal.

is an on-line algorithm it will only be able to schedule the load as any other load as

long as the load's 10:89 minutes are not consumed, and this might lead decreased

performance. However, this problem can be made arbitrarily small by using a more

�ne grained time scale, i.e. use a larger number of commodities.

12.4 Discussion

Above we demonstrated LOADSCHED on a speci�c example. From many perspec-

tives this example is quite simple. For example, the sizes of the loads and the optimal

switching periods are of the same order of magnitude.3 Therefore, not too many con-

clusions can be drawn about the scheduling for more general examples. However, we

have also tried LOADSCHED on a number of signi�cantly harder problems, e.g. when

one of the loads is substantially larger than the others. We have also tried examples

where the maximum allowed total load (rtot;max above) has only been slightly larger

than the allocated resource. So far, the results have indeed been positive. The main

aim of the development of LOADSCHED has been to �nd an algorithm that suf�ciently

well can manage the low level scheduling problem resulting from the market compu-

3It can even be debated whether or not the unscheduled result is really that bad. Compared to un-

certainties in estimates, measurements, etc., the deviation of the equivalent load from the allocated load

(approximetaly 7%) might even be acceptable.
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tations, and we consider LOADSCHED to live up to our expectations. Further research

is required for a proper analysis of how this approach compares to other scheduling

approaches. There are also a number of straight forward ways to improve the perfor-

mance of LOADSCHED and they deserve a closer look. Some additional mechanisms

for managing communication errors are also required. These are part of future work.

An appealing property is LOADSCHED is its ef�ciency. The total computation

time required for the scheduling over the 200 time intervals demonstrated above is

approximately 1s.4 This means that during the search for equilibrium it could be pos-

sible to consider the cost at the bottleneck based on the equivalent load rather than the

allocated load.

Our conclusion at this point is that LOADSCHED works very well for our purposes

and that for a wide class of loads, such as water heaters and radiators, the scheduling

problem does not have to be considered when performing the market computations.

Rather, it can be considered as an on-line problem separate from the market. See also

the discussion in Section 14.6.

4This �gure is from an implementation of LOADSCHED in Java, run on a standard PC (a 90MHz

Pentium processor with 24MB of RAM).



Chapter 13

Example 2: Production

Optimization

We now study the application of the market-oriented programming approach to a sec-

ond example. In this example a new load type, representing a heating system of a

customer having a high level contract, is introduced. Compared to Example 1 in Chap-

ter 11, we this time study the use of a load management system from a production point

of view rather than from a distribution point of view.

13.1 Load and Production Characteristics

The setting studied in this chapter is illustrated in Figure 13.1. Three loads of each

of the types 3, 4, and 5 above are used. A new load type is also introduced. It is

assumed that the utility has a contract with a customer making the utility responsible

for the indoor temperature of a public building which temperature is a function of the

resource as described by (sample interval is 1h)

Ti = Ti�1 � 0:1(Ti � 10) + 10�2ri ,

Ti =
1
1:1

�
Ti�1 + 1 + 10�2ri

�
:

(13.1)

T0 is assumed to be 19�C .

The heating system includes radiators of a total power of 300kW. There is a lower

constraint for how little resource the building can be assign of 10, at the investigated

time. (This lower constraint is often included in load management contract in order to

avoid unpleasant draft from windows etc.) Thus, 10 � ri � 300, 8i, for the building.
There is a contract between the utility and the customer stating that the utility

is responsible for maintaining the indoor temperature 20�C for a certain annual fee.

165
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Figure 13.1: A small part of an energy system � a producer and its customers.

The utility must pay the customer a compensation for deviation from the agreed on

temperature of

ccust(Ti) = 10 � (Ti � 20)2 ; (13.2)

for every sample Ti at a 1 hour sample period.

In addition to the controllable loads there are some uncontrollable loads with the

expected consumption 10, 400, 100 and 80 for each of the coming next 4 hours.

The production cost is

cprod(ri) = 10�3r2i (13.3)

13.2 The HOMEBOTS and the Production Agent

We analyze a market of 4 commodities, representing 1 hour each. The HOMEBOTS for

the loads of type 3, 4, and 5 are exactly the same as the ones in Example 1.

The uncontrollable loads are represented by a HOMEBOT with the demands 10,

400, 100 and 80 for the respective time intervals, independently of prices.

Similarly to the distribution agent in Example 1, the building agent considers 8

time periods, and assumes p4 to be the prevailing price after the time periods covered

by the market. From Eq. (13.1) and Eq. (13.2), we see that the cost can be expressed

as a function of T0 and r. Hence, the utility function of the HOMEBOT responsible for

the building is

ub(r;m) = �
kX
i=1

ccust(T0; r) +m: (13.4)
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Figure 13.2: The used resource in different time periods with and without load control. The

result of the load control is that load is moved from period two to the other periods.

The maximization problem of the production agent (modeled as a >pro�t maximiz-

ing producer) is (cf. Eq. (13.3))

maxp � r� cprod(r): (13.5)

13.3 The Market Outcome

The above agents were implemented together with an auctioneer using a price-oriented

simultaneous Newton-Raphson algorithm, see Section 4.4.4.

In Figure 13.2 the allocations in presence and absence of load management are

compared.1 We see that the result is a shift of load from time period 2 to the other

periods. The corresponding market prices are shown in Figure 13.3. The market price

of time period 2 has been reduced signi�cantly. However, it is still signi�cantly higher

than the prices of time period 1, 3, and 4, and it could be pro�table to arrange load

management contracts with more customers in order to shift more load from time

period 2 to periods 1, 3, and 4, cf. Section 14.9.

The allocations of the different loads is given in Table 13.1.

As seen from Table 13.1, as little resource as possible is used for time period 2 by

all involved controllable loads. (Note that the lower resource limit of the building is

10.)

1When load management is not present, the building is assumed to have a control system that main-

tains 20�C. The corresponding resources for doing this is (see Eq. (13.1)) 200, 100, 100, and 100.
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Figure 13.3: The market prices (the marginal production cost) of the different time periods.

The market price of time period two has been reduced signi�cantly.

Load r1 (kW) r2 (kW) r3 (kW) r4 (kW)

Type 3 2 0 2 0

Type 4 3 1:5 1:5 0

Type 5 1 0 1 0

Building 211:8 10 119:5 125:2

Table 13.1: The allocations of example 2.

The temperature of the public building is plotted in Figure 13.4. The most in-

teresting thing of this �gure is maybe that the HOMEBOT of the building has com-

puted that the optimal choice is to buy so much resource during time period 1 so

that the temperature temporary is above the set point. This is really not surprising,

and this control scheme has been used in previous approaches to load management,

e.g., [Larsson et al., 1988, pp. 33 � 35]. In [Larsson et al., 1988], however, the scheme

was hard-coded for certain hours each day, and in the present work it was the optimal

choice in a certain situation; at another occasion it might be completely different.

As with Example 1, the general equilibrium for this example is known to exist.

The total cost without load management is 389:61 and the cost with load management

is 332:33 (of which 8:01 is compensation to the customer because of temperature

deviations).
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Figure 13.4: The temperature of the public building. In order not to have a too big devia-

tion from the agreed on temperature during period 2, when the resource is very scarce, the

temperature is set above the set point in period 1.
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Chapter 14

Simpli�cations and

Generalizations

In the previous chapters we gave two examples of the use of the load management

system for two speci�c examples, related to distribution and production respectively.

This section describes, in somewhat more general terms, how the load management

system based on market-oriented programming can be utilized in different settings.

14.1 HOMEBOTS LITE

The multi-agent approach as presented in the previous section has sometimes been

considered � by other researchers and persons working with energy management at

energy utilities � as too complicated and advanced/expensive. The aim of this section

is to show how one can implement different subsets of the functionality and how an ex-

isting simple load management system can be gradually converted to a market-oriented

multi-agent system as presented in the previous sections.

Assume that an energy utility has a one-way communication system to a few hun-

dred loads and that for each of the loads there is a contract with the customers allowing

the utility to disconnect the load 1h per day. Currently the utility switch off all loads

between 8 a.m. and 9 a.m., as it is considered that this normally is the most ef�cient

use of the contracts when treating them all the same way. The decision to switch off

at this time is based on that it is known that many of the heaters are normally switched

on at that time, and that this is an expensive hour.

In the following paragraphs we describe one thinkable scenario for the gradual

conversion of the existing system into a market-oriented multi-agent system.
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Changing the Input The �rst step towards a multi-agent design is to let all loads in

the existing load management system be represented by a HOMEBOT. This HOMEBOT

is then given price vectors, e.g., each day with prediction of prices for the coming 24h,

and programmed with the knowledge that normally the consumption is high between

8 a.m. and 9 a.m. So far, the only difference is that the load management system is

given a price vector rather than a direct control signal. The system will still switch off

all loads between 8 a.m. and 9 a.m.

Extending the HOMEBOT One thinkable next step is to extend the HOMEBOT with

information about the expected total consumption of the loads during upcoming hours.

From this information and the information about future prices, the HOMEBOT can be

programmed to select the most pro�table time interval to switch off the loads. That is,

if there, on one speci�c day, are signi�cant deviations in prices compared to a typical

day, the HOMEBOT might switch off at different time periods to gain more money.

The Distribution of HOMEBOTS Energy systems become more and more comput-

erized and computational power is often available close to the customer, maybe even

at the different loads. Given this it can be very fruitful to split up the HOMEBOT into

several smaller HOMEBOTS, each representing one or a few loads. As the HOMEBOTS

are being closer to the loads, it is very likely possible to obtain more accurate infor-

mation about consumption patterns etc. This means that different loads may now be

switched off at different hours and more money can be gained. For example, if some

customer is taking its showers at night and uses very little hot water in the mornings,

switching off the hot water heater between 8 a.m. and 9 a.m. is of no value as it would

have been switched off anyhow at that time.

This setting is essentially equivalent to the CELECT ap-

proach [Melbourne and Strong, 1996].

The Introduction of Feedback New means for two-way communication are con-

stantly being developed, and we can expect increased two-way communication be-

tween energy utilities and their customers in a near future. (Many systems are already

available and in use.) Having two-way communication means that the HOMEBOTS can

report their expected demand during the upcoming time periods.

The demand predictions can be used by the utility to plan production and/or action

on different markets. The information can also be used to update the price predictions.

If the price prediction change, the new predictions can be sent to the HOMEBOTS.

Adding More Units The above architecture now allows for addition of new loads

represented by HOMEBOTS, i.e. the converted old system can be combined with new
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controllable loads. It also allows for the addition of production units, and other types

of agents (see Section 10.4).

A particularly interesting feature is that adding new devices requires no central re-

programming, it merely changes the supply/demand relations in the system. Thus, new

devices, such as domestic appliances equipped with micro-processors can be plugged

in and deleted on the �y.

Automating the Search for an Optimal Outcome Above the update of prices was

described as being performed manually. The next obvious step is to upgrade this pro-

cedure using a market algorithm as described in Chapter 4. This the results in a system

as the one described in, e.g., Chapter 13.

Discussion In this section we described how an existing load management system

could be gradually converted to a market-oriented multi-agent system. It was also

described how different subsets of the architecture and functionality could be utilized

without implementing every feature described in previous sections.

When designing load management systems for the future, it may be the case that

all features (such as local and individual learning of consumption patterns) can not

be implemented for cost reasons. At the same time it is important to build a system

that allows for future extensions. We believe this aspect to be important, and that our

market-oriented multi-agent approach is well suited for implementations with different

levels of sophistication.

The rest of this chapter deals with how the HOMEBOTS system can be generalized

to different more complicated settings.

14.2 Multi-Level Distribution Agents

In Example 1 above, there was only one distribution agent. A somewhat more compli-

cated distribution problem is shown in Figure 14.1.

In this case the distribution agents, d1 and d2, and the HOMEBOTS supported by the

respective distribution agents, form non-separable units. Hence, a distribution agent

can have two different roles: one is trading with agents on higher levels and one is

trading on lower levels. When trading with agents on higher levels, the distribution

agent will be seen as a utility maximizing consumer with the utility function

udi(r;m) = �cdi(r) + g(Di; r
�) +m; (14.1)

where cdi(r) is the cost of distributing the resource r,Di is the set of all agents supplied

by di, and g(Di; r
�) is the summed utility of all agents in Di, when r

� has been
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Figure 14.1: Distribution agents on multiple levels.

distributed among these agents so that the summed utility is maximized. r� is rminus

the losses. From Theorem 3.2 we have that the optimal allocation of r among the

agents in Di can be computed from the market equilibrium in a market consisting of

the agents in Di, plus an agent with the constant demand �r.
For the rest, the market equilibrium is computed from the demand/price relations

of d3, d1, and d2, just as it was computed in Example 1. In the case of more than two

levels, the procedure is repeated recursively, i.e. ud3(r) can be computed from ud1(r),

ud2(r), and cd3(r), just like ud1(r) and ud2(r) were computed from cd1(r), cd2(r) and

the utility functions of the agents supplied by them.

For a two-commodity implementation, we believe (some variant of) the COTREE

algorithm (see Chapter 4) to be very well suited for the aggregation of utility functions

described here. For the general � multi-commodity - case, �nding ef�cient algorithms

is part of future research. There are also more complex situations when grids are not

hierarchic, but rather form complicated webs. Investigating such, more complicated

grid structures, is also part of future work.

14.3 A Monopolistic Utility

In the case of a monopolistic utility, acting both as a distributor and producer, the

situation is very similar to the situation of multi-level distributors, as described above.

The only difference is that production agents are included at different levels. The

production agents can be integrated into the system just as any HOMEBOT. This can,

e.g., be as in Figure 14.2.
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Figure 14.2: An example of a system con�guration of a monopolistic utility.

In Figure 14.2 the utility function of the producer agent pa1 is aggregated into

ud1(r) together with all the utility functions of the HOMEBOTS supplied by d1. ud3(r)

is computed as described in Section 14.2. Finally, the market equilibrium is computed

from the competitive demand of d3 and pa2.

14.4 A Utility on a Deregulated Market

The case with a producing utility is acting on a deregulated market is as easily man-

aged as Example 2. In this section we give another example in order to describe the

interaction with a market in some detail.

14.4.1 Load, Production and Market Characteristics

We assume the utility to have a perfect estimate of the market (though this is not

required for the approach to work, cf. Chapter 11), and we assume the market demand

to be

zmarket(p) = [
200

p1
�103 �p1;

2000

p2
�103 �p2;

1000

p3
�103 �p3;

200

p4
�103 �p4] (14.2)

We use the same load and production characteristics as the ones used in Example 2,

but add a market agent, representing the market at which the utility acts.
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14.4.2 The Agents

The HOMEBOTS and the production agent are as described in Chapter 11. The market

agent has the demand as described by Eq. (14.2).

14.4.3 The Market Outcome

The above agents were implemented together with an auctioneer using a price-oriented

simultaneous Newton-Raphson algorithm.

In Table 14.1 the most important data in presence and absence of load management

are compared.

Uncontrolled Controlled

Time Period: 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Price: 0.4490 1.3404 0.8864 0.4300 0.4732 1.3072 0.8589 0.4645

Production: 224.5 670.2 443.2 215 237.2 653.6 429.4 232.4

Market demand: -3.566 151.7 241.8 25.2 -52.63 222.8 305.4 -33.93

Building demand: 200 100 100 100 258.96 10 10 186.33

Table 14.1: The most important data of Example 3.

The total cost for the utility in the uncontrolled case is 311:10. That is, the cost

has been reduced signi�cantly compared to the case without the market (Example 2

in Chapter 13 above where the cost was 389:61 without � and 332:33 with � load

management.). It is even the case that the cost in the case without load management

with the market is lower than the cost of the case with load management without the

market. Therefore it is tempting to believe that load management is not as important

for a utility acting on a deregulated market as it is for a monopolistic utility. However,

the cost in the case with load management and the market is 225:97, of which 17:03

is compensation to the customer of the public building. Thus, the gain of the load

management system in this case is 85:13 compared to 57:20 in the case without the

market. This is, of course, not a general truth. In other cases the presence of a market

may reduce the need of a load management system. See further the discussion in

Section 9.5.

Somewhat simpli�ed we can say that the cause of the gain in this example was that

resource could be bought from the market at inexpensive hours and sold at expensive

hours. The building was �preloaded� with resource to a larger extent than in the case

without the market. The resulting indoor temperature of the public building is plotted

in Figure 14.3
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Figure 14.3: The temperature of the public building. In order not to have a too big deviation

from the agreed on temperature during period 2 and 3, when the resource is very scarce, the

temperature is set above the set point in period 1.

As in Example 2, the production and the loads are managed optimally at the given

prices. However, there is a potential gain for the utility in speculating about its own

effect on prices. In most cases though, the potential gain is very small compared to the

potential losses caused by uncertainty about the market, (see further Chapter 6). At

the other hand, when performing trades over time it may be bene�cial for the utilities

to form collusions. These issues are, however, outside the scope of this thesis, but in

central focus in future work.

14.5 Non-Separable Loads

Theorem 3.2 is only valid for separable problems. That is, if a number of loads have

interdependencies, like they often have in, e.g., industrial production, the market-

oriented programming approach above is not directly applicable. Further research

is required to determine whether or not a market-oriented programming approach to

these kind of problems is feasible. However, a group of non-separable loads can form

a separable unit. Such a unit can then successfully be integrated in the approach de-

scribed above. That is, a HOMEBOT can encapsulate a number of non-separable loads

into a composed load that from the outside looks exactly like any other separable

load. The approach is very similar to how the non-separability was managed in Sec-

tion 14.2; the utility of the HOMEBOT for a certain amount of resource is the sum of the

utility of the loads (managed by the HOMEBOT) when the resource is optimally dis-
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tributed among them. In the general case, the resource allocation among non-separable

loads is a hard problem and a research area in itself. For further reading see, e.g.,

[Ericson, 1997, Koponen et al., 1991]. However, there are good resons to believe that

for most factories it is possible to �nd large numbers of separate units, such as heating,

ventilation and separate production units, see also [Dag, 1996].

14.6 Complex Load Models

In industrial applications the resource energy is one of several inputs. Load man-

agement in such environments leads to more or less complicated production plans in

which load management strategies is a part [Ericson, 1997, Björk, 1989]. In such a

setting a HOMEBOT responsible for a production unit is far more complicated than the

HOMEBOTS described in the earlier chapters, and the computational burden of deter-

mining the utility of different allocations of resource can be substantial, but the basic

principles is are the same. Hence, the approach here is not limited to any speci�c class

of simple loads and contracts. The only constraint is that (a suf�ciently accurate ap-

proximation of) the utility of different allocations must be computable in reasonable

time. But this constraint is of course present for any approach � if it is impossible to

evaluate different allocations, optimization is impossible.

It may also be the case that a group of loads, e.g., supplied by a critical section,

are very hard to schedule. Then, this group might have to form a unit for which the

scheduling aspect is included in the computation of the demand. See also Section 12.4.

In all, arbitrarily complex load models (and production and distribution models as

well for that sake) can be captured by the market-oriented approached described here.

The main difference between this approach and more centralized approaches, such

as MIND [Nilsson and Söderström, 1992], is that with the market-oriented approach,

local constraints are encapsulated by local agents, rather than being constraints in a

global optimization computation. There is a uniform approach to encapsulation of

all units and determine a market equilibrium, independently of how complex local

constraints are.

14.7 Existence of Equilibrium

In Example 1 above we assumed that the contracted hour could be utilized arbitrarily

during the four hours, and that the shapes of the >utility functions were such that the

general equilibrium was guaranteed to exist. In practice, however, this may not always

be the case, as there might be all types of local constraints for how resource can be

allocated. For example, imagine that the contract states that the load can only be

switched off for one entire hour without interruption. This causes no problem in terms
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of optimality � if the equilibrium exists, Theorem 3.2 gives that the solution is optimal

� but as we can not use the linear shift as described in Figure 11.2, the equilibrium

is no longer guaranteed to exist. A partial solution to this is to do something very

similar to what was done in the case when the resource was divisible � avoid that all

loads shift at exactly the same time. For example, consider Example 1, but assume

that all loads of type 1 can only be switched off during one entire hour. Now, instead

of letting every load change from consuming at time period one to consuming at time

period two at exactly p1=p2 = 1, let the loads shift at different relations, p1=p2 such

that 1 � � � p1=p2 � 1 + �. If possible, make sure that no loads shift at exactly the

same relation. Then we know that the total excess demand can always be reduced to

a number very close to the resource used by one single load (2 in this example). If

the number of loads is large such a small total excess demand is certainly negligible,

compared to, e.g., uncertainties about uncontrollable loads.

Furthermore, for the general case, we may take advantage of an important insight

from economics, namely that the number of agents grows, there will be an allocation

and a price-vector that constitute a �near� equilibrium even when demands are not con-

tinuous [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, pp. 627 � 630], see also Section 2.7.2. We can also

be convinced that there is gross substituteability on the market as a whole. (for exam-

ple, see the pay back computations in [Lee and Wilkins, 1983, Ottosson et al., 1989]).

Once we have arrived at a �near� equilibrium we can do the last small adjustment

using the PROPORTION algorithm (see Chapter 5). As stated in Section 5.3.4, even

though the original formulation of PROPORTION assumes all loads to ful�ll some ba-

sic assumption, we can think of variants where only some loads are used for obtain-

ing feasibility. As most controlled loads, such as heaters, ful�ll the requirements of

PROPORTION, and since the required adjustment will be small, this approach can be

expected to work very well in practice. We are also considering other alternatives, see

further Section 15.2.

14.8 Sensitivity to Communication Errors

One interesting feature of this approach to load management is that it is relatively

insensitive to communication breakdowns. If one HOMEBOT stops communicating, its

load can be regarded as a non-controllable load and the other HOMEBOTS can continue

to negotiate independently. This implies that the system will degrade gracefully in case

of communication breakdowns.

Another aspect is that if communication to a speci�c HOMEBOT is impossible for

some time, it still might have a very good picture of the cost curve for the next say 48h

(cf. Section 10.1). Thus, if the predictions turn out to be fairly accurate, the HOMEBOT

will still perform close to optimally for a signi�cant period of time.
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14.9 Cost-Bene�t Analysis

Since every agent is facing the market price, it is able to compute an approximate value

of its pro�ts from the ability to control its load. If consequences on prices of the action

of a single agent can be neglected, the pro�t is simply the cost for the consumed energy

if the load was not controllable minus the cost when it is controlled.

As an example, consider a load of type 3 in Example 2 above. If the agent's effect

on prices is negligible, the pro�t (resulting from moving 2kW from period two to

period three) is 2 � p2 � 2 � p3 = 0:77. The actual pro�t is the cost for the utility when

the load is not controllable (i.e. is belonging to the uncontrollable loads) and the cost

when the load is controllable. A simulation of the type in Example 2 was performed

with one of the loads of type 3 considered as a uncontrollable load with consumption

[2; 2; 0; 0]. That results in a total cost of 333:10 (of which 7:99 is compensation to the

customer for temperature deviations of the public building). From Example 2 above

we have that the cost when the load is controllable is 332:33. That is, the actual pro�t is

333:10� 332:33 = 0:74. Thus, even for this relatively small market the local estimate

was quite accurate, and the less effect a single agent has on prices, the more accurate

the estimate will be.

As another example, consider a load of type 1 in Example 1. Here the price of

the �rst two time periods is practically equal. Hence, the pro�t of this contract is

practically zero.

The local estimates provides the utility with extremely useful information. For

each load in the system, an estimate of the value of the current load management

contract is obtained. If a contract is generating less money than it costs, the utility has

too many of these kind of contracts. In this situation the utility might gain money by

lower the compensation for this type of contract, even if a number of customers are

not willing to participate at the new lower compensation. Correspondingly, it is easy

for the utility to spot the contracts that generates the most money. This information is

useful when determining future strategies.

14.10 Indirect Load Management

As described before, Section 9.4.2, indirect load management have many similarities

with direct load management, but also important differences. Here we discuss how

(parts of) the presented direct load management approach can be used for indirect load

management.

A Single Provider When indirect load management is implemented through a con-

tract with a provider of electricity telling in what ways the prices may vary over time,
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the customer could have a HOMEBOT of the type described here for the different loads,

though no feedback is sent back to the utility. Thus, most concepts described in the

previous chapters are directly useful in this case.

The Customer on a Deregulated Market Most issues discussed in this thesis are

important for the design of a >computational market on which customers are directly

represented by >computational agents. The different agents will essentially be the

same. Likewise, different algorithms relevant for the case of direct load management

will be relevant for indirect load management as well. However, a market that includes

self-interested agents requires some special consideration. For example, the design of a

multi-commodity market as described in the previous chapter is a delicate issue. Even

though we believe the approach presented in this thesis to be a well suited starting

point for the design of a computational market for indirect load management, more

research is required for realization of such a market.

14.11 More than one User of the Load Management System

In the presentations in the previous chapters, the load management system was either

utilized by a distributor or a producer (except for the case of a monopolistic utility

being both). An interesting question is whether or not agents representing two different

companies, e.g., two producers or one producer and one distributor, could coexist in

the system.

In turns out that this question is very similar to the one above regarding customer

acting directly on a computational market. The same problems apply. As soon as

agents are not guaranteed behave >competitively, matters are harder. A more realistic

alternative is probably that one company owns the load management system, and sells

certain limited services to the other company, such as reduction of load during certain

hours.

14.12 Other Energy Forms

In the research so far we have only been dealing with >active power. Extending the

approach presented here to manage >reactive power as well seems straightforward, but

is part of future research.

We also only discuss the energy form electricity, but the concepts here are highly

relevant for other forms as well, such as district heating. The principles of district

heating, gas distribution, water distribution and electricity distribution are very similar.
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Chapter 15

Load Management � Conclusions

In the previous chapters we introduced a new approach to load management based

on market-oriented programming. Its general architectural and interaction structures

were presented, as well as a number of examples. In this chapter we draw some general

conclusions regarding this work and give suggestions for future work.

15.1 Contributions and Conclusions

We claim that the introduced approach to load management has a number of

advantages compared to current methods (such as [Wafa, 1996, Popovic, 1997,

Talukdar and Gellings, 1987, Larsson et al., 1988, Karlsson, 1989]):

1. It provides an integrated strategy for many different types of loads and con-

tracts. From low level contracts allowing the utility to switch off loads for cer-

tain amounts of time to high level services, like indoor temperature control.

2. The outcome is of very high quality, typically a very close approximation of the

theoretical optimum is obtained.

3. It enables natural decomposition, both from a software engineering perspective

as well as from a computational perspective. All local characteristics are encap-

sulated by agents, communicating only through prices and demands while doing

local optimization computations.

4. It is very �exible in that it allows for on-going adding and deleting of agents.

No global changes are required � merely the demand/supply relation is altered.

5. It can be ef�ciently implemented (see Chapter 4).
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6. The main abstractions used, price and demand, are probably the most natural

abstractions to use for a utility.

7. The utility is provided with a compact and uniform estimate of the energy system

characteristics (present and future) in terms of prices and demands.

8. A local estimate of the value of the load management contract is obtained. This

enables the utility to do continuous on-line cost/bene�t analysis of every load

management contract in the entire system.

Clearly, it can be argued that there might be competing approaches (from, e.g.,

(distributed) mathematical optimization or resource allocation) that can be applied to

load management ful�lling items (1), (2), (3), (4), and (5). The problem does not

necessarily have to be modeled as a market in order to set up utility functions and

maximize the sum of them in a distributed fashion. Also the demonstrated scheduling

approach is independent of whether or not the system is viewed as a market. We

do not disagree with such a position, but argue that the two-level load management

architecture (with longer term optimization and on-line scheduling), the high quality

outcome, the computational and conceptual decomposition of the global problem into

small pieces of locally optimizing software, and the ef�cient algorithms, together form

a novel approach to load management. This holds regardless of if our approach is

described with classical mathematical optimization and resource allocation concepts

or if it is treated with market abstractions.

Our main arguments for a market-oriented programming view of the system are

items (6), (7), and (8). We believe the naturalness of the approach to be of vital impor-

tance. The successful integration of a load management system in the core business

information management of a utility is heavily dependent on how the system is appre-

ciated by the people in the organization. The personnel responsible for the energy trade

is very familiar with concepts such as demand and prices. Therefore, the metaphor of

local agents �negotiating� over power and hereby obtaining market equilibrium is a

very attractive one which simpli�es the understanding of the principles of the system.

The issue of naturalness is also important from the software engineering perspective.

Along the same line of reasoning, the estimate of the energy system characteristics

in terms of prices and demands is probably the most useful one for the utility. Fur-

thermore, well known concepts from economics, such as price elasticity are directly

applicable. Finally, the feature of local evaluation of load contracts for every load

in the entire system is only inherent in a market approach, and we believe it to be

extremely useful.

In summary, our conclusion at this point in our research is that market-oriented

programming is highly applicable to direct load management.
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15.2 Future Work

We strongly believe the conceptual view of the load management system as a multi-

agent system to be a natural and useful one. Even though we have shown that there is

a number of very ef�cient algorithms for the demonstrated examples, this is probably

the most important issue for future research. It is desirable to have a theoretical upper

limit of the number of iterations required for obtaining the price vector for the different

commodities. As discussed at the end of Chapter 4, developing new algorithms for the

multi-commodity case is part of future work. These new algorithms should be able

to cope with the case when the equilibrium does not exist. A thinkable approach is

to use a highly ef�cient price-oriented algorithm for computing the estimates of the

future prices. This algorithm need not necessarily arrive at an equilibrium, but a set of

prices such that, for each commodity, a small increase of the price results in a negative

demand and a small decrease results in a positive demand, or some other reasonable

estimate of the equilibrium prices. Then an optimization algorithm, that also generates

a price estimate, can be used for the allocation of the upcoming time interval. We

have developed a very ef�cient algorithm for this latter purpose based on COTREE

(see Chapter 4) which is also able to manage non quasi-concave utility functions. A

publication on this is in preparation.
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Chapter 16

Conclusions

Market-oriented programming is seen as a new paradigm for design and imple-

mentation of resource allocation mechanisms in computer systems [Wellman, 1993,

Wellman, 1996]. This thesis presents some fundamental issues related to market-

oriented programming and its application to building climate control and power load

management.

As shown in this thesis market-oriented programming has a multi-disciplinary �a-

vor. The approach stems mainly from economics and computer science (in particular

the area of multi-agent systems), but also other disciplines such as traditional math-

ematical optimization, resource allocation and numerical analysis, are of big impor-

tance. In this thesis we have showed how market-oriented programming can bene�t

from the use of methods and abstractions from other disciplines and what the relation

between market-oriented programming and some of these disciplines are. For exam-

ple, in Chapter 3 we formally showed how a general class of optimization problems

could be transformed into corresponding market formulations.

One of the basic ideas in market-oriented programming is to use abstractions from

micro-economic theory for design and implementation of resource allocation mecha-

nisms. Thus, even though market-oriented programming and micro-economics have

much in common the objectives of the two different disciplines are in many way differ-

ent. The aim of micro-economics is to develop methods that describes and formalizes

human behavior. In market-oriented programming the aim is, as stated above, to use

the developed abstraction to design and implement systems. This means that some

questions are fundamentally different whereas others are of common interest.

Even though the close relation to micro-economics provides us with very use-

ful theory and appealing concepts for market-oriented programming, there are some

potential problems. One is related to production. In standard micro-economics the

ordering of production is not considered. In market-oriented programming, however,
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this can be a critical issue. As was discussed in Chapter 2, different production depen-

dencies can lead to dead-lock situations.

Another, and probably more important, danger is related to the association between

human agents and computational agents. An important conclusion of this thesis is that

the metaphor must not be taken too far. It is appealing to use metaphors such as the

�invisible hand�, developed for the human society, also for computer systems. How-

ever, as we have described in this thesis, things are not that easy, and nice abstractions

are of little help if they are not used properly. For market-oriented approaches to be

generally accepted, in-depth studies of advantages and weaknesses of multi-agent sys-

tems solutions versus conventional ones in practical applications are needed. In Chap-

ter 8, we offered one such study. Climate control in large buildings is one application

area where multi-agent systems, and market-oriented programming in particular, have

been reported to be very successful. We have therefore constructed and implemented

a variety of market designs for this problem, as well as different standard control en-

gineering solutions. The chapter gives a detailed analysis and comparison, so as to

learn about differences between standard versus multi-agent systems approaches, and

yielding new insights about bene�ts and limitations of market-based approaches.

A key question is: in what respect and to what extent are multi-agent (and market-

oriented) solutions better than their alternatives? We believe that the building climate

control application provides a nice opportunity to study this question in more detail.

It is practically very relevant, it lends itself to alternative solutions, and it is quite pro-

totypical for a wide range of industrial applications in resource allocation (including

the power load management applications presented in Chapter 10 � Chapter 15, the

�le allocation problem of Kurose and Simha [Kurose and Simha, 1989], and the �ow

problems investigated by Wellman [Wellman, 1993]).

We have therefore shed light over some potential dangers. In some

detail we have demonstrated that the suggested market-oriented ap-

proach [Huberman and Clearwater, 1995] indeed outperformed standard local

controllers. On the other hand we also demonstrated that traditional controllers having

access to the same data perform even better. A positive result was, however, that we

demonstrated how proper utility functions and market mechanisms can provide an

optimal scheme from agents using only local data and communicating through prices

and demands only.

On the positive side we also have that the agent and market approach does give

a highly intuitive and natural picture of problems in distributed environments � even

when at a strictly algorithmic level it effectively leads to the same end result as alter-

native approaches. We do believe that this is a value in itself: for conceptual modeling,

understanding, explanation, and knowledge transfer. Moreover, models and pictures

that have conceptual simplicity are more easily generalized to more complicated sit-
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uations. Because of its focus on local information, communication and action, the

agent paradigm is more �exible than centralized approaches. This does not show up

very clearly in the building climate control application, because the limited scope of

this resource allocation problem. For example, here the temperature was a uniform

performance measure and all thermodynamic processes are assumed to be equal. This

will generally not be true in reality, and that will necessitate a big modeling efforts in

centralized approaches as standard control engineering. For the present case, we have

shown that the multi-agent systems approach offers working solutions of equal quality.

In Chapter 3 we showed that the market-metaphor does not only result in optimal

solution for the particular example of building climate control, but for very general

classes of resource allocation/optimization problems, also in the presence of uncer-

tainty. This formed the basis for our market-oriented load management design of

Chapter 10.

The applicability of market-oriented programming to load management was dis-

cussed in Chapter 10� Chapter 15. We introduced a novel approach to load man-

agement based on local agents (HOMEBOTS) communicating through market mecha-

nisms. The approach was also demonstrated on a number of examples. Our conclusion

is that the approach is highly applicable to load management and that it has a number

of advantages compared to traditional approaches. Main features of the approach is

that it:

� provides an integrated load management strategy for many different types of

loads and customer contracts,

� obtains a high quality solution (often the market outcome is a close approxima-

tion of the true theoretical optimum),

� enables natural decomposition of the problem from a software engineering per-

spective as well as from a computational perspective,

� gives the utility a view of the system based on the most natural abstractions �

prices and demand, and

� provides a local estimate of the value of the customer contract, i.e. gives an

on-line cost/bene�t analysis.

Having concluded that it is possible to design a load management system as a

market-oriented multi-agent system, and that the market outcome is of very high qual-

ity the remaining question is if this market-outcome can be ef�ciently computed or

not. This issue was dealt with in detail in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. The investigation

showed that there is a plethora of available algorithmic families from numerical anal-

ysis and mathematical optimization that are highly applicable to this setting. We also
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introduced a novel algorithm COTREE, particularly well suited for implementation in

distributed environments.

In concluding the conclusions, if there should be one single conclusions for the

thesis as a whole it should be this: Market-oriented programming is very useful for the

design and implementation of resource allocation mechanisms in computer systems

and highly applicable to applications such as power load management, but it should be

used with great care and expectations should be well balanced.
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Glossary

active power Active power is the power that does work, i.e., is useful for heating

etc., whereas reactive power is an undesired by-product, caused by capacitors

and inductors. Reactive power causes currents through the power system with-

out doing any work. Thus, reactive power is useless and harmful. Reactive

power increases the losses in the networks and devices and hereby reduces their

capacity to transfer active power. With symmetric pure sinusoidal voltages and

currents the active and reactive power are related to the angle, �, between the

voltage, U , and current, I . The active and the reactive power are de�ned as

UI sin� and UI cos� respectively. In, e.g., cases with presence of overtones, or

with non-symmetric three-phase things become more complicated. For a more

rigorous description and relevant pointers, see, e.g., [Koponen et al., 1996].

agent The term agent is used in so many different meanings in the computer science

community, and few publications are produced without a de�nition of agent. So

here is mine: In this work an agent is an entity that acts on a market. That is,

the term is used here as commonly used in micro-economic theory. The term

>computational agent is used when there is a need to emphasize (i.e. when it is

not obvious from the context) that the agent is a piece of software.

aggregate demand The aggregate demand is the sum of the >gross demands of all

>agents [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, p. 105][Varian, 1996, p. 261].

aggregate excess demand The (aggregate) excess demand is the sum of the >net

demands of all >agents [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, p. 518].

balance responsibility A balance responsibility is a commitment to a certain amount

of consumption or production in the Nord Pool electricity exchange market, see

further Section 9.3.
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a b

c d e

Figure A.1: Five illustrating functions. a and b are concave, c and d are convex, a and c are
strictly concave and strictly convex respectively, and, �nally, e is neither concave nor convex.

barter market Synonymous to >exchange market.

budget constraint The budget constraint is the condition that a consumer can not

buy for more than he possesses, i.e. the value of its >endowment [Varian, 1996,

p. 158]. This means that the amount bought must be in the >budget set.

budget set The budget set is all the >consumption bundles that an >agent can af-

ford [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, p. 10][Varian, 1996, p. 21]. See also Figure 2.2

on page 17.

competitive behavior Competitive behavior is the behavior of a >price-taker.

competitive equilibrium Informally: The competitive equilibrium is a set of

prices (one for each commodity) such that the excess demand is equal to

zero for every commodity, when all agents are optimizing their use of the

resource at the current price levels. For a more rigorous de�nition see,

e.g., [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, p. 314].

computational agent See >agent.

computational market A market on which >computational agents act.

concave function Informally: A function, f(x), is convex iff for all points on

a line between any two points f(x) and f(y) are below or on the func-

tion. As an example,
p
x is concave. For a more rigorous de�nition,

see [Ibaraki and Katoh, 1988, pp. 10 � 12]. See also Figure A.1.

consumption bundle A consumption bundle represents a speci�c amount of a spe-

ci�c set of commodities, e.g. two bananas, 3:1kWh, and a toothbrush. In this
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Figure A.2: Illustration of two different sets. To the left is a convex set (a line between any

two points in the set is also in the set) and to the right a non-convex set is shown.

thesis a consumption bundle is represented by a vector and for a certain order-

ing of commodities the previous example could be written x = [1; 3:1; 2]. See

also [Varian, 1996, p. 20 � 21].

convex function f is convex iff �f is >concave. An example of a convex function is

x2. See also Figure A.1 and [Ibaraki and Katoh, 1988, pp. 10 � 12].

convex hull The convex hull of set A is the smallest >convex set, B such that x 2
A ! x 2 B. The convex hull of a function, f(x) is commonly understood as

the smallest >concave function, c(x), such that c(x) � f(x).

convex preferences An >agent holding a >quasi-concave utility function has convex

preferences. See also [Takayama, 1985, p. 181 � 182].

convex set The set A is convex if �x + (1 � �)x0 2 A, � 2 [0; 1], x 2 A, x0 2 A.

That is, a set is convex if every line between two points in the set is in the set.

This is illustrated in Figure A.2. See also, e.g., [Mas-Colell et al., 1995].

COTREE COTREE, for Combinatoric Tree, is an algorithm for computing a market

equilibrium. See further Section 4.3.3 on page 55.

customer (load) contract A customer contract here is a contract telling to what

extent customer loads can temporarily disconnected. The contract can be ex-

pressed in terms of, e.g., the number of minutes per day a load can be discon-

nected or how much a certain temperature can deviate from an agreed on value.

demand function A demand function tells what amount of certain commodities an

>agent wishes to consume (or produce) as a function of the prices of the dif-
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ferent commodities. The demand function is typically assumed to be com-

puted from >competitive behavior. See also >gross demand, >net demand,

and [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, p. 23].

direct (power) load management A form of >load management in which the de-

cision regarding what loads should be controlled and how is taken by the util-

ity (constrained by contracts with the customers). See further Section 9.4.1 on

page 135.

El-Ex An electricity exchange market for Finland and other Nordic countries. For

more information see http://www.el-ex.fi/.

endowment The endowment is an >agent's initial allocation of goods [Varian, 1996,

p. 157].

equilibrium market A market that uses >general equilibrium as the market mecha-

nism.

excess demand Synonymous to >aggregate excess demand.

general equilibrium General equilibrium has different meanings in economics. For

example, the use of the term by Mas-Colell et al. �refers both to a methodolog-

ical point of view and a substantive theory� [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, p. 511].

Others, e.g., Shoven and Whaley, use the term to mean a set of prices such that

supply meets demand [Shoven and Whalley, 1992, p. 11]. In this thesis I concur

to the latter de�nition and use the term as a synonym to >competitive equilibrium

throughout the thesis.

gross demand The gross demand is the allocation that an >agent wants to have at a

given price level [Varian, 1996, p. 157 � 158]. See also >net demand.

HOMEBOT A HOMEBOT is an >agent representing one or more >loads in our

market-oriented approach to >load management. See further Section 10.3 on

page 144.

incentive compatible Synonymous to truth-telling [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, p. 494].

indifference curve An indifference curve consists of all >consumption bundles re-

sulting in a certain utility. See further Figure 2.2 on page 17 and [Varian, 1996,

Section 3.3, pp. 36 � 37].

indirect (power) load management A form of >load management based on that

the customer adjusts his/her behavior in response to a price signal. See further

Section 9.4.2 on page 137.
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Kuhn-Tucker conditions The Kuhn-Tucker conditions are necessary (and under cer-

tain circumstances suf�cient) conditions for an optimal allocation. For e detailed

description, and proper references, see, e.g., [Ibaraki and Katoh, 1988, Theo-

rem 2.1.1, p. 15][Fletcher, 1987, Theorem 9.1.1, p. 200].

load A load is any device that consumes energy, e.g. a radiator, a light bulb or an

electric motor.

load control See >load management.

load management Load management is the concept of controlling >loads at the cus-

tomer side in order to run the energy system more ef�ciently. There is no gen-

eral agreement in the electrical engineering community on whether or not the

terms load control and load management are synonymous. In this thesis they are

treated as synonymous. There are two main forms of load management: >direct

load management and >indirect load management.

linear convergence An algorithm has linear convergence iff, suf�ciently close to

the solution, the error in one iteration is, at most, a constant factor times the

error in the previous iteration, i.e. �i � � � �i�1, � < 1 [Press et al., 1994,

p. 353][Fletcher, 1987, p. 20]. That is, the upper limit for the error of iteration i

is �ni � �0. Hence, for a linear scheme the number of iterations required to �nd a

solution with the error � is O(� log �).

marginal cost The marginal cost is the cost per unit for producing an additional

in�nitesimal amount of a commodity. That is, if the cost of producing r is c(r),

then the marginal cost for commodity i is
c(r)
@qi

[Mas-Colell et al., 1995, p. 140].

marginal rate of substitution The marginal rate of substitution of commodity l for

commodity k is de�ned by
@u(x�)
@xl

@u(x�)
@xk

=
pl

pk
;

where x� is the optimal choice at the current price lev-

els [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, Eq. (3.D.5), p. 54]. That is, the marginal

rate of substitution is the relation between the >marginal utility of commodity

l and the marginal utility of commodity k at the optimal choice at given price

levels.

marginal utility The marginal utility is the utility per unit for consuming an ad-

ditional in�nitesimal amount of a commodity. That is, if the utility of the

>consumption bundle x is u(x), then the marginal utility of commodity i is
@u(x)
@xi

[Varian, 1996, p. 65].
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market equilibrium Synonymous to >competitive equilibrium [Varian, 1996,

p. 503].

market-oriented programming Market-oriented programming is a program-

ming paradigm based on >agents interacting through some price mecha-

nism [Wellman, 1998].

Marshallian quantity adjustment Synonymous to >quantity t�atonnement. (See e.g.

[Takayama, 1985, p. 297] and [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, p. 625].)

multi-agent system Amulti-agent system is in this thesis to be understood as a num-

ber of interacting >agents.

multi-commodity market A markets including more than two commodities is re-

ferred to as a multi-commodity market. See also >two-commodity markets.

net demand The net demand is the >gross demand minus the >endowment.

Nord Pool Nord Pool is an electricity exchange market for the

Nordic countries, see further Section 9.3 on page 133 and

http://www.nordpool.no/eng96/index.htm.

Newton-Raphson algorithm An root-�nding algorithm where the updates of the

free variable based on the distance from the solution and the current direction(s)

of the objective function. See Section 4.3.2, Section 4.3.5, Section 4.4.2, and

Section 4.4.4.

Pareto ef�cient Informally: If there is no way to reallocate goods to make any >agent

better off without making it worse for some other agent then the current alloca-

tion is Pareto ef�cient. For a more formal de�nition see [Mas-Colell et al., 1995,

De�nition 10.B.2, p. 313].

Pareto improvement A reallocation of goods that makes some agent(s) better off

without making any other agent(s) worse off [Varian, 1996, p. 15].

Pareto optimal Synonymous to >Pareto ef�cient [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, p. 312].

partial equilibrium A price such that the >aggregate excess demand for the com-

modity under observation is zero. See also Section 2.3.3.

power load management Synonymous to >load management.

price function A price function, here denoted p�(z�) tells how much an agent is

willing to pay for an in�nitesimal amount of resource at the allocation described

by its >endowment and z�. See further Section 4.1.
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price-oriented algorithms A family of algorithms for �nding market equilibrium

that uses the price as the free search parameter. See further Section 2.5.3 on

page 27 and Section 4.2 on page 50.

price-taker An >agent that is a price-taker iff it ignores its own effect on

prices [Varian, 1996, p. 367].

price t�atonnement Price t�atonnement can be seen as an attempt to formalize the

idea that the price will increase if demand is larger than supply. The standard

equation for price t�atonnement is

@pj

@t
= cj � zj(p); 8j;

where c is a positive constant and z is the >excess demand. See further Sec-

tion 2.5.1 on page 25 and [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, pp. 620 � 621].

production possibilities set The production possibilities set of a producer is the set

of all >production vectors that are feasible for the producer. See also Section 2.4

and [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, p. 533].

production vector A production vector of a producer describes how certain

inputs can be transformed into certain outputs. See also Section 2.4

and [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, p. 533].

pro�t maximizing producer A pro�t maximizing producer �. . . chooses both its in-

puts and its outputs with the sole goal of achieving maximum economic prof-

its� [Nicholson, 1995, p. 390].

PROPORTION PROPORTION is an algorithm for obtaining feasible solution for in-

termediate results of >price-oriented algorithms. See Chapter 5.

quadratic convergence An algorithm has quadratic convergence if, suf�ciently

close to the solution, the error in one iteration is, at most, a constant factor

times the square of the error in the previous iteration, i.e. �i � � � �2i�1,
� < 1 [Press et al., 1994, p. 353][Fletcher, 1987, p. 20]. For a quadratic

scheme, the number of iterations required to �nd a solution with the error �

is O (log(� log �)).

quadratic scheme See >quadratic convergence.

quantity t�atonnement Quantity t�atonnement can be seen as an attempt to formalize

the idea that the quantity traded will increase if the price that the demand side is
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willing to pay exceeds the price that the supply side requires for each quantity.

The standard equation for quantity t�atonnement is

@qj

@t
= cj � (pdemand(q)� psupply(q)) ; 8j;

where c is a positive constant. See further Section 2.5.2 on page 26 and

[Nicholson, 1995, pp. 587 � 588].

quasi-concave utility function A >utility function that results in >convex

>indifference curves is quasi-concave. Synonymous to >convex preferences. See

further [Varian, 1996, Figure 3.10, p. 47][Nicholson, 1995, p. 69 - 70].

quasi-linear utility function A quasi-linear >utility function is a utility function of

the form u(x) = f([x1; x2; : : : ; xi�1; xi+1; : : : ; xk]) + �xi, where � is a con-

stant. See also, e.g, [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, De�nition 3.B.7, p. 45].

reactive power See >active power.

resource-oriented algorithms Resource-oriented algorithms is a family of algo-

rithms that uses the resource as the free search parameter in search for >general

equilibrium. See further Section 2.5.3 on page 27 and Section 4.2 on page 50.

self-interested agent By a self-interested >agent we refer to an agent that tries to

maximize its utility in every possible way. This is in contrast to an agent that

shows >competitive behavior. For example, a self-interested agent might take

its own effect on prices into account, see further Chapter 6.

separable An optimization problem of the form

maxxf(x)

s:t:
Pn

i=1 xij = Xj ; 8j

is separable iff it can be rewritten as

maxx
Pn

i=1 fi(xi)

s:t:
Pn

i=1 xij = Xj ; 8j:

See also [Ibaraki and Katoh, 1988, p. 2].
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strictly concave function Informally: A strictly concave function is equivalent to a

>concave function with the exception that points on the line between two points

on the function can not be on the function, i.e. no parts may be linear. For a

more rigorous de�nition, see [Ibaraki and Katoh, 1988, pp. 10 � 12]. See also

Figure A.1.

strictly convex function The function f is strictly convex iff�f is >strictly concave.

See also Figure A.1.

strictly quasi-concave utility function A >utility function that results in

>strictly convex >indifference curves is strictly quasi-concave. See also

[Nicholson, 1995, p. 86].

super-linear convergence An algorithm has super-linear convergence if, suf�ciently

close to the solution, the error in one iteration is, at most, a constant factor times

the error in the previous iteration to the power of a constant term larger than 1,

i.e. �i � � � �mi�1, � < 1, m > 1 [Press et al., 1994, p. 353][Fletcher, 1987,

p. 20]. For a super-linear scheme, the number of iterations required to �nd a

solution with the error � is O (log(� log �)).

t�atonnement See >price- t�atonnement and >quantity- t�atonnement.

t�atonnement process A t�atonnement process is the process of �rst comput-

ing the equilibrium prices and then reallocating the commodities. See fur-

ther [Takayama, 1985, pp. 339 � 347].

technology A producer's ability to transform inputs to outputs is described by its

technology. See also >production possibilities set, >production vector and Sec-

tion 2.4.

two-commodity market Amarket including only two commodities and, hence, only

one price (the price of on of the commodities in terms of the other).

utility functionA utility function is a preference ordering. u(x) > u(y) means

that the >consumption bundle x is preferred over the consumption bundle y,

u(x) = u(y) means that the >agent is indifferent between consumption bun-

dle x and consumption bundle y, and u(x) � u(y) means that the consump-

tion bundle x is at least as preferred as the consumption bundle y. See also

[Mas-Colell et al., 1995, De�nition 1.B.2, p. 9], [Nicholson, 1995, p. 80] or

[Varian, 1996, p. 58 � 61].

utility maximizing consumer A utility maximizing consumer is an >agent that max-

imizes its utility when trading on a market. See further [Mas-Colell et al., 1995,

pp. 17�36,p. 314].
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WALRAS A >price-oriented algorithm for obtaining >general equilibrium. See fur-

ther Section 4.4.1 on page 66 and [Cheng and Wellman, 1998]

Walrasian equilibrium Synonymous to >competitive equilibrium [Varian, 1996,

p. 503].

Walrasian price adjustment Synonymous to >price t�atonnement. (See, e.g.,

[Mas-Colell et al., 1995, pp. 620 � 621] and [Nicholson, 1995, p. 583].)
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COTREE DETAILS

B.1 Structure and Communication

Each auctioneer keeps an approximation of the compound price function of its descen-

dant nodes, as well as information on how to distribute resources between its children.

This is visualized in Figure B.1.

The price vector holds k values, each value being the price that the auctioneers

children have at that change in resource, z. Thus, price gives the price at sampled

points from the situation where the auctioneers children sells as much of the resource

as possible to the situation where they buy as much as possible1 . As an example we

see that for z = 1 (the third slot), we have that p = 2. The leftAlloc and rightAlloc

vectors are also holding k values corresponding to the respective equilibrium demands.

For example, if the auctioneer is assigned z = 1 (i.e. will buy 1 unit of commodity one)

after the equilibrium computation, it gets directly from the leftAlloc and rightAlloc

vectors that 0:5 will be sold by the left child and that 1:5 will be bought by the right

child. If the auctioneer is assigned z = 0:5 it interpolates between adjacent values,

and in this case it would mean that the left child would sell 0:75 and the right child

would buy 1:25.

COTREE is implemented on a set of hosts interconnected in a tree structure. The

height of this tree will vary from zero (when all auctioneers, consumer and producers

reside on the same host) to the height of a binary tree when every auctioneer, con-

sumer and producer resides on a separate host. We introduce a degree, di, de�ned as

the number of children of host i. The choice of di for each host will depend on the

communication and computation capacity of the employed hardware. If we assume

1For applications where there is no limit to how much an agent can buy, good guesses of a possible

interval can be used. If the allocation should end up at the border of this interval, new limits can be set

and only a small part of the equilibrium computations will have to be redone.

201
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price 4 3 2 1.143... 0.25
leftAlloc -1 -1 -0.5 0.0714... 1
rightAlloc 0 1 1.5 1.928... 2
Corresponding resource: -1 0 1 2 3

0

1

2

3

4

-1 0 1 2 3

z

p

Compound Price 

Figure B.1: The structure of an auctioneer.

that all hosts have the same degree d (which is not necessary) and the tree is well bal-

anced, the height of the tree is O
�
log n
log d

�
. Another important design parameter is k,

the number of elements in the price, leftAlloc and rightAlloc vectors. The choice

of k will depend on the tolerance on the quality of the result (cf. � in the discussion in

Section 4.2) as well as the computer system's communication and computation capac-

ity. Throughout the paper we assume k to be equal for every consumer, producer and

auctioneer, although this is not necessary. We now take a look at two extreme cases of

d.

As one extreme, we chose d = n, where n, as above, is the number of leaves

in the tree, i.e. the number of consumer and producer agents on the market. This

results in a host tree of height 1 where there are no internal hosts, only a set of n

leaves and the root. We let each agent deliver all its k sample values to the root. The

global auctioneer then computes an aggregated function. This requires that the global

auctioneer receives n messages, each of size �(k).

A host tree of height 1 works well as long as the number of agents is not too large.

For a large number of agents, the communication to the root may become a bottleneck

and the computational burden of the host holding the root node may become too high.

As the other extreme case we choose d = 2 which gives a binary host tree, and let

each host hold only one consumer, producer or auctioneer. The computation is now

distributed among the hosts so that the root�as well as each internal host�only need

to process two messages of size �(k). This minimizes the cost for communication

(and computation) at each single host at the expense of more messages (2n � 2 com-

pared to n)2 and slightly longer communication chains; the height of the tree will be

2The number of messages is equal to the number of edges in the host tree. If we assume a balanced

host tree with no unary nodes, the number of edges in a binary tree with n leaves is 2n� 2.
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O(log n).

B.2 The Computations of an Auctioneer

The basic structure of the algorithm is given below. The algorithm is explained in

some detail after the pseudo-code.

if the node only has one child then

copy the vectors of that child

else

assign the highest p of the two children

to slot 0 in price and assign the

minimum values of the respective children

to the first slots in leftAlloc and rightAlloc

for i:= 1 to k-1 {

//This loop is run k-1 times

assign as much as possible to

the right child

if the price of the right child is larger

or equal to that of the left child then {

if the right child is at its boundary then

assign the value of the left child to slot i

in price

else

assign the value of the right child to slot i

in price

assign the current allocations to leftAlloc

and rightAlloc

continue with the next iteration

} //end if

assign as much as possible to the

left child

if the price of the left child is larger

or equal to that of the right child then {

if the left child is at its boundary then

assign the value of the right child to slot i

in price

else

assign the value of the left child to slot i

in price

assign the current allocations to leftAlloc

and rightAlloc

continue with the next iteration

} //end if

interpolate to the point where the

prices are expected to be equal

assign price, leftAlloc and

rightAlloc as described below

} //end for

If the node only has one child, the obvious solution is simply to copy its vectors.

Otherwise we have to calculate the k values for the three vectors as described below.
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left price 3 2 1 0.5 0.25
Corresponding resource: -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1
right price 4 3.5 3 2 1
Corresponding resource: 0 0.5 1 1.5 2

Figure B.2: The prices of two children.

The algorithm is most easily explained through an example. Assume that the price

vectors sent by the children to the auctioneer are as in Figure B.2. (The numbers

in Figure B.1 are from the computation with these price samples.) Note that �1 �
zleft � 1 and 0 � zright � 2, and hence �1 � z � 3 for the auctioneer.

We start by assigning the highest value of slot 0 of the price vectors of the two

children to slot 0 of price of the auctioneer. This is because the child with the highest

price will start to buy at the auctioneers minimal z. Hence, 4 is �lled in at slot 0, since

p = 3 for the left child and p = 4 for the right child. The minimum values of the left

and right children are �lled in at slot 0 of leftAlloc and rightAlloc respectively.

Then we enter the for loop. For each i = 0 : : : k � 1, we test the allocation

z = min+ i
k�1(max�min). First assign as much of z as possible to the right child.

Assigning as much as possible to the right node means that the maximum value for

that child can not be exceeded and that the value assigned to the left child can not be

smaller than the value assigned to it in the previous iteration. In the �rst iteration this

means that we start by assigning 1 to the right child and �1 to the left child. In this

case p = 3 for both children and hence the condition (that the price of the right child

is higher than or equal to the price of the left child) is true and 3 will be assigned to

slot 1 in price, �1 will be assigned to slot 1 of leftAlloc, and 1 will be assigned to

slot 1 of rightAlloc. Then we continue with the next iteration.

In the next iteration we start by assigning 2 to the right child and �1 to the left

child. This time the condition (that the price of the right child is higher than or equal

to the price of the left child) is false and we continue with assigning 1 to the right

child and 0 to the left. As the price of the left child is smaller than the one of the right

child, we continue to the interpolation. By now we have computed that pright(2) = 1,

pright(1) = 3, pleft(�1) = 3, and pleft(0) = 1. We now do a linear interpolation to

estimate where the prices are equal. Thus, we set up the equation

pright(1) + �zright � pright(1)�pright(2)

1�2 =

pleft(�1) + (1��zright) � pleft(�1)�pright(0)

�1�0 :

Solving the equation gives �zright = 1
2 and the resulting price (pright(1) +

1
2 �

pright(1)�pright(2)

1�2 = 2) is assigned to slot 2 in price, �0:5 is assigned to slot 2 in
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leftAlloc and 1:5 is assigned to slot 2 of rightAlloc. Correspondingly is done for

i = 3.

For the last iteration (i = 4) we have that the �rst if statement is true and that the

right child is at its boundary, thus we assign 0:25 to price, 1 to leftAlloc and 2 to

rightAlloc. The rationale behind selecting the price of the other node when one of

them is at its boundary is that once the boundary has been reached, this child can not

buy anything more, and it will not sell before the price is above the price of the other

child.

In this simple example the price exactly matched prices the resources requested

for. In general this is not the case. Rather the price must be interpolated from adjacent

values.

As seen from the pseudo-code above, for each of the possible allocations, the worst

case is that both the if-statements return false and we have to perform the interpolation

which is done in constant time. Hence, the computation time grows with the number

of samples as O(k).

Looking at the total computation time of COTREE we again investigate the cases

of d = n and d = 2. When d = n (all auctioneers reside on one host) the computation

time is the computation time of each auctioneer times the number of auctioneers, i.e.

O(nk). When d = 2 and we let each host hold only one auctioneer, the computa-

tion time is the computation time of each auctioneer times the height of the tree, i.e.

O(k logn). It is important to remember though that the communication, rather than the

computation is the important performance measure here. (See further Sections 4.3.3.)
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Appendix C

Proofs

C.1 Proofs for Chapter 3

Proof for Theorem 3.1 A producer inM is behaviorally equivalent to a �consumer�

with the utility function of Eq. (3.3), which is allowed to have rlij < 0. (The maximiza-

tion problem of the producer, Eq. (3.2), can be rewritten asmaxr fi(r)�p � r. Since a
consumer can buym for piri, the statement follows.) Let�f =

Pn
i=1 fi(r

b
i )�fi(r

a
i ),Pn

i=1 r
a
i = R, and

Pn
i=1 r

b
i = R. For any allocation hra;mai inM , hrb;mbi (where

mb
i = ma

i + u(rai ;m
a
i ) � u(rbi ;m

a
i ) +

�f
n ) is a Pareto-improvement if �f > 0.

(
Pn

i=1m
b
i =

Pn
i=1m

a
i , because

Pn
i=1 ui(r

a
i ;m

a
i ) � ui(r

b
i ;m

a
i ) = ��f .) In other

words: if an allocation is not a solution toMP it is not Pareto-optimal inM . Thus, if

an allocation is Pareto-optimal inM it is a solution toMP . 2

Proof for Theorem 3.2 Since the competitive equilibrium is Pareto-optimal (see,

e.g., [Mas-Colell et al., 1995, p. 766] or [Takayama, 1985, p. 192] � every point inM

is trivially non-satiated because of m) we have from Theorem 3.1 that it is a solution

toMP . 2

Proof for Theorem 3.3 With the notation and line of reasoning of the proof of The-

orem 3.1, if Eq. (3.4) does not hold under the preconditions, there obviously exists an

allocation hrb;mbi such that �f > 0. Hence, the theorem follows. 2

Proof for Theorem 3.4 As E [
P

i fi(ri)] =P
iE [fi(ri)] [R	ade and Westergren, 1988, p. 298] it holds that maxE [

P
i fi(ri)] =

max
P

iE [fi(ri)]. Let gi(ri) = E [fi(ri)], and apply Theorem 3.1 (by letting this

new gi(ri) be fi(ri) in Theorem 3.1). 2
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Proof for Theorem 3.5 Equivalent to the proof of Theorem 3.4, but with the appli-

cation of Theorem 3.4 instead of Theorem 3.1. 2

C.2 Proofs for Chapter 4

Proof for the Statement in Footnote 1 on Page 50 First we show that, under the

declared preconditions, z1� 6= z2� ) p1� 6= p2�.

Assume z1�i < z2�i, but p
1
� = p2�. Then have z1�i < z2�i ) 9j z1�j > z2�j )

p1�j < p2�j _ 9k z1�k > z2�k; k 6= j. Then z1� 6= z2� ) p1� 6= p2� follows directly or by

induction.

Correspondingly can be done not only for z1�i > z2�i, p
1
� = p2�, but also p

1
�i < p2�i,

z1� = z2� and p1�i > p2�i, z
1
� = z2�, and the statement follows.

Proof for Theorem 4.1 The theorem follows directly from Theroem 4.2 and

Theroem 4.3. 2

Proof for Theorem 4.2 First introduce the matrices A, S, T, and R of dimension

(n� 1� n� 1), de�ned by

Arc =

8><
>:
5pir; r = c

0; r 6= c
; Src =

8><
>:
E; r = c

0; r 6= c
;

Trc =

8><
>:
E; c = 1

0; c 6= 1
; and Rrc =

8><
>:
5pin; c = 1

0; c 6= 1
;

where E is the unit matrix de�ned by

Erc =

8><
>:

1; r = c

0; r 6= c
:

Then 5f = A + RSTT , and from the Sherman-Morrison for-

mula [Golub and Loan, 1991] we have that (5f)�1 = A�1 � A�1RU�1TTA�1

whereU = S�1 +TTA�1R. Since the inversion of5f now only contains inversion

of diagonal matrices, it can be done analytically. The result is

�
5f(zi

��1
rc

=

8><
>:
3pir

�
E�5pin

�Pn
�=13p

i
�

��1
3pin3p

i
c

�
; r = c

�3pir 5 pin

�Pn
�=13p

i
�

��1
3pin3p

i
c; r 6= c
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Then, the change in the net demand for agent � is

�z� =

�s �3pi� �

0
B@E�5pin

0
@ nX
�=1

3pi�

1
A
�1

3pin3p
i
j

1
CA (pi� � pin)

+s �3pi� �
X

1��n�1^ 6=�

5pin

0
@ nX
�=1

3pi�

1
A
�1

3pin3p
i


�
pi � pin

�
=

�s �3pi�

0
B@pi� � pin �5pin

0
@ nX
�=1

3pi�

1
A
�1

3pin

nX
=1

3pi

�
pi � pin

�1CA :

2

Proof for Theorem 4.3 If D is a diagonal matrix, then DAD�1 = A. (D�1
ij =

1=Dij , (DA)ij = DijAij ,
�
DAD�1

�
ij = DijAij=Dij = Aij).

If5pi� is a diagonal matrix, order the agents so that � = n.

Then,

hpii = pin +5pin
�Pn

�=13p
i
�

��1
3pin

Pn
�=13p

i
�

�
pi� � pin

�
=

pin +
�Pn

�=13p
i
�

��1Pn
�=13p

i
�

�
pi� � pin

�
=

pin +
�Pn

�=13p
i
�

��1Pn
�=13p

i
�p

i
� �

��Pn
�=13p

i
�

��1Pn
�=13p

i
�

�
pin =�Pn

�=13p
i
�

��1Pn
�=13p

i
�p

i
�

2

Proof for Theorem 4.4 For every agent, �, we have from Theorem 3.2 that the

change in allocation, z�, from the initial allocation to the general equilibrium alloca-

tion and the optimal allocation are the same. Then what is left to prove is that the

reallocation in m� is the same. In the case of competitive equilibrium, the change in

allocation of m is �p � z. In the case of generalized Vickrey auction the change in

allocation of m is
P

�6=� f�(x
�
�) �

P
�6=� f�(x

��
� ). As the agents effect on prices is

negligible, we get that
P

�6=� f�(x
�
�)�

P
�6=� f�(x

��
� ) = �Pk

i=1

@
P

�6=�
f�(x��)

@Xi
� z�i

(where Xi is the total amount available of commodity i when agent � is included).

As
@
P

�6=�
f�(x��)

@Xi
= pi, the theorem follows. (We also note that

@f�(x�)
@x�i

are not re-

quired for computing
@
P

�6=�
f�(x�)

@Xi
. As each agent's effect on prices is negligible, the
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derivative of the sum can be computed from differences with and without the agent

under observation.) 2

C.3 Proofs for Chapter 8

Proof for Theorem 8.1 At a Pareto-optimal allocation where no agent is at its

bounds, all @u(�Fio)=@�Fio are equal (see Theorem 3.3, page 45), and thus it will

hold for every of�ce that �Fio � �io =
�2
N

�2o
(�FiN � �iN ). Summing the equations

yields
PN�1

o=1 �Fio�
PN�1

o=1 �io = �2N (�FiN ��iN )
PN�1

o=1
1
�2o
. Adding�FiN��iN

to both sides and dividing both sides by N together with the resource constraint

(
PN

o=1�Fio = 0) yields
�
PN

o=1
�io

N = �2N (�FiN � �iN )

PN

o=1
1

�2o

N which is equiv-

alent to �FiN = �iN � 1
�2
N
�h1=�2i

h�ii. For reasons of symmetry, this equation holds

for all of�ces. 2

Proof for Theorem 8.2 Minimizing Eq. (8.12) boils down to minimizing

f(Ti1; Ti2; : : : ; Tin) =
PN

o=1[(Tio � T setp
o ) � (hTii � hT setpi)]2, since this is just

a monotonic transformation. Due to the fact that �io minimizes Eq. (8.12), it holds

that @f
@�Fio

= 0 for �Fio = �io. Since the average temperature is considered as given,

we have that
@f

@�Fio
= 2[(Tio(�io)� T setp

o )� (hTii � hT setpi)] � @Tio@�io
for �Fio = �io.

This gives that Tio(�io) = T setp
o + (hTii � hT setpi). Thus, f can be rewrit-

ten as
PN

o=1[Tio(�Fio) � Tio(�io)]
2. Since Tio is a linear function of �Fio, we

have that Tio(�Fio) = Tio(�io) +
@Tio
@�Fio

� (�Fio � �io), and hence f becomesPN
o=1

�
@Tio
@�Fio

�2
(�Fio � �io)

2. Then Theorem 3.1, page 44, implies that any Pareto-

optimal allocation in a market where the utility functions are described by Eq. (8.27)

with �o =
@Tio
@�Fio

minimizes f . 2
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